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Opening address
by the Rt. Hon. Duncan Maclntyre
Minister of Fisheries
DURING the last few years we have witnessed in
New Zealand an unprecedented level of interest and
development in fisheries resources. This high level of

activity is symptomatic of the general drive to
diversify, as widely as possible, the base of our
essentially primary industry oriented economy. As the

process evolves, previously little-used or littleunderstood resources are being carefully evaluated for

the contribution they can make to our

nation's

economic welfare. It is indicative of the times in which
we live that such evaluation pays significant attention

Nonetheless, a firm policy was needed for future
management of such a fishery. This has been evolved
from discussions between my officers, the Department
of Internal Affairs, the New Zealand Fishing Indusrry
Board, and acclimatisation societies, and the draft has
been finally prepared and recommended to me by the
Freshwater Fisheries Advisory Council, The main
objective of this policy is to encourage rational
development of an ocean ranching quinnat salmon
fishery. At the same time, activities which may

damage existing freshwater recreational fisheries

to environmental and ecological considerations. The
name of the game is efficient utilisation, not

resources

exploitation.

available to anglers and that the long-term viability of
trout and salmon fisheries will be maintained.

New Zealand's unique reliance in primary industry
on largely non-indigenous flora and iauna has been a
source of interest to scientists in many disciplines. It
may be fairly said that almost all the plant, animal,
and fish species introduced to these islands have, in a
truly biblical sense, gone forth and multiplied most

mightily. Salmon provide a good example of this
phenomenon and, as far as I am aware, New Zealand
is still the only country in the Southern llemisphere in
which self-perpetuating stocks of salmon are firmly
established.

Against such a background, this symposium has
been mounted so that current problems facing the
salmon fishery can be studied, information on what
has already been done can be disseminated, and we
may also have the opportunity of hearing from our

overseas visitors about salmon management,
enhancement, and commercial fisheries in their home

will be prevented or minimised. The poticy
will also ensure that existing resources remain
One of the difficulties the salmon farmer faces is
that he has no control over the fish from the point of
liberation until they return to the farm. Ffowever, it is
intended that protected areas will be set up near
hatcheries to prevent anglers from catching salmon
which have returned to spawn. Anglers will have free
access to fish outside such areas,
Restrictions are also to be imposed on non-angling

fishing methods between January and April

to
safeguard the return of salmon to authorised capture

sites. Methods will need to be devised to protect
salmon at sea from deliberate capture. The

Freshwater Fisheries Advisory Council has established a working party to examine and report on the

problems. We are looking

at the possibility that

commercial hatcheries could be required to mark fish
before releasing them.

countries.

Disease

Salmon ranching

The New Zealand Government strongly supports
the concept of salmon ranching, and a policy for ocean

ranching of quinnat salmon was approved by me in
July. There seem to be no good reasons why such an
industry should not prosper and we also believe that

benefits will accrue to the recreational fishery.
Flowever, we appreciate that it will not happen
overnight. For some years yet, salmon ranchers will
have to obtain their ova from wild sources, since large
annual fluctuations in the return of adult salmon
make

it

nearly impossible to guarantee adequate ova

supplies.
example,
available
Inset
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You will be aware that this year, lor
no more than a token ova supply was
for the four farms already in operation.

There is absolutely no doubt that the need to
control disease and its spread through the fishing
industry will be a major consideration in marketing
salmon. Considerable disappointment was created by
the discovery of whirling disease in the Silverstream
hatchery, but ministry staff, from Animal Health and
Fisheries Research Divisions in particular, combined
forces to deal with the problem and to determine the
areas in which the disease might occur. Regrettably,
we must accept that the disease is indigenous, at least
in the South Island, and has been present since well
before 1971. This emphasises the care that will have
to be taken in the operation oL any freshwater

hatcheries, irrespective of whether they belong to
government, societies, or private individuals. From

now on, ministry livestock officers will have the
additional responsibility of inspecting fish hatcheries
in the same way as they inspect other land-based
farming operations.

Conflicting interests
Where there is conflict of interest between
commercial operators in development of a salmon
industry, support will most positively be given to
proposals which show the greatest benefit to the
sports fishery. So far we have at least one application

for each of the rivers in the Canterbury area which are

most suitable for salmon ranching. You

car:

appreciate that it will be necessary for my ministry to
carefully assess the merits of each new proposal before

approvals are granted. Efforts will be made to
encourage more widespread distribution of salmon,
and development will be encouraged for rivers as long
as other sports fisheries are not endangered and ova
supplies are available. We must consider that it may
be necessary in the initial stages to limit the number of
salmon ranching developments in any one catchment,
and here we must decide whether we are dealing with
a whole river system or just one river.
I know there is considerable concern about salmon
being caught at sea as a by-catch, and many people
hold that this is a covert rather than an accidental
activity. Salmon have been caught for many years by
commercial fishing boats off our coast, but recently it
seems that the incidence of such catches has greatly
increased. Whether this is due to more fish, different
boat types, alternative fishing methods, or just the
knowledge of the salmon's presence by commercial
fishermen is, perhaps, immaterial. What must be
considered is the resolution of conflicting interests:
those of sports fisheries, including augmented natural
runs, of commercial salmon farmers releasing fish to
the sea, of commercial fishermen who unavoidably

take fish, and of this ministry, which

needs

information from commercial fishermen as to where
salmon are taken and requires that tags be returned.

This was discussed at some length at the annual
general meeting of the Freshwater Fisheries Advisory
Council and written submissions were received from

the South Island Council of Acclimatisation Societies

and some individual South Island acclimatisation
societies.

The advisory council has set up
study the following objectives:

a

working party to

a To protect the recreational fishery at, or above, the
current level;
o To permit salmon caught at sea by trawlers, as a
by-catch, to be legally landed for use;
o To protect and promote the development of oceanrelease salmon farms;

¡ To discourage target fishing for salmon

by
commercial interests;
o To discourage the present illegal sales of salmon
and prevent the development of a more extensive
black market;
a To provide protection from non-recreational fishing
to salmon returning to their natal streams.

Legislative considerations
Originally, the salmon was introduced to become a
commercial species. Rod and river netting licences
and licences for trawling at sea were issued, and
trapped fish were sold by the South Island council.
These practices were stopped when natural stocks
proved inadequate. Today, with an internal demand
for salmon from the hotel and restaurant trade, high
black market prices, modern fishing vessels, and the
promise of greatly augmented natural salmon runs, it
is obvious that current legal statutes provide
inadequate control.

In Part I (Sea Fisheries) of the Fisheries Act 1908,
"fish" is defined to include "every description both of
fish and of shellfish" found in our waters, but it does
not include salmon or trout. Therefore in those areas
covered by just Part I of the act, no action may be
taken regarding salmon; they could be transhipped for
export, for example. Part II of the act does include

salmon in the definition of fish, but the area

oÍ.

jurisdiction is limited to 500 m from shore where any
stream enters the sea. Salmon may not be sold or
landed, however, so that any fishing vessel bringing
salmon ashore commits a violation.

Further confusion results from the type of
information available. Some commercial fishermen
claim that salmon mix with normal target species and
that large-scale catches are unavoidable, recreational
fishermen make unsupported statements about
damage done, and so on. Obviously it is imperative
that any system for control must be based on fact and
that a complicated and expensive control mechanism
should not be established on pure supposition.
Salmon caught by non-recreational means can be
separated into three categories: off-shore catch by
licensed foreign fishing boats, near-shore and river
catch by both commercial and recreational set nets,
and catches at sea by New Zealand based boats.
Licensed vessels are not considered to be a real
problem, as they are excluded, as far as we know,
from sea areas populated by salmon. Joint venture
and New Zealand registered overseas vessels could be
a problem, except that there are provisions to exclude
such ships from specific areas, or to limit them to
specific gear, by conditions imposed on their permits.
It is obvious that with an increase in salmon returning

to rivers, uncontrolled river and near-shore gill
netting, ostensibly for other fish, could severely

damage a run or make a commercial salmon farm
uneconomic. There is no suggestion that such
practices be relicensed, but rather that certain
restrictions be applied; for example, limiting the

number of meshes allowable for a flounder net,
limiting the number and placement of nets, or
outright closure to arly net fishing either permanently

or for specified periods.

I have dealt at some lengrh with our policy for a
commercial salmon industry in New Zealand. I

believe it was aopropriate for me to do so in view of
the symposium programme, which exhaustively
covers the many other aspects of salmon and their
environment in this country. I am sure that your
deliberations will make a valuable contribution to our
store of knowledge on this subject, and in wishing you
a most successful meeting, I wili take the opportunity

of extending a very warm welcome to our overseas
visitors. The benefit of their experience is a valuable
input to this symposium. I have much pleasure in
opening the meeting.

Discussion

Mr Waugh: Minister,

one of your suggestions was

that salmon farmers would have to mark all their fish.
Because ol. a very heavy work load, I would hope that

Mr Dougherty: Wiil policing of black market salmon
start as a national scheme rather than locally?

this is not made a requirement too early in the piece.

Mr Macfntyre: It

depends on whar fpe of marking
you're doing: sheep ear tags, coded wire, or whatever.
Yesterday while discussing the future of the snapper

fishery in Auckland, I was advised they get a 10o/o20"/" return from recreational fishermen; so we would
expect everyone to send them in if we put them on
salmon, wouldn't we?

Mr Flenderson¡ Could we install observers on

Macfntyre: Last year legislation was passed to allow
fisheries inspectors and police to enter and inspect.
This necessitates confiscation of salmon from the
diners' plates, or else the evidence is consumed. If a
complaint is laid

it can be followed up.

tlnknown: Are you starting to regard recreational
fisheries as purely secondary to commercial fisheries?

foreign and commercial fishing boats catching saimon
at sea off the coast of New Zealand?

Maclntyre: It's a thought and obviously it could be
done. Ifowever, manpower requirements would be
such that possibly it would be more effective to
examine the catch at the landing site.

Macfntyre: No, I hoped that my speech showed I
considered the recreational fishery as paramount.
Restrictions that may be imposed would be very
limited in order to protect the resource. The
recreational fishery has first priority.

The history of New Zealand's salmon fishery
by M. Flain
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

NEW ZEALAND's early settlers formed local
acclimatisation societies which continue to the present
day, and most have a history of over a century of fish
and wildlife management. Their councils are elected
by the licence holders and they carry out day-to-day
management. Initial government participation was by

fnhoduction of salmon
The early acclimatisation societies, often acting
independently, sought to introduce salmon into New
Zealand, as the native species of freshwater fish were
neither large nor very sporting.

the Marine Department, which existed from 1887 to
1972.

The societies formed a research committee, which
had its first meeting on l8 November 1929 and its last
on 3 June 1937, by which time it had run out of
money. Its functions were taken over by the Marine
Department; early workers included such people as D.
Hobbs, A. Parrott, M. Godby, and Professor E.

Percival.

On I

September 1972 Fisheries Man-

agement and Research Divisions transferred from the

Marine Department to the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries.
One other government department has freshwater
fisheries responsibilities; this is the Department of
Internal Affairs. Originally, the old Tourist Department had special interests in the Rotorua-Taupo area
and the Southern Lakes disrict. These were taken
over by the Department of Internal Affairs in 1930

Atlantic salmon, Salmo salar (Linnaeus)
Most of the settlers were European, and so their
first choice was the Atlantic salmon. The Tasmanian
Salmon Commissioner noted in 1862, "a contribution
of 1200 has been received Irom New Zealand",
towards the cost of importing Atlantic salmon ova
from Britain. This importation failed. A parliamentary resolution was passed on 23 September 1867
which read, "That in the opinion of this House, it is
desirable that inquiries should be made by the
Government with the view of ascertaining the best
means to be adopted for introducing salmon into the
Colony, the most favourable situation lor carrying out
any experiments in connection with the breeding of
salmon, and the probable cost of such experiments."

The first successful importation was in 1868, and
Iarge numbers of fish were raised in subsequent years.

The imported stocks originated from a variety of
Firth, Severn, Tweed,
and Ribble in Britain, from the Rhine in Germany,

and 1945 respectively.

sources: from the rivers Tay,

The acclimatisation societies hold annual meetings
of the North and South Island Councils, and elected
representatives from these, with government representatives, meet as the Freshwater Fisheries
Advisory Council, which conveys to government
matters of concern. This body had its first meeting on
27 September 1946. An offshoot of this was the
formation of the South Island Salmon Committee in

and from the Miramichi River in Canada. All of these
stocks were anadromous. Although liberations were
made throughout New Zealand, efforts were concentrated on the Aparima River in Southland between
l8B9 and 1893. These introductions aPPear to have
been unsuccessful. In 1908 the government made
further importations and concentrated on the
IJpukerora River, which feeds into Lake Te Anau.
The government had a úap and a hatchery on this

1952.

As a result of staff training difficulties, a scheme
was introduced to give on-the-job training to field
officers. This was known as the technical field service,
and it began in 1957, carrying out short-term
investigations. A further decision by the Freshwater
Fisheries Advisory Council in 1964 to undertake longterm projects resulted in these officers becoming
increasingly committed to the operation of the
Glenariffe salmon trap on the Rakaia River. One
other event was the formation of the New Zealand
Salmon Anglers Association in April 1972; members
of this association have been concerned with the
various salmon enhancement schemes.

river until

1944.

Atlantic salmon became established and are still
present in Lake Te Anau, though aPparently in very

small numbers. The Wildlife Service of

the

Department of fnternal Affairs has recently tried to
husband the resource. In addition, in 1960-65 the
Southland Acclimatisation Society imported "llelmsdale salmon". These were "Baltic salmon", supposedly not inclined to travel lat at sea.

It

should be noted here that Donne (1927) refers to

a consignment of "sebago" salmon to New Zealand
from Green Lake Hatchery, Maine, and Rodd (1941)

refers to l0 000 ova sent to New Zealand in 1905 from

Chamcook Lakes, New Brunswick. It has been
suggested that these small importations were the
source of the present landlocked stocks in Lake Te
Anau and that all other anadromous stocks got lost
when they went to sea.
Sockeye salmon, Oncorhlnchus nerka (Walbaurn)
In 1900, 500 000 eggs were sent from the Fraser

River hatchery in British Columbia to New Zealand.
These all died in transit. One other importation, in
i902, succeeded. This was a gift from the Canadian
Government to the New Zealand Government. These
fish were from Shuswap Lake on the Fraser River and
were from anadromous stocks. The result was
unexpected. A landlocked variety established itself in
the catchment of liberation, the Waitaki; there is
virtually no evidence of a sea run. At present the stock
is being investigated, but it is not being fished r¡ruch.
The construction of a compensatory trout spawning
race at the Aviemore dam, which was used by large
numbers of sockeye, revived interest in this species.

Chinook, quinnat, spring, king, or tyee salmon,
Oncorhynchus tshawltts cha (Walbaum)

From 1875 to 1880 acclimatisation societies tried,.
with government help, to introduce this fish, but
apparently without success. Sir James llector is
credited with the foresight to see its porential for
commercial development. In 1900 the government
took on the task at its Hakat^îatnea hatchery on the
Waitaki River. From 1901 to 1907 five imporrarions
were made. These Iish were from anadromous stocks
from the Baird Station on the McCloud River, a
tributary of the Sacramento River in California.
A run was established on the Waitaki River, and
other rivers were stocked by stripping fish from this
run. Some of these fish have developed into selfpropagating, landlocked stocks, a feature most
uncommon in North America. The success on the
Waitaki was largely due to the perseverance of L. F.
Ayson, Chief Inspector of Fisheries in the early part o1
this century.

to lapse, but the committee remained and
concerned itself with other matters of salmon
management. The greatest number of fish obtained
for sale was in 1956, when over 3000 were marketed
and a further 400 unripe fish were transferred up
salmon

stream.

Present work on salmon
Research on salmon in New Zealand has been
limited. In 1925 Dr C. H. Gilbert made a private visit
to New Zealand, and when he examined a small
sample of scales, he suggested that there were marked
differences in the age oÍ the stocks compared with
those of North America. This prompted the collection
and analysis of larger samples by Dr H. J. Finlay of

Otago University and, later, A. W. Parrott.

The construction of the Glenariffe salmon trap in
February 1965 led to a range of investigations into the
biology of the quinnat salmon and these are still being
carried out.
Man-made problems faced by salmon in New
Zealand are the same as those overseas; namely,
hydro schemes, of which the first major ones were the
Waitaki dam (1935) on the Waitaki River and the
Roxburgh dam (1956) on the Clutha River, and water
abstraction for irrigation, of which the first major
scheme was the Rangitata Diversion Race (1945) . All
salmon rivers are in line to be affected by either or
both of these threats. Pollution is also present to some
extent rn most nvers,

At present there is a major thrust by way oÍ "ocean
ranching" to increase salmon runs. The Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries has raceways, lake
impoundments, and spawning channels at Glenariffe
and Silverstream. Private enterprise interests include:

the

Pupu Springs Salmon Farm (C. Barker); Flurunui
Salmon Co. (D. Lamont); Ashby Bros., South Branch
Waimakariri (J. Ashby); Isaac Construction Co.,
South Branch Waimakariri (N. Isaac); South Pacific
Salmon Co., Whisky Creek, Rakaia (4. Crowe);
Blackford Stream, Rakaia River (E. R. Mee);
ICI/Watties, Waitaki and Clutha Rivers (T. Beckett);
Burnt Hill Salmon Ranch (Oregon), Owaka River,
South Otago (4. Watson); Tasman Salmon Farm,
Hokitika River (G. East); Orari Salmon Co. (D.
Williams); and Rangitata (I. Maxwell)
Some effort in stream improvement has been
undertaken by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries with the acclimatisation societies and also
by the New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association.

Highbank power station on the Rakaia River, and the
societies used these as a source of fish for sale from
1951 to 1960. To administer this the South Island
Salmon Committee was formed. Changes in operational procedures at Highbank caused the supply of

Comments on aspects of salmonid introductions
The introductions of Atlantic, sockeye, and quinnat
salmon were from anadromous stocks. This was also
true for rainbow trout, and from all of these some

As the runs increased, commercial exploitation was
allowed. From 1922 to 1952 rod selling licences were
issued, and netting licences were issued from 1925 to
1952. The societies objected, and the government
discontinued the licences, but it maintained control of
salmon. The societies were required to provide at least
750 salmon for sale. At this time there was a problem

of salmon congregating at the tail race of

.

New Zealand, apparently in those areas which have
in-shore waters of suitable temperature enclosed by
the Southland Current.

freshwater populations resulted. Freshwater populations of these species in the wild in other parts of the

world are unusual for Atlantic and sockeye salmon
and extremely rare for quinnat. There may have been
small consignments of eggs from freshwater North
American stocks of Atlantic salmon and rainbow
trout, but not of quinnat or sockeye salmon. Why this
freshwater residence should develop in New Zealand
waters is unanswered.

Early introductions had varying success' Sockeye
salmon and Great Lakes char (mackinaw) were each
established from only one consignment' Major efforts
with Atlantic salmon had timited success, and initial
quinnat introductions seemed to be headed in the
same way. Ifowever, concentrated efforts on one river
system have established quinnat salmon in New

Atlantic and sockeye salmon and rainbow trout
have not developed anadromous runs in New
Zealand. For the Atlantic salmon this can be

Zealand.

I

suggest that part of the explanation for this

may be that the uncertainty of egg supplies
in the practice of retaining some fish in the
river of liberation for extended periods of several
years. These would have generated pheromones
which may have helped returning adults to relocate
their river of origin in a strange environment' The
increased chance of survival of some of these larger
fish, due to their size when released, may also have
helped in establishing a spawning run. Some quinnat
success

explained by its known long migratory pattern, which
does not fit New Zealand sea conditions, and the
inference is that this must also be true for sockeye

resulted

salmon and rainbow trout. Sampling of quinnat
salmon at sea indicates that they do not range far off
shore, the greatest distance so far known being 48 km
off the east coast of the South Island. Perhaps because
of this limited coastal distribution the quinnat have
succeeded in creating anadromous spawning runs in

New Zealand.

weie released as yearling, 2-, 3-, and even 4-year-old
fish, a practice most uncommon in those times.

The main current running up the east coast of the
South Island is the "warm" Southland Current; in
North America the main current running down the
west coast is the "cold" Californian Current. Despite
these differences, quinnat salmon have succeeded in

Because of the instability of New Zealand riverc
compared with those where our salmon stocks
originated, and the major differences in physical
conditions of the environment, New Zealanders may
be considered fortunate in having salmon at all.
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fuvenile production and yield in quinnat salmon
by C. L. Hopkins
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

THIS paper presents some of the results of studies
made on juvenile quinnat salmon populations in the
Glenariffe Stream, one of the major spawning streams
in the Rakaia system. The Glenariffe is about 8-9 km
long and with its tributaries makes about 10 ha of
stream available to salmon.

September. Nearly all young fish leave the Glenariffe
very soon after emergence and most of the remainder
leave as smolts from November to January. A few
remain until the following spring.

Fecundity studies on adult Rakaia salmon show a
strong relationship between size of female and the
number of eggs carried. Flence it is possible to
estimate the total potential egg deposition of the
annual run of salmon into the Glenariffe by counting
and measuring the adults as they pass up through a
fish trap which spans the stream near its confluence
with the Rakaia River.

Most adults enter the stream from March to June,
with a peak in April. Fry emerge from the redds from
July to early November, but most emerge from
August to the end of October, with peak numbers in
120

Examination of salmon carcasses over six spawning
seasons has provided data on the degree of egg
retention in spawned females and on the numbers of
females that fail to spawn. This allows estimates of
potential egg deposition to be converted into estimates
of actual deposition in the redds.
We have no reliable data on survival in the redds
up to the time when fry emerge into the stream. It
appears from the work of Hobbs (1937) and Hawke
(1978) that egg survival can be very high, above 95"/".
llowever, what happens to the alevins after hatching,
and before emergence from the gravel, is unknown' In
North America two unrelated pieces of experimental
work in which eggs were artificially laid down in
gravel, indicated that under good conditions survival

70

to the alevin stage was 70"/"-957o (Bjornn

E

ìoo
z

1969'

Thomas 1975). My own calculated average of these
experimental results is 85%. If losses at spawning and
losses during development are combined, a survival of
80o/" o1 the potential egg deposition can be expected
by the time fry emerge from the gravel, provided that
there have been no damaging floods.

During spring and summer of 1973-74, L97+-75,
and 1975-76 three consecutive year classes of young
salmon were monitored by monthly sampling with
electric fishing equipment at five different sites on the
Glenariffe Stream. Sampling began in October and
finished in March, by which time virtually all salmon
smolts had left the stream. The original field work was
planned and executed under Dr J. V. Woolland who
left the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries in 1976.

Figure I shows survival curves for the three year
classes of young salmon in the Glenariffe. The curyes
Fig. l: Survival of young quinnat salmon

were drawn free-hand through the data points, each of
which represents the average population density of
five sampling sites. The curves cover only the last part

in the Glenariffe

Stream.
11
Inset 2

of the fry recruitment period. An approximation of fry
from the time of emergence from the redds to
the end of the fry outmigration (end of October) can
be obtained by extrapolating the October loss rate

under each curve gives an estimate of production by
the population (Allen l95l). Since the early fry

losses

migrants leave the stream very soon after emergence,
these were assur¡ed not to contribute to production in
the Glenariffe and their numbers are not included at
the starting date of 15 September.

back to mid September, the mid point of the
emergence period, and a time at which almost all of
the estimated total emergence is assumed to be still
present. The estimated total population suwiving at I
November is shown in Table 1, with estimates of the

Total production was 168 kg for the 1973 year class,
226kg for the 1974 class, and 361 kg for the 1975
class. The overall difference in total production

total fry emergence, the number of fry migrants

between the smallest and largest year classes was not
as large as might be expected from the great disparity
in their population sizes at the time of recruitment.
The estimated recruitment in the three consecutive

through the Glenariffe fish trap, and the in-stream
mortality during this time of fry migration.

From I November the survival curyes obtained
from electric fishing data were used to estimate
population size at the beginning of each month to

years bore the relation l:1.2:5.3; the ratio for total
production of each year class was l:1,3:2.l. Compared

1

April.

o

The massive outmigration o1Íry in early spring is of
particular interest. Over 90% of all Glenarifle
outmigrants leave the stream as fry. Population
responses to density are probably most extreme
during the period of fry emergence when fish numbers
are highest. Fry migrants contribute virtually nothing
to production in the Glenariffe population, since they
migrate before much growth has taken place. But the
growth of juveniles remaining may be enhanced by
the reduction in population size resulting from loss of

Îry as migrants. Furthermore, if

conditions are

suitable, the dispersal of fry into the main river may
allow more opportunity for growth and contribution
to the total yield of smolts entering the sea.
Production as used here means the quantity of new
material produced in the population over a given
time. It is a synthesis of information on growth and
population numbers, both of which change through
the seasons as fish size usually increases and fish
numbers decrease. Production is an aspect of growth
in the population. When growth ceases, so does
production.

The parameters needed to estimate production are
population size and mean weight. Figure 2 shows
mean weights of Glenariffe fish taken at monthly
intervals. The free-hand curves drawn through the
data points represent growth. Figure 3 shows fish
numbers against mean weight, with an arbitrary
starting point at 15 September in each year, when the
total emergent fry recruits were assumed to be
present. From measurements of newly emerged fry I
took the starting weight of recruits asO.27 g. The area
TABLE 1: Estirnated total fry emergence in 1973, 1974, and
1975, population size at I November, and migration and
mortality up to I November in tåe Glenariffe Stream

Emergent
Year
1973
197+
197s

Íry
506 800
623 400
2 684 900

Population Fry
size migrants Mortality
67 900
248 000
190 900
8l 000
391 000
l5l ,f00
l 900 000 501 900
283 000

Fig. 2: Growth curves for three year classes of young quinnat
salmon in the Glenariffe Stream.
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Fig. 3: Production curyes

for three year

classes of young quinnat salmon

with the 1973 and l974year classes, production in the
much larger year class of 1975 was disproportionately
small. This seems to have been brought about by a
combination of higher fry migration rare in 1975,
higher overall loss rate due to death and migration,
and lower growth rate during the first few months of

in the Glena¡iffe Stream.

TABLE 2: Yield of young migrant quinnat salmon in the
Glenariffe Stream

Yield (kg)

life. These factors probably are to some extent density
dependent and large initial fish numbers may not
show commensurately high values of production.

Year

Fry

t973
r974

77.8
r 30.3

1975

567.O

Smolts
+7.9
59. r
77.2

It is not known how many fry survive in the main
river or how long they remain there before entering
the sea. The Rakaia River is subject to frequent
flooding in spring, the number and severity of floods
varying from year to year. When floods are few and
moderate, Iry survival may be high; under adverse
conditions it is probably low. In some, perhaps most,
years the main contribution to the adult return

Our major interest, as fishery managers, is in the
yield of migrants leaving the stream for the sea. I
measured yield as the total biomass oIfry and smolts
which passed down stream through the Glenariffe
trap. The major part of the year class at this point in
the seaward migration was early fry. The ratio of fry
to smolts in the yield increased each year with
increasing initial population, being in consecutive
years about 1.5:2:6. For the 1975 year class fry
migrants accounted f.or 86"/" of the total migrant
biomass. Table 2 shows the yield of fry (AugustOctober) and of smolts Íor 1973, 1974, and 1975.

probably comes from juveniles that rear for at least 3
months in the tributary streams before dispersing into
the main river.

This has been the opinion of Fisheries Research
Division's salmon team. We would like to see the loss
l3

represented

by the

mass migration

of young

fry

Glenariffe trap. The fish were released in late summer
of 1976 and were trapped and marked as they left the
lake. From that first release we have obtained an adult

conserved to appear as migrant yield later in the year.

The 1975 year class was by no means the largest
brood to have appeared in the Glenariffe since studies
began there in 1965. IJnfortunately data such as I
have just presented do not exist for the "fattest" years.
Flowever, it seems a strong possibility that little may
be gained in yield of 3-month or older migrants after
very large runs of adults have entered the spawning

return of over 2"/". A second small lake

Another possibility would be to construct rearing
channels fed from the Glena¡iffe Stream.
These ideas are based partly on what may be an
incorrect assumption; that fry mortalities in the main
river are so excessive that every effort should be made
to try to retain as many fry as possible in the

streams.

Any plans for trying to increase the output of downstream migrants should concentrate on provision of
rearing space for young fry. Work along these lines
has been in progress near Glenariffe since 1975, when

an impoundment near the top of the stream

has

subsequently been added to the first and experiments
continue.

comparative shelter of the tributary streams. Studies
are being done on the main Rakaia River to gather
more information on the fate of juveniles as they move

was

modified and 50 000 fry were transferred to it from the

down towards the

sea.
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Aspects of the juvenile quinnat salmon outmigration from the
Glenariffe Stream
by M. J. Unwin
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch
SALMON research at the Glenariffe field station has
been conducted, in one form or another, since 1965.

scale data. Finally, by comparing results from these
three approaches, I shall draw some conclusions
about the duration of juvenile salmon residence in the
Rakaia River.

Studies of the up-stream adult salmon spawning
migrations were made regularly throughout this
period, with less systematic work being done on
down-stream migrating juveniles, Before 1973 several
different down-stream trap designs were used, so that
data comparison on an annual basis is generally not
possible. In 1973 a detailed 4-year juvenile salmon
monitoring programme was begun. It was aimed at
obtaining consistent data both on the timing of the
juvenile outmigration and on growth rates.

Outmigration from the Glenariffe Stream
One of the main aims of the 1973-76 programme
was to examine the seasonal periodicity of the juvenile
down-stream migration during each of the 4 years
studied. A summary of these results is given in Table
l, which shows monthly estimates of the number of

juveniles caught at the trap. Table 2 gives some
details of each season's adult spawning run. Some of
the figures are uncertain and may be revised later,
though this will not affect any of. the following

Although the pre-1973 data yielded few quantitative results, they nevertheless provided a wealth of
background information which was used as a basis for
the 1973-76 work. In particular, it was well
established that during lare winter and early spring

discussion.

There has been a considerabÌe range in adult
numbers over the 4 years (Table 2), but the timing of
each outmigration varies remarkably little from year

(August-October) juvenile salmon less than a day olá
left the Glenariffe Stream in very large numbers and
that this accounted for a large proportion of the total
outmigration. The remainder were believed to stay in
the Glenariffe for several months, after which they
migrated as fingerlings.

l: Monthly trap catches of juveniles from the 1973 to
1976 seasons. Figures for 1973 and 1974 fish are actual
catches; those for 1975 and 1976 fish are estimates only

TABLE

The Rakaia River below Glenariffe, with its
unstable bed, high turbidity, and liability to floods,
appears at first sight ro be a less hospitable
environment than the Glenariffe Stream. Because of
this, it was generally considered that survival of
juvenile salmon in the Rakaia was low and that very
little rearing took place there. Most returning adults
were considered to have grown {rom juveniles which
had reared in the Glenariffe (or other spawning
streams) lor at least 3 months and had then migrated
directly to the ocean, with relatively little time spent
in the Rakaia en route. Few of the early outmigrants,
that is, those leaving before November, were thought
to survive. This belief was reinforced by studies of
scales taken from returning adult salmon, which

Month
1973
Arrg
25 360
S.p
52907
Oct
32 412
Nov
5 859
Dec
3605
960
Jun
Feb
158
Mar
12+
Apt
5+
Muy
69
Ju8810040
28
J"l
Aug
-r
S.p-5150130
Oct-55050

entered the ocean within their first few days of life.

TABLE 2: Numbers of adult salmon and estimated ess
deposition, Glenariffe spawrring run, lg73-76

l2L 5+4

197+
l4l
102 923
+0 73O
7 677
2969
761
100
188
31
13
13
12
3l

186

576

1975 1976
000 340 000
360 000 I 230 000
440 000
220 000
I I 500
25 000
7000
8100
3 7O0
3 000
I 000
600
350
250
2OO
220
40
+2O
20
50
560
80
140

745

080

2 0+7 530

+No data available.

indicated that less than 1!o of these adults had

In this paper I shall summarise briefly those
aspects oI the 1973-76 work which relare to the timing

No. of

of the down-stream juvenile migration and describe ã

simple mathematical model which can be used to
interpret these results. I shall then look in some detail
at the same results in terms of both juvenile and adult

Year

adults

1973
197+
1975

+47
989

r976

l5

424

I

2 588

No. of
females
161
r72
803
I 522

Est.

egg

deposition
650 000
700 000
3 200 000
6 100 000

to year. From August to October, roughly 3 to

fingerlings. On 3l October fingerlings made up 17"/"
of the sample, whereas a week later' on 7 November,
the proportion was 887o.

b

months after spawning, juvenile catches at the trap
account for between 90"/" and 9Bt/" of the total for

each season. Daily migration figures during this
period usually reach a peak in mid September, after
which they decline steadily throughout October.
From November onwards, the remaining juveniles
leave the Glenariffe in a steadily decreasing trickle
throughout the summer; Iew are caught after the end
of January. In some seasons, notably 1975, significant
numbers of yearling migrants were recorded 12 to 15
months after emergence.

If the above definition of a fingerling is used as a
guide-line, the main characteristics of Fig. I are
readily described in terms of a combination of two
distinct submigrations, each with its own characteristics. The first of these migrations represents emergent
fry. Migration of fingerlings starts some time in
October; the beginning of the migration tends to be
obscured by the relatively large numbers of fry still
present. Once the fry migration ceases, fingerlings
rapidly become dominant, and they continue to leave
the Glenariffe Stream throughout the summer.
Growth is steady over this period; mean length
increases from 52 to 70 mm over about 3 months.

To illustrate how the development of stream
residence is reflected in the migration data, I will
examine the 1973 figures in detail' Figure I shows the
daily fry trap catches from August 1973 to January
1974, with juvenile mean lengths calculated at weekly
intervals over the same period' Mean length increased

Given this distinction between fry and fingerlings, it
becomes apparent that any discussion of the
migration figures must take into account two different
sizes of juveniles. The mean length of fry is about
35 mm, regardless of the time of year, but for
fingerlings the situation is more complex (Fig' 2). As
the season advances, the migration consists of

from 33 mm on 12 August to 70 mm on 24 January,
with individuals of up to 112 mm being recorded.

The important point here is that the size of

juveniles passing through the traP did not begin to
increase until November. Before this, mean size was
almost constant over a period of 3 months, which
corresponds exactly to the main flush of outmigrants
from August to October and indicates the very high
proportion of newly emergent fry migrating at this
time. Some larger fish were caught (juveniles of up to

progressively decreasing numtters of larger and larger
fish. A simple mathematical model is required to
estimate the mean length of these juveniles.

Model of the Glenariffe fingerling migration
In determining the overall length distribution for

mm were recorded during October), but these
accounted for less than 2o/o of the total over the 3

60

fingerling migrants, several variables must be taken
intò account. There are three main considerations to
be built in to the model:
o It must allow for a steady increase in growth as the

months.

The end of the fry migration in early November
appears in Fig. I as an abrupt increase in mean
length. Between 31 October and 7 November mean
size increased from 37 to 49 mm. If a "fingerling" is
defined as a juvenile salmon over 40 mm long (as
distinct from fry less than 40 mm), it is evident that

season advances;

a

It

must allow for a steady decline in fingerling

numbers;

o

this transition in mean length corresponds to a sudden

change in the relative proportion of fry and

It

must allow for a broad range of lengths at arly
particular date.
70
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Fig. I : Daily {ry trap catch and mean fork length (at weekly intervals) for juvenile salmon leaving the Glenariffe Stream, August 1973 to
January 1974.

l6

prorluced in the Glenari{fe Stream over the

1973

season.

Analysis of juvenile salmon scales
The development of scales on juvenile salmon at
Glenariffe has been examined to identify the scale
characteristics of the fingerling migrants. The results
given here are based on data gathered during the 1972

season,
30

l4 October

C)

l. =

o

but comparison with more recent

scale

collections indicates that these results are representative of the general pattern for the Glenariffe.

34.5

Scales first appear as small platelets on juvenile
salmon of about 40 mm in length. As the young fish
grows, new material is added to the platelet edge so
that the scales grow more or less uniformly out from
the centre. Flowever, this growth is not completely
regular, but occurs instead as a series of ridges (or
circuli) similar in appearance to annual growth rings

c

920
o

o-

t0

on a tree. The number and size of these circuli are
related to the length of the fish.

Figure 4 illustrates this relation for Glenariffe

30

40

50

ó0

70

80

fingerlings caught between October 1972 and April
1973. Fitting a straighr line to the data gives a
mathematical approximation to the relation, which
can then be used to estimate circuli numbers for
fingerlings of any given length. In particular, we czrrt

90

Fork length (mm)
Fig. 2 : T,ength-f reque-ncy distributions lor Glenarif
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significant error,

Figure 3 illustrates this process for rhe

L=62.8

l-28

Ideally, we would like to have length data recorded
every day during the fingerling migration. Given the
number of fish caught orL arty 7 day, one could
estimate the overall length distribution for that day
and then add the daily distributions together to obtain
the distribution for the whole season. Since the change
in length over I week is small, however, the use of

weekly measurements does not introduce

L=52.4

3-ì0 Jonuory

ó00

1973

fingerling migration. Each week, the length distribu-

tion is replaced by a smooth curve with the
appropriate mean and tange, and this curve is
weighted in proportion to the number of fingerlings
trapped that week. Combining these curves results in
an "envelope" which approximates the total length
distribution over the November-January period.

40

The model gives a mean length of 58.1 mm, with

50
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80
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Fork length (mm)

about 75%o of the fish ranging between 50 and 80 mm.

A few larger fish are caught throughout autumn and
winter, but in relatively small numbers which would
make little difference to the above results. As it stands,
the model accounts for over 98%o oÍ the fingerlings
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rate of growth. This appears on the scales as a regular

t00

of closely spaced circuli around the scale
nucleus. On entering the ocean, the growth rate is
greatly accelerated and the circuli become more
widely spaced. A typical scale from an adult salmon
band
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thus shows two distinct regions within its nucleus,
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With this technique it is possible to identify several
characteristic "life histories", each with its own
distinctive scale nucleus. Although there is some
debate as to how many of these scale types can be
distinguished, three main types are generally
accepted. I refer to these as:
l. Ocean: little or no freshwater residence;
2. Intermediate: part of the first year sPent in fresh

lll+1t'

l'l'l'l'l'l'l

o2468101214
No. of circuli

Rela
fo
between

Fig. 4:

Ëirculi

water;
3. Stream: over

nd number of scale

Glenariffe Stream
1973; vertical bars

I

year sPent in fresh water.

Stream nuclei are found on about 20"/" of Rakaia
salmon and represent fish which entered the ocean as
yearlings. Intermediate nuclei are the most common
and make up about 80o/" o1 the Rakaia run. Ocean
nuclei account for less tha¡ lo/" of the total (hence the
belief that very few early outmigrant fry survived).

indicate one standard deviation.

use this relation to transform the model length
disribution shown in Fig. 3 into an equivalent

distribution representing the number of scale circuli
to be expected on outmigrant Glenariffe fingerlings.
For example, salmon in the 55- to 60-mm length range
would have between four and six circuli'

Building this transformation into the model
produces the result shown in Fig. 5 A. The
áistribution shows a broad peak at about five to six
circuli, with over two-thirds of the fingerlings having
between three and eight circuli. Larger fish are
sometimes caught at the trap (some yearlings have
over 20 circuli), but these have been excluded from
the model for clarity. As it stands, Fig. 5 A rePresents

o

920
c
C)

over 9B%o of the fingerling migration. Analysis of data
from the 197+, 1975, and 1976 seasons produces very

o

È15

similar results; though the total number of fingerlings
ranges from 20 000 to 100 000, the mean number of
circuli is constant to within plus or minus one.

Adult scale studies
The following discussion is a brief summary of the
available data on the early juvenile migration as
reflected in the scales of returning adults. ft covers
only those aspects of the adult scale work which can
be compared directly with the fingerling migration as
outlined above.

6'
5:
nucl
(A)

Fig.

Throughout their stay in fresh water, migrating
juvenile salmon maintain a constant but fairly slow

I
of circuli numbers within the

gs, October 1973

(B); vertical lines show position of the mean.
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toApril

1974

salmon, 1973-74 and 1974-75

The tollowing discussion concentrates on

the

and the ocean and has little other effect on the salmon

intermediate nuclei, since they are the most readily
identified with the main fingerling migration during
the summer months.

population. On the contrary, the Rakaia must be
closely involved with whatever processes are taking
place. One possibility is that mortality of the smaller
fingerlings (less than about 60 mm) in the Rakaia is so
high that none of them survive to reach the mouth. A
second explanation, and the one I consider more
likely, is that the down-stream journey is slow enough
for a significant amount of growth to occur benveen
Glenariffe and the Rakaia mouth.

The most direct way of comparing adult and
juvenile scales is to look at the mean number of
freshwater circuli. Although scales have only recently
been taken from adult salmon within the Glenariffe
system, there are extensive collections from anglercaught salmon from the Rakaia, and evidence
obtained so far confirms that they have similar
nuclear characteristics to scales taken from Glenariffe
salmon. The sample described below was drawn from
angler-caught salmon over the period L973 to 1975.

Mortality cannot be ruled out as a contributing
factor; there is ample evidence in the overseas
literature to suggest that mortality of fingerlings
decreases with increasing size. The problem is more
one of magnitude. If mortality were the sole cause of
the difference apparent between A and B in Fig. 5,
there must be an exceptionally rapid decrease in

For each set of scales an average (based on at least

four scales) can be determined for the number of
freshwater circuli. This average then becomes a
relative measure of the amount of time spent in fresh
water by each adult fish for which scales were
collected. If the results for all the fish in the sample

mortality for fish with over six circuli, or over 60 mm
in length. Although the above results do not rule out
this possibility, it is difficult to imagine a biological
process which could operate so selectively.

average extent of freshwater growth.

Allowing for some growth to take place in the
Rakaia River provides a lar more satisfying
explanation. The difference between the mean
number of circuli on the scales of Glenariffe
fingerlings and on those of the returning adultsapproximately four circuli-can be taken as indicating up to 2-3 months' growth, during which the
fingerlings would increase in size to about B0 mm. If
this explanation is correct, it is clear that the Rakaia
River represents an important rearing area for
juvenile salmon and accounts for a significant
proportion of their freshwater development.

are combined (Fig. 5 B), we can determine the

Comparison of this result with the corresponding
juvenile data from Fig. 5 A shows a striking difference
between the two samples. The adult scales show an
average of 9.8 circuli, compared with 5.8 for the
juveniles, and they are concentrated within a much

narrower range. No intermediate nuclei were
recorded with fewer than six circuli, though 64/" of
the juvenile scales fell into this category. On the other

hand, fewer than 10o/o of the fingerlings had l0 or
more circuli when they left the Glenariffe, compared

with 54lo of the returning adults. The impression
gained from the figure is that the adult distribution is

The detailed nature of the down-river migration

roughly equivalent to the juvenile distribution, but
displaced sideways by about four circuli.

remains, at this stage, a matter for speculation. The
details of whatever biological processes are taking
place in the Rakaia will be modified greatly from
season to season by the presence or absence of major
floods during the rearing period; it is conceivable that
an unusually severe flood (such as occurred on 3
December 1979) could virtually exterminate an entire
population of juveniles. Nevertheless, evidence from
netting of juvenile salmon on the Rakaia, and from
other aspects of the scale work, is consistent with the

Discussion

If intermediate-type adult salmon are the survivors
of juveniles which left the Glenariffe (or another
spawning stream) as fingerlings, it is clear from the
above results that the fingerling migration which
leaves the Glenariffe is different in structure from that

which enters the ocean at the Rakaia mouth.
Regardless of exactly what happens, this change is
quite incompatible with the idea that the Rakaia
serves mainly as an arterial link between Glenariffe

concept of a slow down-river rearing migration.
Exploration of these ideas should provide a promising
avenue for future work.

l9

Discussion
(Jnknown: What is the effect of reared fish on your
proportions of stream and intermediate nuclei?

to the run. What we don't know is how many fry rear
in the main river. These can appear in the adult run

as intermediate or stream nuclei, similar to those
which stayed in the stream.

we have returns from tagged
reared fish and the nuclei appear to be characteristic,
in that they have alarger centre, which indicates more
rapid growth than in wild stocks. The tagging
machine allows us to sample juvenile scales out of
Glenariffe and examine the growth after release when
scales are again taken from the tagged returning
adults. This will enable us to examine them for
evidence of growth in the river.

Mr lJnwin: This year

Mr Tonkin: Is any similar work being

Dr Jellyman: From the

scale patterns

on

the

intermediate nuclei, is it reasonable to conclude that
the fish move from fresh to salt water over a relatively

brief time span?

Llnwin: Yes, it would seem so. There would be
differences in growth rates, but I guess about 6-12
rings would represent a 3-month period.

done at the

Silverstream facility?

Jellyman: When would be the peak periods

of

Llnwin: No.

movement?

LJnknown: Firstly, what proportion of the juvenile
production remains in the stream and, secondly, what
proportion of adult returns stems from the fish that
remained in the stream?

(Jnwin: Most fingerlings leave the Glenariffe during
November-December, at which time they show an
avera:ge of 5-6 scale circuli. llowever, a typical
intermediate scale with 9-10 circuli corresponds to a
fingerling leaving the Glenariffe during February or

March. The indication is therefore that

LInwin: Between 2o/" and l0o/" ternain in the stream;
on average 95%" leave as fry and 5o/" remain. In

peak

movement from the Rakaia mouth also occurs at this
time, 2-3 months after the fingerlings have left

answer to your second question, we don't really know.
We do know that the incidence of ocean nuclei is low;
hence the fry, in the main, do not contribute directly

Glenariffe. The situation may of course be confused
by differing growth rates in the Rakaia.
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lmprovement of spawning and rearing habitat lor salmon
by J. D. Hall
Associate Professor, Department of Fisheries and Wildlife,
Oregon State Un¡versity, Corvallis, Oregon, U.S.A.
and

M. S. Field-Dodgson
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

SEVERAL options are available to

that seem to have the greatest applicabiliry to New
Zealand conditions. We will emphasise approaches
that would be particularly suited to the chinook
(quinnat) salmon, Oncorhynchus tshawytscha.

managers

attempting to increase the abundance and yield of
salmon populations. Hatchery production is the most

popular technique in use, but recent developments in
habitat management give promise of another effective
approach. Our aim is to review some of this promising
work, mainly from the west coast of North America,

Habitat management has a long history in North
America; it was first undertaken in the 1930s (Hubbs,
Greeley, and Tarzwell 1932). Ffowever, much of the

and to suggest the techniques of habitat improvement

early work was somewhat haphazard. It

><>K>K>
><>><Þ ><>
><>KÞrc
><>K>rc><>
><>rc><>rc

management fell into disfavour among fishery
agencies, and emphasis was placed

More recent work has shown that abundant fish
populations are predominantly associated with high
quality habitat (Lewis 1969, Stewart 1970, Wesche
1976, Binns and Eiserman 1979) . A few carefully
designed evaluations of habitat improvement projects
have shown that fish populations respond significantly to these improvements (for example, Boussu
1954, Hunt 1976, Ward and Slaney 1979). Such

Spring Summer Autumn Winler
Fig. lA: Example of a limiting factor bottle-neck occurring

support has given renewed impetus to the concept of

habitat management, and it appears likely that
management e{fort of this sort will increase

'ry

significantly in future. We are encouraged by the high
level of interest and activity in stream improvement
already displayed by several acclimatisation societies
and the New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association.

>C
rc
>.C

It is important here to emphasise the rationale for
habitat management: projects must be designed to
increase the quantity or quality ol an aspect of habitat
that is limiting production. Usually it will be of little
use to increase numbers in a population if a critical
shortage in cover, or some other requirement, occurs
at a Later stage in the life cycle. An analogy to a bottleneck is appropriate (Fig. lA). In this example the
capacity of the stream to produce salmon is limited by
the winter habitat. It is worth noting that the neck
may not necessarily be at the end of the bottle;
limitation may occur early in the life history of the
species (Fig. lB). The limiting resource may differ
from one catchment to the next, and occasionally from

rc
><>
><>
Spring

Summer Autumn

Winter

Fig. lB: Numbers are affected by habitat conditions during
summer, and the limitation carries through to smolt
migration.

2l
Inset
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hatchery

populations.

><>K>><>

ocean.

on

production as a means of enhancing salmonid
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during the winter before migration to the

was

undertaken rvith little knowledge of limiting factors
and with little evaluation. As a result, habitat

one year to another. Although the analogy is an

Spawning habitat

oversimplification of complex ecological relationships,
the concept has a useful place in planning. Attention
to this facet of salmon ecology can avoid considerable
wasted effort.

When spawning area is limited in extent or quality,
improvement measures are possible. Spawning area
can be increased by adding structures to hold either
natural or introduced gravel. Quality of the gravel can
be improved in several ways.

An example of the futility of enhancing populations
before a limiting factor bottle-neck, is provided by an

The particle size distribution in spawning gravel

experiment from a coho salmon stream in British
Columbia (Mason 1976) . The juvenile coho population was provided with supplementary food during
summer. As a result, the summer biomass was six to
seven times the level recorded in previous years.

has an important influence on the success of hatching
and emergence of salmon fry (Phillips, Lantz, Claire,
and Moring 1975). Large proportions of fine sediment

greatly reduce survival by reducing percolation of
water through the gravel and by impeding emergence
of fry. Recent studies suggest the use of geometric

However, by the time the fish migrated to the ocean as
smolts in the next spring, their numbers had been
reduced to the same level as that measured in other
years. In this stream at least, the ultimate limitation

mean diameter as an effective measure of the
suitability of spawning gravels (Shirazi and Seim
lsTe).

to smolt abundance was some element of winter

The optimum size distribution of gravel will vary
with the species and size of fish. Large fish spawn in
fast water that has a fairly high proportion of large
gravel (Table 1). Gravel size should be adapted for
the size of fish concerned. In remote places it will
often be impractical to match the optimum size
distribution of gravel, but this consideration should be
incorporated where possible, It is also important to
consider the stability of gravel if it is to be introduced
to a new location. A diversity of gravel size will
enhance the stability of spawning gravel (Anon.
1980). Formerly, gravel to be added to artificial
spawning channels was screened to remove all fine
particles (smaller than about l5 mm). More recently
there has been a trend to include a small fraction of
this grit material, down to a size o1 l-2 mm, to
improve stability of the spawning beds. The most
suitable type of gravel is the smooth, rounded
greywacke characteristic of the beds of many east
coast rivers in New Zealand.
Wire mesh gabions placed across a stream can
provide suitable basins for holding gravel. They
ihould be filled with angular rather than rounded
rock, as this provides more stability during flooding.
They should have a low point in the middle to
Lacilitate fish passage at low water. Lining the gabion
with heavy, black plastic sheeting can direct water

habitat (Fig. lC).
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Fig. lC: Result of attempts to increase abundance early in the
life history, before operation of a limiting factor.

In the lollowing text, techniques of
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improvement are dealt with under three headings:
spawning, rearing, and riparian. These categories
represent a continuum in the environment and all

Gravel size

must be considered in any one situation, even though
improvement may be necessary in only one bottleneck category.
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New Zealand.) The shingles provide a collection
basin for gravel and also allow water to percolate

further aid fish passage. In large streams or in those of
high gradient, a V-shaped configuration for gabions
has been used effectively. With the V pointed down
stream, these structures are more stable than those
placed at right angles to the current. Placed in series
they can dissipate much of the stream energy that
would otherwise move the gravel bed load, and thus
they can provide additional areas of stable spawning
gravel (Reeves and Roelofs in press).

through the retained gravel, an important considera-

tion in the design of spawning areas. This type of
structure should be useful for salmon in small
streams.

Gravel cleaning may be useful when the quality of
spawning gravel is poor, owing either to the natural
occurrence of a high percentage of fine sediments or to
induced erosion. One of the first major efforts to clean
fine sediments from gravel on the west coast of the
IJnited States resulted in the design and construction
of a complicated machine known as the "riffle sifter"
(Anon. 1968). This large, amphibious tractor was
designed to flush sediment from the gravel hydraulically and then pump the fines out on to the bank. Not
all efforts in stream habitat improvement have been
successful, and this one proved to be a very expensive
failure. llowever, the principle of hydraulic cleaning
appears to be sound, and experiments are being done
at Washington State lJniversity to develop a suitable
machine on a smaller scale (Mih 1978).

In large streams, placement of log sill dams has
provided spawning areas where none previously
existed. The cross log must be well anchored or keyed

into the bank, which should be rip-rapped at that
point to avoid bank erosion. When the log is anchored
in place, boards are placed against it at an angle to the
stream bed on the up-stream side and gravel placed

against the log to complete the dam. "Cyclone"
fencing is secured over the gravel to provide
additional stability. A number of these structures
placed in series produced good results in a chinook
salmon stream in Oregon that previously had a
limited spawning area. Before improvement about 50
chinook spawned in this reach of the stream. In the
first winter after construction 350 spawners used the

Where other stream values are not threatened, a
bulldozer may be used to clean the fine sediment from
spawning gravel. In one stream in Washington State
where this was tried, the concentration of fine

area, and an average of 200 fish have spawned there
since (Hall and Baker in press).

A much simpler structure, known as a cedar-board
dam, is suitable for small, more stable streams (Fig.
2). This consists of a cross log with two additional logs
set in a V pattern and pointed down stream (Reeves
and Roelofs in press). The two V logs are lined with
heavy wooden shingles. (Cedar is used in the United
States; totara or similar wood should be suitable in

particles (smaller than 0.84 mm) in the gravel was
reduced from about L9%o to I0"/" and the survival of

fry was substantially greater in the cleaned area than
in the uncleaned control area (Hall and Baker in
press) . In small streams a fire hose can be an effective
cleaning tool.

s,ry

Fig. 2: Simple cedar-board dam, which
provides a suitable catch basin to retain
spawning gravel for fish such as this
steelhead trout.

,
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the culvert is excessive owing to a steep gradient,

In all such sediment removal work it is important to
consider the time of year and flow levels, to avoid
improving one area at the expense of others down
stream. This work should always be done with the
advice of a biologist familiar with the area. Most
gravel cleaning work in North America has been done
in streams supporting species of salmon that do not
spend much time as juveniles in the spawning areas.

baffles may be bolted to the bottom of the culvert to
reduce velocity and provide for fish passage. Further
suggestions are provided by Dane (1978).
Some spawning tributaries used by salmon in New
ZeaLand are small streams that can easily be

overgrown by rip

growth may provid
salmonids, it may
adult salmon. Gorse often does this. Some acclimatisation societies are already taking steps to remove
these barriers (for example, North Canterbury

Where spawning areas for chinook salmon also
serve as rearing areas, extra precautions are
necessary. Some preliminary work (Meehan l97l)
has indicated that invertebrate populations were not
significantly affected by the riffle sifter, but more

Acclimatisation Society 1979) ' Severe obstacles
should be removed, but it is important to allow some

evaluation of this procedure is needed. Recolonisation

of benthos in a salmon rearing channel

of the vegetation to remain to provide necessary cover.

occurred

within 3 weeks after gravel cleaning with a fire
(Mundie and Mounce 1978).

this

enile
ss of

hose

Rearing habitat
Whereas the assessment of spawning habitat is
generally straightforward, and improving it fairly

Opening stream access to previously inaccessible
spawning areas is often a cost-effective enhancement
technique. Portable fish passages, such as the Alaska
steep-pass, have helped in the establishment of some
significant new runs of salmon. One in Particular, the
Frazer Lake run in Alaska, now numbers over 140 000
sockeye salmon and is expected to increase further to
over 300 000 (Blackett 1979). Before access to new
areas is contemplated, however, an assessment should
be made of the possible effects on resident trout and

ãasy, the same cannot be said for rearing habitat. The
characteristics of good quality rearing habitat are not
nearly as well known as those oI spawning habitat'
This is an important topic that needs much more
research. Rearing habitat seems to be the critical
limitation in most New Zealand salmon rivers.

Most of the early work on enhancement of rearing
habitat was done in the mid-western United States,
and some useful techniques have been suggested
(Hubbs, Greeley, and Tarzwell 1932, White and
Brynildson 1967). However, the stream-flow regime
in that area is very stable (especially compared with
that in New Zealand) and much of the early work
does not apply to either western North America or
New Zealand. A few techniques developed in western
North America are now showing promise and may be
of use here.

native fishes of introducing salmon. Little specific
information is available on competitive interaction of

chinook salmon, but it is known that they are
territorial and aggressive (Reimers 1968, Stein,
Reimers, and Hall 1972).
Culverts, if constructed without planning or
consultation with fishery agencies, can be a serious
barrier to fish passage. The best solution to this
probÌem is better education and liaison with those
responsible for placing culverts. Where existing

Boulder'placement to increase cover has been an
effective technique in Oregon and Idaho (Fig' 3). In

culverts constitute a block to migration, log or gabion
sills can provide a series of jump pools that will allow
access to the mouth of the culvert. Where velocity in

one Idaho stream, boulder cover significantly

increased over-winter residence of juvenile chinook

Fig. 3: Large boulders added to riffle areas
can provide effective in-stream cover

and increase numbers of

salmon.

2+

juvenile

salmon and steelhead trclul- (Bjornn l97l). Buultlet
placement has also produced significant improvement
in habitat Ior steelhead trout and coho salmon in some

form a series of pools and rifflcs (Fig. 4B). These

flood-prone streams

steelhead

in British Columbia. In

structures have survived significant flooding and have
protected the channel and banks. IJse of the stream by

one

trout has returned to significant levels
in press). In areas of stream

system the total salmonid abundance was increased

(Reeves and Roelofs

threefold in areas where groups of large bouiders were
placed. Placing of boulders by helicopter was found to
be cost effective. An early benefit-cost analysis of this

sides has been used in conjunction with rock

subject to heavy use by livestock, fencing of the stream

structures to speed up the re-establishment of riparian
vegetation. This plant cover stabilises the stream
bank, moderates stream temperature, and provides

project showed that boulder placement could
compare favourably with stocking of hatchery smolts

cover for fish.

(Ward and Slaney 1979).
Rock structures can provide rehabilitation for fish
habitat where it has been damaged by channelisation.
One steelhead spawning stream in Oregon was
extensively channelised for fiood control after a large
flood in 1964 (Fig. 4A). Salmonid habitat was almost
totally destroyed. When another large flood did
further extensive damage. a different approach was
tried. Trenches were dug at intervals across the
stream and back-filled with large angular rocks to

In some situations, properly designed rock groynes
have been more effective than continuous rip-rapping
for bank stabilisation. They provide an additional
benefit to fish habitat enhancement by forming pools
and providing cover, functions that rip-rapping does
not do as well. This approach has been used at the
Cass Hill Stream on the Waimakariri River system.

We emphasise the possibility for productive
interaction between fish habitat interests and
catchment boards during planning and construction
measures. It is often possible to
incorporate significant benefits to fish habitat in such

of flood control

schemes without sacrificing flood protection values'

In the absence of such liaison some flood control
projects have become unmitigated disasters from the
point of view of salmonid habitat. One essential
element for effective co-operation in such a
partnership is mutual re-education. Fishery biologists

and anglers need to learn to appreciate

and

understand the concerns of engineers, and vice versa'
There is a particularly good example of such a cooperative effort on the Motueka River. We hope this
project can provide guide-lines for further productive
interaction.
Fig. 4A: This section of stream in north-eastern Oregon was
channelised as a flood control measure, and this destroyed
virtually all salmonid habitat.

Screening of irrigation diversions is a most
important means of protecting rearing habitat.
Screening has been used to some extent here, but
there are important salmonid rearing areas in New
Zealand that are not protected. As pressure for water
abstraction increases, this effort will need to be
intensified.

An exciting new development from the Canadian
Salmonid Enhancement Program is a semi-natural
rearing channel being developed for coho salmon in

British Columbia (Mundie and Mounce 1978).

Stream flow is controlled at an optimum level by a

small headworks. Geometry of the channel

was

designed for optimum fish habitat. Fish in the channel
have the advantage of natural food produced in the
riffles (up to 25%" of the total diet) and natural rearing
habitat in pools with cover. Up to 500 000 coho
salmon smolts, at about 15 g, can be produced in a
channel 400 m long and 4.5 m wide with a flow of
about 0.4 m3/s. Returns of adult fish so far have been

Fig. 48: The same section, after rock-filled trenches provided a
series of riffles and pools, which partially restored habitat for
salmon and trout.
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natural beauty were considcrcd thc most important
factors of enjoyable fishing, well above the size and
number of fish caught (Moeller and Engelken 1972)'
Ugly, artificial-looking structures could detract from
the pleasure of angling even if they increased the
number of fish available to be caught. A useful guideline is to use natural materials wherever possible.

below that for hatchery fish and the quality of smolts
has been excellent. It appears that this approach has
potential for use on quinnat salmon in New Zealand'

Riparian habitat
Protection of the riparianzor,e and the surrounding
watershed is critical to preservation of fish habitat.
Logging, grazing, mining, and flood control, among
other activities, necessitate multiple use planning and
management in the development of catchment
resources. Close communication and co-operation
among all users are necessary to minimise damage to
individual resources and to provide for Iull use within

resource limitations.

For example, a few

Concrete should never be used. If an artificial
structure seems the only feasible alternative, some
natural beautification may be added. For example,
the portion of wire gabions out of water can be
planted with grass or shrubs. Alternative designs
should be considered; wire gabion groynes may be
replaced by groynes made up of large angular
boulders. Careful attention to the appearance as well
as the effectiveness of enhancement structures will
help to increase their acceptance by the angling

simple

precautions during logging operations, such as simple
log bridges for stream crossings instead of fords, can
preserve major fish habitat values with little loss of

public.

There is a need to incorporate the disciplines of
hydrology, hydraulics, and geomorphology in the
design and construction of in-stream structures. Wellmeaning biologists can easily make things worse
rather than better when they begin to tamper with the
enormous energ'y of a large stream or river. Pertinent
sources of information here are Leopold, Wolman'
and Miller (1964) and Dunne and Leopold (1978).

forest productiviry. Similarly, judicious fencing of
stream areas heavily used by livestock can allow
fishery and agricultural resources to co-exist'
In Oregon one watershed that had been heavily
grazed for 70 years provides an example of the value
of fencing streamside areas. Part of the stream was
fenced in 1964, and within l0 years riparian
vegetation provided cover over 75o/o oÍ the stream
inside the fence. Maximum stream temperature in the
fenced section of stream was 19"c, compared with
25.5"c in the heavily grazed section. Populations of
rainbow trout in the fenced section were about twice
those in the grazed section. The cost of fencing was
more than offset by the added value of the increased
trout population (Hall and Baker in press). Where
fencing is not possible, some benefit to riparian
habitat and the fishery resource may be achieved by
rotational grazing.
Where bank erosion is severe, more intensive

Evaluation is an important component of improvement efforts. This is one of the most difficult areas to

cover and its low priority is understandable.

Ilowever, an enormous amount of effort has gone
completely unevaluated in the United States. The
meagre evaluation that has been done is often lost in a
biologist's files. Hence, many mistakes are needlessly

repeated, and many valuable approaches are not
available to managers who could profitably make use
of them. It is not easy to publish negative results, but
brief mention of successes and failures could be a
valuable service. An appropriate medium for this in
New Zealand is Freshwater Catch (for example, FieldDodgson 1980).

measures may be needed to speed up stabilisation and
revegetation. One technique that has proved effective

secure cuttings of small trees against eroded
banks. Tree species that retain their leaves or needles
for some time provide the best results. As well as

is to

Conclusion
In this short review we have been able only to skim
over some highlights of salmonid habitat management. We feel sure that habitat enhancement will
play an increasing role in fishery management in the
future. It is satisfying to note the high level of interest
and the active work in stream improvement already
being done in New Zealand.
The upsurge of interest in the topic has been
accompanied by many recent publications, to which
the reader is referred for further detail. Of most
relevance are the excellent "Stream Enhancement
Guide" from the Canadian Salmonid Enhancement
Program (Anon. 1980) and two reviews sponsored by
the Anadromous Fish Habitat Program of the United

preventing further erosion, the cuttings can traP

sediment and facilitate the establishment of stream
bank vegetation (Reeves and Roelofs in press).

General considerations
Several considerations should be incorporated in

the planning and execution of all of the above
categories of habitat improvement. We will discuss
aesthetics, hydraulics, and evaluation.

An important consideration in the design of all
habitat improvement measures is that they fit
harmoniously into the landscape. In one survey of
angler motivation it was found that water quality and
26

generating capacity may help to turn a potential
disaster for salmon populations to a less destructive

States Forest Service (Hall and Baker in press, Reeves
and Roelofs in press). An earlier publication also
contains much useful information (Migel 1,974). A
recent bibliography on stream habitat improvement
(Wydoski and Duff 1978) includes 390 items (though

end.

Finally, it must be recognised that protection of
habitat is much simpler and less expensive than
rehabilitation of damaged streams. In some instances
rehabilitation is simply not feasible within a
reasonable time. Much greater effort is needed to
protect the unique and valuable resource that is the
habitat of New Zealand's fish and wildlife. Recent
action by the acclimatisation societies to take a more
active role in pressing for habitat protection is an
encouraging sign for the future.

many of these references are not directly applicable to
New Zealand streams). Two reviews of the habitat
requirements of fishes have recently been published
(Reiser and Bjornn 1979, Church, Davis, and Taylor
1979) . These should provide useful information for

the planning of habitat improvement measures.
Like all management techniques, habitat improvement has its limitations. It should not be seen as a
panacea, nor does it apply in all situations. In
particular, some of the large braided rivers in New
ZeaIand, which can move enormous boulders when in
flood, will be particularly intractable. Flowever, the
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main streams of these rivers provide a large amount of
the total freshwater area available for the rearing of
juvenile salmon and we hope that some measures may
be devised to allow more use of this potential resource.

Some use of flow control in stable channels in
conjunction with the development of hydro-electric
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Water resources development policy in New Zealand
by F. Scarf
Water Resources Engineer,
South Canterbury Catchment Board, Timaru

practice because of the complexity of interrelated
sciences and the conflicting interests involved.
Certainly the current policy and legislation do little to
assist water boards in the preparation of these allimportant documents. Water managers have often
been accused by the public of being theoretical
geniuses and practical idiots, and it is little wonder
when one considers the complexity of water

MOST people who tangle with water resources
lost trying to sort out who is
responsible for what and to whom. If you read the
Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967, the principal
legislation controlling water management in New
ZeaIand, you may well conclude that messy
management get

legislation deserves a messy organisational structure.

Having worked in counterpart water resources
organisations overseas, f can assure you that New
Zealand is not alone.

management problems.

Principal components of water management
planning are water quality classification and water
allocation. Although water boards have in the past

To enlighten the uninitiated, water management in
this country is controlled by the National Water and
Soil Conservation Organisation (NWASCO), which
consists of three statutory bodies:

tended to approach these subjects independently, they

are very much interrelated. For this symposium I
prefer not to discuss the problems associated with
water classification, but instead to concentrate on
water allocation plans.

o The National Water and Soil Conservation
Authority, the senior body which approves policy
and prepares legislation;
o The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council,

For some years, water allocation plans have been
promoted as the most satisfactory method to control
management of the water resources within a
catchment. The limited staff and financial resources
available to regional water boards have, however,
restricted preparation of water allocation plans to
those catchments where there already is, or is likely to
be, a conflict of interests in the sharing of the available
water. The success or otherwise of existing water
allocation plans is debatable. llowever, if nothing
else, such plans have tried to reserve resources for
recreational purposes (some would claim too little)
and to provide at least some rational basis for future
allocation and management. In preparing water
allocation plans, the procedure adopted by both the
North and South Canterbury Regional Water Boards

which is responsible for soil conservation, drainage,
and river control;

o The Water Resources Council, responsible for
water management.
The purposes of NWASCO are best summarised by
the long title of the principal legislation, the Water
and Soil Conservation Act 1967, which states:
"An Act to promote a national policy in respect of
natural water, and to make better provision for the
conservation, allocation, use, and quality of natural
water, and for promoting soil conservation and
preventing damage by flood and erosion, and for
promoting and controlling multiple uses of natural
water and the drainage of land, and for ensuring that
adequate account is taken of the needs of primary and

is as follows:

secondary industry, water supplies of local
authorities, fisheries, wildlife habitats, and all
recreational uses of natural water".

l.

Field work is undertaken and all existing daÍ.a are

collated and analysed to produce a water resources
report. This report summarises what is known about
the magnitude and variability of flows, the existing
water quality, and the existing and predicted future

The Water and Soil Division of the Ministry of
Works and Development provides NWASCO with
administrative, technical, and research services and
the 20 regional water boards are responsible for
in{plementing water management legislation and
policy at district level.

use of the resource.
2. The water resources report is then published and

circulated to interested parties and the public for
comment.

Water management planning
Most regional water boards view water management planning as something of an enigmaaesthetically beautiful, but difficult to achieve in

3. The public and interested parties are invited to
make submissions on aspects which they consider
should be incorporated within the water allocation

plan.
29

+. A draft allocation plan is prepared and
submitted to the board for approval as a working

2. Determine the alteration to the flow regime that
these demands will make.
3. Assess the possible effects the altered flow regime

document.
5. The

will have on all river

draft is discussed with the public and
interested parties who presented submissions.
6. The draft is amended if necessary anci presented
at a public hearing before its adoption by the board.
Fundamental to most water allocation plans, and
undoubtedly the most controversial aspect, is the
setting of "minimum flows". It is perhaps unfortunate
that this is the only part of an allocation plan which
has so far been given any statutory recognition. It is, I
consider, a rather misleading term, which has caused
much confusion among the public and even among
water managers. By minimum flow, do we mean a
l-in-I0-year low flow, average annual low flow, the
minimum flow necessary to sustain a particular
recreational activity, or the minimum flow required to

meet water classification standards for

with extreme low flows, but in my
experience, fisheries interest submissions for water
allocation planning tend to be loaded with generalisations. With respect, I sometimes wonder if fisheries
interests have any concept of the optimum flow
conditions necessary to their particular recreation. I
have found that other recreational groups are far more
definitive in describing their minimum flow requirements. You may well contend that water managers
associated

waste

discharge industries?

It is important, therefore, that where possible there
is some uniformity in the criteria used to determine
the minimum flow and also that those concerned in
water management understand the minimum flow
requirements of various recreational groups and

have an obsession with placing numbers on
everything and that it is not possible to be
mathematically precise in a science as complex as
freshwater fisheries. Ilowever, though it may not be
possible to meet the degree of precision that water
managers unreasonably expect, it is far better to
impart into the allocation plan the value judgment of
a fisheries expert than to have an engineer, who has
neither the expertise nor the data, make the necessary
decision on the minimum flow requirements for

industry.

Generally, the approach adopted by the two local
water boards is as follows:

l. Define the sites of existing or future water
abstraction or waste discharge and assess their effect

fisheries.

both on the timing and magnitude of flow and on
water quality changes on the river down stream of the
si

users.

4. Assess the minimum flow required in the river to
maintain it as a fishery and to provide for recreational
and wildlife interests.
Of these, criterion 4 is the most difficult to establish
and must, of necessity, be a value judgment. If you
ask a fisheries manager how much water is required to
retain an optimum fishery habitat, he is unable to give
a definitive answer. He can expound at length on the
importance of flood freshes and the harmful effects

It is important that all groups recognise the
diversity and conflict of interests involved in
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Fig. l: Ashburton-Hinds drains preliminary wate¡ allocation plan.

preparing a water allocation plan. For example, the
following is a list of organisations concerned in
submissions with the Rangitata River water allocation
plan: Ministry of Works and Development, Ashbur-

limit of abstraction pcrmittcd in Novcmbcr cach ycar
and the flow reserved for recreational purposes, for
various flow rates observed at the Klondyke recorder.

For example, for a flow at Klondyke recorder of
50 m3/s, 31 m3/s is allocated for abstraction, principally for irrigation, and t9 m3/s is reserved for
recreation and fisheries. A flow of 50 m3ls in

ton County Council, Strathallan County Council,

New Zealand Electricity, Department of Lands and
Survey, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
Ashburton Power Board, Ashburton Acclimatisation
Society, South Canterbury Acclimatisation Society,
New Zealand Salmon Anglers Association, New

|,iovember at Klondyke occurs on average only Io/o oI
the time. Similar graphs for the remaining monrhs are
also included in the allocation plan publication. This
type of allocation has been widely used by both the
North Canterbury and South Canterbury boards for
large rivers, including the Rangitata, Rakaia, Waiau,

Zealand Jet Boat Association, and South Canterbury
Canoe Association.

Allocation planning is,

I

believe, now in the same

state as the water right system was in the early 1970s,

and Hurunui.

when people applying for a right usually applied for
twice as much as they needed because they thought
they might miss out. The same sort of thinking is
apparent when one studies submissions presented for
consideration in a water allocation plan.

models which delight the hydrologisr are meaningless

There is, I feel, little public acceptance of
hydrology, and the statistics and mathematical
to the public at large. To convey to the public the
magnitude of restrictions they will face under a
particular plan is best achieved by simple diagrams.
The best method in my experience is to feed the plan
and the available flow record into a computer and
produce a time sequential plot which shows the
portions of flow allocated and retained (Fig. 3). The
public recognise that 1973 was a drought year and
from the plot they are able to assess for themselves the
consequences of the proposed allocation plan. This
does much to allay their concerns.

I should like now to examine some of the allocation
plans that have so far been published. Firsr, f must

point out that there is no national policy for the
presentation of water allocation plans, and regional
water boards have had to develop their own
techniques. To some extent, their efforts have been
subject to some unjust criticism.
The selection of the minimum flow is not the major
problem, but rather the task of communicating to the
public the likely changes in the fiow regime as a result
of the water allocation plan. Water resources in a river
system increase as you proceed down stream and so,
like the flow regime, a water allocation varies in time
and space, and to describe this to the public presents a

ll0
.--

100

major difficulty.

5po

Figure I shows the water allocation plan for the
Ashburton-Hinds drains, a series of nine drains

.9

c

Ë80
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between the Ashburton and Hinds Rivers, from which
water is abstracted from October to March for spray
irrigation of crops and pastures. This illustration tells
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E
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me how the resource is to be managed, but it is
incomprehensible to the average farmer, who has no
concept of average annual low flow, much less a l-inlO-year low flow. Such an illustration is essential to
the water manager, since it tells him when and what
restrictions to water abstraction should be applied.
For example, when the flow in the drains falls to
2.5 m3/s, all water abstractions for irrigation are
reduced to 7 5"/" of that stated in the water right, and if
there is no further rain for 10 days, the water manager
can expect to increase restrictions to 507o. This
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technique is widely used by a number of water boards
and from the water manager's viewpoint it is one of
the better techniques for controlling abstraction from

30 40 50 ó0 70 80 90 100

small streams and drains.

Flow

In contrast, Fig. 2 shows part of the water
It shows the

allocation plan for the Rangitata River.

110

ot Klondyke recorder (m3/s)

Fig. 2: Rangitata River water allocation plan for November.
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Prot¡lems facing freshwater fisheries with regard
to water rights and allocation plans

The examples so far presented are of plans relating
to a specific site on the river system. What are the
consequences of the allocation plan at other sites on
that same river system? Figure 4 shows an example of
a technique used by some boards to Present the
special effects of a water allocation plan. The plan is
based on allocating a maximum ol 50"/" of the average

iow flow occurring at arry point, and this flow

The acclimatisation societies have a statutory
obligation to manage New Zealand's freshwater
fisheries and, with it, a responsibility to one of the
largest and most diverse recreational groups' The
ever-increasing pressure on rivers for irrigation

is

abstraction and hydro power development means that
fisheries managers must be much more definitive
about the magnitude of the fisheries resources and the
harmful consequences of such developments' IJnder
the current legislation, the applicant for a water right
is not required to prove that the abstraction will not
be harmful to fisheries interests. As an objector to a

plotted against the distance uP stream from the river
mouth. This type of presentation has the following
advantages:

o

it

shows the relative location of abstraction points;

o it assures the water manager that he has not
exceeded the planned allocation levels at any point
of the river system;

water right application, the fisheries

o it shows the location and magnitude of any

assumes the added injustice of having
burden of proof.

allocation reserye.

Naturally, fisheries managers are

I-lnlike the Rangitata River, where much of the
abstraction is centred on the Rangitata Diversion
Race, most rivers are subject to point abstractions
throughout the whole length of the river system.
Because of this, I believe that this type of presentation
for water allocation plans will be used much more in
the future.

ot

however, an important precedent was established
when the Manawatu Regional Water Board granted
to the Wellington Acclimatisation Society a watel
right "to use the water of the Manawatu Catchment

Klondyke recorder

^80

3
Ìo
*óo
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H...::

becoming

increasingly concerned about the continual threat of
abstraction to the fisheries resource. In October 1979,

140

Flow
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to carry the

irrigotion, stock wote¡
ond hydro-power
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Februory
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Fig.3: Rangitata River water allocation plan for 1973 low flow period
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recommended technique f.or water allocation planning

desired objectives that continues to change with

District to maintain a trout fishery". In explanation of
the water right, the board emphasised that:
l. The right authorises the use of water for
maintaining a trout fishery. Any other specific actions
(for example, taking water for hatchery purposes)
should be the subject of specific water rights.
2. The right does not imply authority to alter or
interfere with the water concerned (for example,
altering or diverting flows or constructing weirs).
3. The board does not guarantee that the water

evolving social goals. Likewise, water management is
a political/decision-making process which must
allocate a finite resource among an ever growing
number of uses. This intense competition for the
allocation of water, coupled with the public's concern
for environmental amenities, is the impetus behind
the need for a greater understanding of instream flow
uses in water resource administration. Instream flow
advocates need to be much better informed about

will

be available or suitable for this use, that

decision-making and administrative processes, and
the legal means available to protect stream flows.

is,

maintaining a trout fishery.
4. The right does not imply any priority or Power

"The instream flow manager needs

with administrative procedures. Because water
management is such a sensitive subject the water
administrator operates very largely by negotiation
and will frequently place less emphasis on a poorly

The granting of the right secures for the Wellington
Acclimatisation Society a firmer legal foundation for
fisheries management in the Manawatu district. The
status of a registered water user may be particularly
important where disputes over a water right

quantified or poorly conceived instream flow request

in order to make water available for other, more
firmly quantified traditional uses. Ideally, water

application are taken to appeal and the legal standing
of an objector may be called to question. Furthermore, this water right shows that the current

legislation does provide

for recognition of

management must recognize the dynamic nature of

instream uses and develop contingency plans for
various water supply conditions which equitably
distribute the losses among all uses, both instream
and out-of-stream during low water years."
fmprovements to the current legislation are sorely
needed, and it is to be hoped that the proposed new
\¡r'ater management legislation, with the new freshwater fisheries legislation, will provide a more
consistent basis for water resources management.

specific

fisheries usage and it has pinpointed the need for
clarification and improved legislation in this regard.

Water management in this country is still very
much in its infancy. To quote from a paper* by Dr
Gordon Glova: "Water resource policy is a continual
of successive compromise toward some

process

+The

full paper is published

1n Freshwat¿r Cahh No.

Z

credible

techniques which provide quantified results consistent

over other users of the water, whether those uses are
subject to water rights or not.

1980.
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Discussion
opposed to what I see as the
of that resource bY relativelY

Mr Sutton: The Water and Soil Conservation Act
1967, I tltink Section 20, says that when a regional
water board is considering any scheme or plans it

different parts of the country

their own water and generally speaking have

must consider the interests of freshwater fisheries and
wildlife and recreational users and consult the
appropriate authority. You just said . that the
tËgìrt"iio.t is up for amendment. We don't know what

no

going
concern for the national water resource' What is
in
resource
io be the picture of New Zealand's water
individual
each
have
to
20 years' iime if we continue
*aier board or catchment board managing its water
and having no concern lor the national resource and

thã amendmerrt, ..., but there is a feeling in some

its future?

Scarf: Certainiy we need some sort of
policy.
' At the moment ea
ãwn priorities and its
allocation plans. The boar
overall plaï and I am sure

there is a need for us as a grouP to take stePs to ensure
that this asPect of legislation is strengthened rather

Mr Scarf: From what I have seen of the new water
and soil legislation I feel that the fisheries interests
will be centred essentially on the flow aspects, not on
the sort of channel. We were expecting the new
fisheries legislation to cover this aspect' The water
and soil legislation aPpears to cover only the water
part for fisheries'

irave-at the moment is a little booklet called "A

practical guide to the preoaration of water allocation
was written, about 5
ilurrr". It"was adequaìe when itlong
way since then' It
a
come
hàve
we
i.ur, .go, but
have a national
we
that
so
updated
be
!hould".ro*
policy for water ailocation plans in the future' This is

in. åtriy way in which we can get

Sutton: So your answer is that, in consideration of
what Dr Hall said this molning, the legislation is
likely to be inadequate'

I

Hall's

speech.

am sorry

I

consistency

throughout the country'

Mr Flain: You mentioned that the societies have the
burden of putting an objection iorward and then
proving thË objeition. That seems to me to be

was not here this morning for Dr

åpp".Ja to the principle that the- user pays' And you
and irrigation interests
-å, ott to .uy that hydro priority
in re.spect of the
irave
would nevertheless still
continue?
to
fs
that
resource.
water
common

Mr Hamblett: Perhaps I can make comments here
because I did hear Dr Hall this morning and I think

that those issues are not directly related to'*'ater right

issues; they are more

^rr

' It
regional
a
is the only way you can get co-ordination at
tevel. I u- ftopåfut thaiunder the new legislation the
policy will become more definite' The only policy we

than weakened?

Scarf:

organised
lts
ter

r

Scarf: That was not what I implied' Certainly

boards, which are the

as
fisheries interests at the catchment board level have
was
I
What
else'
anyone
as
water
the
to
right
much
tJ say is that the hydro interests, because of

their projects. I would

that those things are
close contact with the catchment boards'

ñt;;

tíei."..rgirreering orientation, are far more definitive
in their exact water requirements than fisheries

interests are. All too often, yo., ttttd to opt in favour o{
them because of their definitive approach' I am not
suggesting that they have any better or higher rights'

Ilr McDowall: I would like Mr Scarf to comment on
th. ,t.rd for a national plan for the future use and
deployment of New Zealand's water resource' as
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Recreational evaluation and protection
rivers

of

salmon-fishing

by L. D. Teirney
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

IN the proceedings of the 1971 salmon symposium
there is a particularly pertinent comment about the
likely loss of salmon habitat within rhe nexr l0 years
as a result of developmental pressures on the major
salmon rivers. Now, 9 years later, I would like to
consider what has happened to these rivers and what
is likely to happen to them in the future.

caused the regional water board to impose a 57-m3/s

dilution flow in 1971. Efforts are being made ro
persuade the freezing companies to improve their
effluent standards, but these have met considerable
resistance.

Rakaia

All but 3 m3/s of water has recently been diverted
from the Wilberforce River into Lake Coleridge for
power generation. Below the gorge the Highbank
power station discharges water from the Rangitata
Diversion Race (RDR) inro the Rakaia River.
Abs^tractions for irrigation and water supply total
3 rn3/s between the go"rge and the sea. HowÅr.r, water
right applications for a 20-m3/s abstraction to satisfy
the lower Rakaia community irrigation scheme are
imminent. Future proposals include the Central
Plains irrigation scheme, which has a water

ÉIurunui

At present abstractions of water from the river for
irrigation and water supply amount to I m3/s. Water
right applications for the abstraction of 5 m3/s have
been lodged in association with the Balmoral
community irrigation scheme.
When water resources are limited and subject to
conflicting demands, as in all of the braided shingte
rivers on the east coast of the South Island, the
regional water boards are encouraged to produce
Water Allocation Plans (WAP) for each catchmenr.
These plans specify how the water resources are to be
allocated and how much water must remain in the

river to satisfy the in-stream uses and protect the
aquatic habitat.
Recently the North Canterbury Regional Water
Board produced a WAP for the llurunui River which

fl
ever
that

featured a minimum

the

8 m3/s lowest flow

ge,-

42 m3/s.

This WAP is now under revision.

Ashburton

tions have shown
nro
the river during summer are adversely affected at a
flow of 16 m3/s. As a resulr of submissions by the
fisheries interest, the minimum flow was raised to
10 m3/s, but whether this flow will protect the salmon
runs remains open to question.
Future proposals include five additional community irrigation schemes with a combined water
requirement of l5 m3/s and a 40-MW local aurhority
hydro-electric power scheme. There is tittle doubt
that the development of small hydro schemes would
be accelerated should Government encourage the
growth of energy-intensive industries.

The Greenstreet community irrigation scheme has
rights to abstract 1.5 m3/s from the North Branch of
the Ashburton River. Up to 7 m3/s can be abstracted
from the South Branch to augment the flow in the
RDR. Water rights may be restricted to ensure a flow
of 2.8 rn3/s at the State Highway I bridge. The
continuing problem of low summer flows may lead to
storage proposals in the catchment to satisfy future

irrigation requirements,

Rangitata
At present, abstraction for irrigation and water
supply amounts to 1.3 m3ls. The RDR, which diwerts
more than 28 m3/s (or up to 33o/o of the Rangitata
River flow), supplies several community irrigation
schemes and the Highbank power station. In L979 a
WAP featuring a minimum flow of 17 m3/s was
adopted by the National Water and Soil Conservation
Authority (NWASCA). Three additional irrigation
schemes with a water requirement o1 27.5 m3/s are
proposed; however, the water will not be available

Waimakariri
The abstraction of water for irrigation, water
supply, and industrial use has been limited to about
5 m3/s because of a dilution requirement in the lower
river. Effluent disposal from three freezing works,
treated sewage effluent, and wastes from a
fellmongery and woollen mill which have since closed,
36

from the Rangitata, where the lowest flow

river habitat and fisheries. Often there is no such
thing as a compromise and, as a result, the fisheries
interest has been observing a cumulative loss of
fisheries habitat in valuable recreational angling
waters. Provisions within the act which can be used
by recreational anglers to Protect their interests are

ever

recorded is 31.3 m3/s.

opihi
Currently 4.6rn3/s is abstracted for water supply,
private irrigation, and the Levels Plains community
scheme. Since the Levels Plains scheme has been

remarkably few and fall into the following categories:

o Objecting to water right applications. Although
conditions have been imposed on water rights
which may alleviate the more serious damage
possible to river habitats as a result of a
development, the fisheries interest has never
prevented a development from taking place by use
of this provision. The problem lies in the judgment
which must be made between an economic use of
water and a recreational use, which cannot be
valued in economic terms alone. As a result, the
economic use has always been favoured.
o Applying for water rights. Although recreational
,ts.tt a.e not regarded as legitimate water users' the

operational, the river has at times completely dried up
in the lower reaches. As a result, the regional water

board produced a WAP in 1973 which allowed
restrictions to be placed on water abstractions to
maintain a minimum flow of 1.98 m3/s. Irrigation
requirements are not fully satisfied in the catchment,
and this may result in the construction of storage
facilities

in the future.

wairaki
Community irrigation schemes abstract 30 m3/s
from the river below the Waitaki dam' A further
3 m3/s is abstracted for domestic stock and industrial
water supply. As power developments in the upper
Waitaki valley near completion, New Zealand
Electricity has a much greater control over the flow
regime below the Waitaki dam. A fluctuating flow
now characterises the lower river and as a result
major river control works have been necessary.
Future proposals include additional commun^ity
irrigation schemes with a flow requirement of 20 m3/s.
M<¡re significant, however, are several hydro
development options, the most likely of which

Wellington Acclimatisation Society

recently
applied for, and was granted, rights {or fisheries in

the waters of the Manawatu catchment district'

However, these rights do not ensure the continuing

existence

of the present fishery; nor do

p
p
i1

they

ace. To

rticular
sPecific

rights will not be granted until the criteria defining

legitimate water users are expanded' At the earliest,
this possibility is still 2-3 years away when the act

incorporates a canal with up to l0 power houses along
its length, a floodway, and a residual river, all within
the confines of the existing river bed.

WAP and minimum
the salmon rivers, the
ll below the lowest flow
ever recorded. Should this single low flow become
the only flow for long periods, as is possible where
water is abstracted for irrigation, it may result in
loss rather than protection of fish habitat.
o Requesting that a minimuñr flow be legally
fixed by NIWASCA. In 1978 the Ministry of

.

This résumé would suggest that multiple developments have caused major modifications to the salmon
rivers over the past l0 years and will continue to do so

at an accelerated rate in the future.
River protection

Those wishing to protect a valuable salmon-angling

Works
use thi
cannot

river search the Water and Soil Conservation Act
1967 for provisions which may be of use when putting
forward their case. Two difficulties inherent in the act
immediately become apparent. Firstly, water rights
can be granted only to those who wish to dam, divert,

lenged the anglers to
flow is legallY fixed it

en a WAP is revised'
The minimum flow associated with the Rangitata
WAP would be an ideal test case, and I am
surprised that neither the Ashburton nor South
Canterbury Acclimatisation Society has made such
a request to NWASCA. While the provision
remains untested it appears that better protective
legislative provisions are not really desired by the

or discharge; in other words, those people wishing to
protect in-stream values are not legitimate water
users. Secondly, water right applications are considered in isolation from the need for the development
and what is happening to other rivers locally,
regionally, or nationally. As a result, consideration is
not given to the fact that a river may be one of thc few
remaining characterised by a particularly unusual
combination of features. Adherence to a multiple use
concept on an individual river basis means that

anglers.

Irr atl-enrpting to make use of any oÍ thc above
provisions the fisheries interest is generally seriously
disadvantaged by the lack of quantitative and
comparative information about the river fisheries it
wishes to protect.

developments are promoted at the expense of existing
37

TABLE 2: fmportance- rating_of salmon rivers according to
anglers visiting from other South Island societies "
Rank
I
2
3

4
5
6
7

No. of
anglers

River
Waitaki

1219

Rangitata

7t3

Opihi
Ashburton
Waimakariri

306
2+2

ì09
t02

Rakaia

llurunui

In summary, if our aim is to protect valuable
salmon angling opportunities, it is important that we
understand what aspects of the fishing experience on
each river stimulate anglers to expend considerable
time, energy, and money to pursue the sport. The last
word should therefore go to one Waitaki angler, who
wrote, "f have farmed on the banks of the Waitaki
and fished the river since 1927. The river is my way of
life. Take ít away and my life won't l¡e worth liwing.',

Visits per
angler
7 072

3 677

t 767
I 708
877
+28
162

43

TABLE 3: fmportance ratings of salmon rivers for trout fishing
Rank
ì

t

3

4

J
6
7

*

No. of anglers
Waimaka¡iri
Waitaki
Opihi
Rakaia
Rangitata

Hurunui
Ashburton

Ashburton
t South Canterbury.

No.
520
370
130
087

000
950
+JJ

of visits

Visits per angler

Waitaki
Waimakariri
Opihi

26 1t0

Hurunui
Rangitata
Rakaia

19

l4 950

Opihi

12 840
B 220

Ashburton
Waimakariri

Ashburton

Waimakariri, Ashburton, and Opihi live close by and
therefore do not have to travel far. fn comparison,
anglers must expend effort, time, and money to fish

lVaitaki

7 723
6 917

llurunui

4 787

Rakaia

t2

tì

l0

t0A+,8scl

Rangitata

9
7

TABLE 4: Overall importance of salmon rivers for salmon
and trout fishing

Salmon
Trout
: Rakaia
Waitaki
Rangitata
Waimakariri
Waitaki
Opihi
Opihi
Rangitata: Rákaia: Hurunui
Ashbu¡ton: llurunui
Ashburton

Rank

the Rakaia and Rangitata and particularly

the
Hurunui, which is remote from any population centre.

Waimakari¡i

I
2
3

When these same rivers are considered as trout
fisheries a different picture emerges. The Waitaki is
more important in relation to the Rakaia and
Rangitata, which have become less important (Table
3). The relative importance of the seven rivers for
salmon and trout angling is presented in Table 4. The
numbers of anglers visiting each river to fish for
salmon and for trout are compared in Fig. 2. Although
the Waitaki is regarded as one of the most important
salmon rivers, it is actually fished by more trout

4
5

Hurunui

Woimokoriri

anglers.

Apart from the Rakaia, most salmon angling takes
place in the lower reaches of a river. In comparison
there is a shift up srream by anglers {ishing for trout

(Fig. 3). An improved scenic beauty raring

Rokoio

is

with this movement into the headwaters,
particularly in the llurunui.
Many anglers attached letters and comments to
their replies and these provided much additional
associated

Ashburton

Rongitoto

information. Often the anglers' real feelings about the
rivers were made clear. The Hurunui is highly valued
for its remoteness and the wide range of recreational
opportunities afforded in such a peaceful setting.
Some anglers would not feed the fish caught from the
Iower Waimakariri to the cat because of the terrible
taste. Every comment on the Ashburton referred to

Op;hi

Woitoki

the low summer flows, and catchment board activities

in the Opihi during summer attracred much criticism.
The attributes of the lower Waitaki were praised by

0

500 1000 1500 2000 25oo
No.

many, whereas the activities of developers stimulated
the expression of a range of inventive but unprintable
new adjectives.

of

Fig. 2: Comparative importance of saknon rive¡s
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Power generation and the fishery of the lower Waitaki River
by E. Craynoth
Scientist, Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Chrìstchurch

THIS paper briefly describes the fish stocks and
fisheries of the lower Waitaki River and then discusses
three alternative hydro-electric power development
schemes. A decision on a particular development

developing the lor.r.er lVaitaki for about 20 years, the
pace of investiga-tions has recently accelerated. In
1964 an initial study was completed, and repolrs wer.e
published in 1974, 1978, and 1979. Earlier this year"
N,IWD released a provisional timetable Ior power
development. The plan is that latei thìs year, ol in
early 198 1, a decision will be made to concentrate on
one development option. After environmental stuclies
and public comment, an environmental impact report
will be prepared, and water lights will be applied for.
in l985-86. Construction could begin in 101's¿¡5, ¿n¿
the filst power could be produced in 1995. The entire
scheme could be cornpleted in 35 years, in 2015.

option may be made late this year or early in 1981,
and it is important that anglers and the public are
advised

of the alternati.¿es. 1'herefore, I would like

you to consider these options and advise me of your
preferences.

The river, fish stocks, and fisheries
The Waitaki is a large, braided river with a flow
rate of about 350 -'/.. It enters the sea 200 km southrvest of Christchurch on the east coast of the South
Island. The river has six large lakes and hydro-

The scheme will produce an estimated 3000-3800
gWh per year, at a cost) in 1978 figures, of about

electric reservoirs in its headwaters, and these control
and regulate its flow. This paper is solely concerned
with the lower 65 km of river from the Waitaki dam ro
the sea. Typically the lower Waitaki has abour seven
channels in a l- to 2-km-wide flood plain.
The river and its tributaries have a diverse fish

$80O- I 000 milhlon. The electriciry prodr-rced r,r,ould be

insufficient to suppll' a Iully developed second
aluminium srnelter, which v'¡ould require about 5100
gWh per year.

Three-channel option
The first powel development option is to have ¡hree
channels. A power canal, with a series of l0 por,r'er
statiorìs along it, would probably be situated on the
south bank of the river. Norrh of the ca¡rai wr-¡uld Lre a

fauna, with 20 of the 33 species of native fish and 5 of
the 7 species of salmonids in New Zealand. The
salmon and trout fisheries are of national importance
and there are local fisherie s for flounders, mullet, eels,
kahawai, and whitebait.
Before the Waitaki dam was built in 1935 there may
have been as many as 100 000 fish in the quinnat
salmon run. Now the run is only l0 000 to possibly
20 000 fish in a good year. Salmon angling is most
popular in the lowest l0 km of liver, because the fish
are often in poor condition up stream. About 30"/" of.
the New Zealand sahnon catch comes from this river.

Catches range from about 1000

to possibly

4O0-m-rvide floodrva.y ancl tiren a 400- to 8OO-rn-wide
residu-al river and v,'ildlife area (Fig. 1). Ali the
channels would flow from a diversjon structllre up
stleam at Kulow down to the lowest powel statiorr,
just up stream of the State Highlvay 1 bridge and

about 4 km from the

sea.

The power canal wonlci have a capaciq'

of

which is well above the mean flow of thc
present river and tribr¡taries. The canal would be
80 m wide, up to i I rn deep, arrcl would cc;nrain water
flowing at up to 1 m/s. I'rorn our strrclies in the
Wilberforce and Rangitata Diversion Races r¿,e think
that these canals u,ould conta-in a spa¡se trout stock
and support only a limited fishery. We plan to studl'
canals constructed in the upper Waitaki porver
525 rn3/s,

5000

salmon per year, depending on the size of the runs and

on angling conditions.
The Waitaki River is exceptional among salmon
rivers in that it also supports good stocks of both
brown and rainbow trout and a high quality trout
fishery. We estimate that anglers carch about I0 000
brown trout and 3000 to 5000 rainbow trout every
year. The trout are larger than average and usually
35-50 cm long.

development scheme to detelmine ways of developing
the fish stocks and fisheries. It may be possible to
make sma-li design modifications arrd provicle food íor
trout and attract fish to areas where they can be
caught by anglers. At the moment rve do not think it
worth u'hile to builcl fish passes at the power srations.

Power planning

Although power planners in New Zealand
Electricity (NZE) and the Ministry of lVorks and
Development (MWD) have been considering

The floodn'a), north of the power-canal is desigr:ed

to calry floods originating from thc upper Waitaki
+2

Fig. l: Three-channel option. Proposed layout of channels and fisheries facilities.

river should contain about 250 large takable trout Per
kilometre. Ifowever, studies made in single-channel
North fsland rivers show that numbers of takable
trout rarely exceed 60 per kilometre. By carrying out
intensive research into the requirements of trout in
large rivers, and by careful flow manipulations and

catchment and also from the }fakataramea River and
other major tributaries. Diversion weirs would need to
be constructed at the mouths of these tributaries to

direct floods into the floodway and so protect the
residual river.
The design of the residual river area is being
studied, and it seems that there should be channels of
various sizes. Down the centre would be one or two
larþe main channels (containing possibly 2040 rn\/s)
which could support resident trout stocks, native fish,

and trout and salmon angling. Parallel to

the protection of the residual river from flood damage,
we think it may be possible to reach this design target
without using excessive amounts of water.

In all the options we think it is crucial that the

lower reaches of the river (from the State Highway I
bridge to the sea) be left more or less unmodified.
Studies have shown that this region supports dense
and diverse stocks of native fish and also most of the
salmon angling.

these

channels would be a series of smaller side streams and
backwaters designed for trout and salmon spawning
and for rearing juvenile salmonids. The production of
juvenile fish may need to be supplemented by the
provision of artificial rearing channels and possibly a
hatchery and rearing complex.

Two-channel option
The second development option is similar to the
first, but is to have only two channels-a power canal
to the south and a combined floodway and residual
river to the north. Floods originating from the upper
catchment would flow down the residual river from
January to early May, whereas floods from the

One of the main difficulties with this option is the
design of the large centre channels. These channels
need to support stocks of fish and fisheries equivalent
to those in the present river and yet use only a small
amount of the present river's flow, For example, we
estimate that to supPort the present trout fishery the
+3
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tributaries would occur later, from June to Sept-

One-channel option
The third option is to slightly enlarge the power
canal and build a series of possibly l0 narrow hydroelectric reservoirs down the river valley (Fig. 3). In
favourable sites, such as below Kurow, larger

ember. Figure 2 shows the floods that would have
occurred if this option had been in operation in 1967,
and if the residual river contained a base flow of
40 m3/s. We estimated that there would be a mean
daily flood of l0O0 m3ls once every 25 years, a flood of
700 rn3/s every l0 years, and a flood of 250 m3/s every
yeat.

reservoirs, which extend across the entire plain, could

be formed.

Small salmonid spawning and rearing streams

These figures were based on historical flow records

could be left beside the reservoirs and these could also
support some fishing. Floods would be contained
within the reservoirs and be passed down stream over
spillways next to the power stations. In this scheme,

and computer simulations and were rather upset by

the floods of 5 June 1980, when flows from

the

tributaries of the lower Waitaki measured 1400 m3/s.
Flows in the Maerewhenua River (which almost dries
up in summer) were estimated at 700 m3/s.
We are therefore dealing with very large floods, and
if this option is taken, we will have to determine their
impact on the fish stocks and fisheries in the residual
river and find ways to mitigate their adverse effects.
llowever, there is little quantitative information on

fishways would ailow fish to move between the
reservoirs where most of the fishing would take place.
We think that the reservoirs would be similar to the
lower reaches of Lake Waitaki,
Depending on the design of these reservoirs, it
should be possible to develop some fish stocks and
fisheries. Much would depend on the extent of the
shallow slow-flowing areas, on water level fluctuations, and on the effectiveness of fish passes. If this
option was taken it would destroy the natural river, its
fauna, and the river-based fisheries. Although salmon
angling could take place below the final power house,
we think it could be quite difficult to catch salmon in
the reservoirs themselves. We are also concerned
about the possibiliry of gas bubble disease, which is
caused by air entrainment at spillways during floods.
In the Columbia River in the United States this
disease has seriously damaged the salmon run and

what happens to braided rivers and their faunas when

floods of this magnitude occur. One particular
problem is the unusually long duration of the floods
from the upper Waitaki; they may last 2-3 weeks. The
tributary floods are very different; they last only a few
days and have high silt and bed loads.
This option is still being studied and ir seems rhar
the flood damage could be reduced by careful channel
design and river training work. For example, there
would be a relatively smaller increase in lvater depths,
and hence water velocities, in a wide flood plain than
in a narrow flood plain. Therefore, it is thought that
the impact on fish stocks would also be less with a

fishery.

wide flood plain. Nevertheless, it seems fairly

No ¡rower development

conclusive that fish stocks would be harmed by these
floods and fish production would never be as high as it
would be in the first option. Therefore, more residual
water would be needed in this option to maintain the
present fish stocks and fisheries.

The final option is that of no hydro-electric power
development on the lower Waitaki River. River
training works will no doubt be continued, as will the
abstraction of water for irrigation. Changes in power
generation will still cause daily fluctuations in water
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Fig. 2l Trvo-channel option. Simulated flows in the combined floodway and residual river during 1967
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In addition, using funds supplied by NZE, we have
recently appointed four fisheries consultants to work

effort, catch, and future requirements. Dr Scott of the
University of Otago is organising studies into the
effects of flow reductions and fluctuating flows on

---';;in

4..fæ
Tributory

slreom

juvenile salmon and trout at a rePlicate channel
facility that has been constructed by NZE near

'o:i:5fl

Duntroon.
If all goes to plan, we expect to increase the fisheries
team considerably to l0 to 15 researchers over the
next few years. Our aim is to provide factual material
on the options for documents such as environmental

(Nol to scole)

Fig. 3: One-channel option. Possible design of combined power
channel and floodway.

levels and floods

impact reports and to determine whether the fish
stocks and fisheries can be maintained if the power

some control over the excessive growth of willows and
gorse and other exotic weeds in the flood plain, access

I)emonstration channels

will continue periodically to destroy
salmon spawning grounds. In addition, unless there is

scheme proceeds.

The three-channel option is now receiving the most

for anglers and other river users could become quite
difficult.

study and we are considering constructing flow
regulating headworks on certain channels near
Duntroon to more accurately simulate the physical
and biological characteristics of a future residual

On the positive side, we could be reasonably certain

that the present fish stocks and fisheries would be
maintained, and there is always the possibility that
the fishery could be developed by the release of
hatchery-reared fish or by other means.

river. We propose to modify certain channels so that
they contain stable residual flows of 5, 10, 20, and
40 m3ls. These channels would be intensively studied
over the next 5 years to determine the maximum
stocks of fish they could produce and whether or not
anglers are satisfied with their size and other features'

Fisheries Resea¡ch Division investigations
The FRD investigations of this power development
scheme started in 1965{6, when an intensive creel
census was undertaken in the lower river. In 1975 a
small laboratory and research team was established at
Oamaru and we have completed our preliminary
studies into the fisheries and distribution and
abundance of fish in the lower river. After recent
negotiations with NZE a new phase oI studies was
started as it became clear that a greatly increased
effort and expenditure was required.

These studies will be expensive, but we think they
are justified because of the importance of the fishery
and the high economic value of water left in the

residual river. Economists from NZE say that a
residual flow of 30 m3ls would be worth about $5
million per year. This is what it would cost to replace
the lost electricity by electricity generated in thermal
power stations. Therefore, NZE are keen to determine
what is a reasonable minimum residual flow.

Over the past year we have prepared a report on
the fisheries aspects and requirements of the scheme.
The report describes the options in more detail and
will be completed and distributed in the near future to
acclimatisation societies and other interested organ-

Finally, I think it is fairly obvious that anglers,
acclimatisation societies, and FRD will have to
consider carefully what ty$e of river and fishery they
would like to see in the future. Therefore, I would
greatly appreciate your comments on the options I

isations.

have described.
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The NZE Waitaki hydrobiological research station
by D. Scott
Zoology Department, University of Otago,
Dunedin

IT is becoming increasingly obvious that the major
threat to salmon fisheries is the development of hydro
electricity.

research was discussed

At the l97l salmon symposium, Hardy

proposals.

(1972) discussed some of the problems associated with
dams and suggested that the salmon populations are

The Ministry of Works and Development agreed to
carry out the initial works on behalf of NZE, who
would run the facility. The research was to be carried
out by workers from the university with assistance
and co-operation of staff from NZE and the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Although these details may appear of marginal
interest, it should be emphasised that major research
undertakings can hardly proceed satisfactorily without the co-operation of interested parties.

rarely better off than they were before construction.
The substantial interference with the salmon runs in
the Waitaki and Clutha River systems is
undocumented, but nevertheless reaI, and Scott
(1978) has illustrated the effects of hydro schemes on
freshwater fisheries.

With these considerations in mind, and with the
prospect of further substantial power developments in
the near future, fisheries interests have tended to
communicate

at various levels with

in a fairly wide context, and
in principle on the present

agreement was reached

development

agencies. This has allowed fisheries people to form a

The ex¡rerimental channels

clearer view of future problems and has equally
afforded the development agencies indications of

The site proposed had distinct advantages, as it was
adjacent to the irrigation headpond of the Waitaki
irrigation scheme. An assured water supply could be
drawn from this headpond and flood protection was
satisfactory. Work started on the site in March and
five channels were constructed, each 100 m long and
3 m wide at the base. Each channel has a separate
control gate in a constant-level pond and the usual
operating range of the channels is:

possible losses in recreational assets.

The present development is the outcome of such
interactions concerning the Waitaki River.
Development of the pro¡rosal
The future of the lower Waitaki salmon fishery has
been a matter of concern since 1974, when proposals
for power development were released. I was
particularly interested in the effects of reduced flows
and varying flows on the rearing of young salmonids
and discussed the possibilities of research related to
future developments on the Waitaki River with
interested parties, namely the Waitaki Valley
Acclimatisation Society, Fisheries Research Division
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, and New
Zealand Electricity Division (NZE) of the Ministry of
Energy. It soon became clear that the most useful
approach was to develop experimental channels
where some of the effectsr of development could be
simulated under controlled conditions. Negotiations
for such a facility started in 1978, and in ÌNday L979 a
formal approach was made to NZE with detailed
suggestions for research. This was referred to
Fisheries Research Division in Christchurch, as
fisheries advisers to government.

Discharge

(m3ls) Velocity (m/s) Depth

0.19
0,2s
0.32

0.30
0.40
0.50

(m)

0.lB
0.20
0.23

Discharge outside these values could also be used.
There are three deepenings to simulate pools in each
channel, and down-stream traps to catch outmigrants

are being developed. The control gates can be
operated manually and automatic control is planned

for tlvo of them to allow fluctuating discharges.
Since the original proposal NZE has added a
biologist (Dr Paul Henriques) to the Dunedin staff
and at his suggestion ponds have been constructed on
site to allow a study of aquatic plants with reference to

hydro lakes.
Objectives

A definitive meeting took place in Kurow in
January 1980 between the Waitaki Catchment

With the development of the lower Waitaki, a vital
question is how much water could be left in the river.
This will in turn affect the distribution of water in the

Commission, Waitaki Valley Acclimatisation Society,
Ministry of Works and Development, NZE, Fisheries
Research Division, and lJniversity of Otago. Fisheries

side braids which, in my experience, are
+6

of

considerable importance for the rearing of salmon and

small streams. Although it is generally accepted that
varying flows are adverse, I have been unable to find
useful quantitative information on this subject.

trout in their first year. One set of experiments is
aimed at the effects of reduced flows on the
and production of young fish

f life. This will be done by

Progress

an optimum (control) and

Water is now running in the channels and

differing levels of reducrion in
other channels. The application to the Waitaki is that
in attempting to ser a residual flow, specifications for
side braids as preferred rearing areas would be made
available.

it

is

proposed to stock them with rainbow trout eggs or fry
this month. Two research workers are now installed at

the university, a post-doctoral research fellow (Dr
David Rimmer) and a Ph.D. srudent (MrJim Irvine).
Both are from Canada, and both have a background
in salmon; so f am optimistic that their stay here will
be fruitful,

It has been suggested that flows in the residual
Waitaki might not vary much after development.
Nevertheless, the effects of varying flows are clearly of
general importance when hydro development is being
considered, and both juvenile and adult fish are likely

We have had some difficulties in developing the
channels, but these should not be lasting. I have been
impressed with the speed with which the job has been

to be affected. A second set of experiments will
compare the effects on production and behaviour of
varying flows, the flows being controlled automatically according to a programme simulating possible
changes below a power station. Results from this set of
experiments would go some way towards a much
needed quantification of the effects of varying flows on

completed, given an agreement in principle in
January of this year, and I would like to thank
personally the staff of NZE and the Ministries of
Works and Development and Agriculture and
Fisheries, who have been both realistic and
encouraging in their attitude to this research.
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Discussion
Llnknown: Are the channels hydraulically realistic?
In other words, should they be straight?

will be the river. This is why I am concerned
there are fewer of them.

Dr Scott: If we had simulated natural streams, we
would have increased the difficulties of statistical
analysis. If curves were introduced, replication would

Mr Beckett: \{hat will be the applicability of this

now;

experiment compared with what happens in the real
sense as far as turbidity is concerned? You increase
the flow in your channels, to simulate a fresh, but the
turbidity will not necessarily increase as it may in the
main river.

be almost impossible, and by making the channels
straight we have reduced this difficulty. We've had to
compromise, but having discussed this aspect at
length, we decided that a reasonable level of
confidence in replication was of more value than
having bends.

Scott: Are you suggesting that we should
experiments directly related to turbidity?

Mr Flain: Of all the things outlined in the last few
papers, there has been no reference to lakes with

have

Beckett: f'm suggesting that turbidity may be an
important factor in assessing the effect of increased
flow, because it often accompanies increased flow.

respect to water abstraction and hydro-electric
development. Their key attribute is storage capacity,
and though a lot of the schemes concern the major
rivers, they will have a definite impact on the lakes as
well. For example, the development of the Rakaia
River will have a marked influence on Lake Coleridge,
a major fishery in itself.

füott: It depends on the history of the channel. If you
have a channel that is wide and braided like the
Waitaki, and the river occupies a small part of it, with
regular fluctuations, when it rises I suggest that you
won't get a great increase in turbidity because the
river bed will be clean from the regular fluctuations. If
you're talking about a river not like the Waitaki, that
has a reasonably confined channel, and its level
increases beyond this channel, you will have soil
erosion and turbidity. Therefore, applicability will
depend on the type of river you're concerned with.

Scott: Yes, but in the future we are going to have
more lakes than rivers.
Flain: But if the levels fluctuate, are they good lakes?
Scott: Where there are lakes, people will fish in them.
The thing that is going to be valuable in the future
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Quinnat salmon management
Conservancy

in the Southern Lakes

by R. T. Hutchinson
Senior Wildlife Officer, Wildife Service,
Department of Internal Affairs, eueensfown

MANAGEMENT of quinnat salmon in the Southern
Lakes Conservancy is set up as two separate
programmes: one applies to the anadromous stocks

assisting

established in South Westland waters and the other to
the landlocked, or lake limited, stocks of the three
Clutha source lakes (Hawea, Wanaka, and

monitoring quaiitative and quantitative parameters of

the annual spawning run, and of securing

a

reasonably reliable source of ova. The ova w-ere
needed to investigate (via hatchery culture) the
possibility of increasing recruirmenr to The Windbag
run and the establishment of runs elsewhere in South

970s.

Anadromous salmon

Westland.

Background
Anadromous runs of quinnat salmon in South
Westland waters were first confirmed in 1964, when
spawning fish were observed in the Moeraki and
Paringa catchments, which drain into the Tasman
Sea 23 and 39 km respectively north-east of the Haast
River mouth. Fishing of these stocks was permitted
under existing legisiation and soon attracted widespread interest from anglers. Most fishing pressure
was directed at the fish alter they entered Lakes

Although trapping of The Windbag was more
difficult than usual, effective operarion of a trap was
feasible and in April 1976 a permanent and considerably stronger capsran-rype trap was installed.
This incorporates a hinged barrier which can be
quickly collapseci, to allow passage of flood flows, and
raised again as water ievels return to normal. The
trap has been operated annually for an average of 36
days from mid April to mid May. It does not provide
a complete count of spawning migrants, but trap
figures, combined with observations of fish and redds
over the entire iengtil of the stream, are thought to
provide a reliable esrimate of the total spawning run.
Possibly the iargest spaw-ning run of salmon to
enter The Windbag during the past decade was
observed during }l4ay 1974, when 156 salmon were
counted in the sec'ùion of stream above the State
Highway 6 bridge. This count was macie on 19 May,
rather late in the spawning period, and according ro
local opinion the run was the largest in memory. The
following year the estimared run declineci to 70-80
spawners. It remained at a similar level in 1976,
began a steady increase to a peak oî. 38O420 fish in
1979, and then declined to B0-100 in l9B0 (Table l).
Annual trapping figures have shown a similar
trend, starting at 30 fish in 1975, increasing
progressively to a total o1 132 in 1978, almost
doubling to 209 the following season, and then
declining to 31 in 1980.
Sex ratios, expressed as number of males per
female, have ranged from a 1976 peak of 3.5:l ro a low

Moeraki or Paringa and began to concentrate near the
mouths of the upper Moeraki River and The
Windbag. The collection of angling data and visual
monitoring of spawning runs began in 1966. As a
precautionary measure immediate steps were taken to
close the upper Moeraki River and The Windbag to
fishing and to institute a daily bag limit of four fish.

Angling data from the three seasons up to 1969
in the total number of
salmon entering the two lakes each season. Catch
rate, total numbers caught by anglers, and numbers
observed on the spawning grounds in The Windbag
also indicated a declining population. In an attempt
to halt this, the taking of quinnat salmon from West
Coast waters of the conseryancy was prohibited from
showed a significant decline

I

their

to check the feasibility of trapping this flood-prone
stream. This trial was to help determine whether
trapping was the best means of consistently

Wakatipu). Both programmes began in the early
1960s, but detailed monitoring of selected spawning
runs and hatchery inpurs did not begin until the early
1

the buiid-up of saimon runs and

extension inio other suitable catchments, a temporary
trap was installed in The Windbag during April 1975

September 1970.

Trapping
During the next 4 years staffing limitations in the

conservancy prevented
inspection of The Wind
staffing improved in 19

of

ment, with some redirection of the programme,
recommenced in 1975. With the ultimate objective of

1.38:1,

in

1980.

Qualitative data of rhe salmon handled at rhe trap
during the past 5 years also show a trend towards
+9

clipped smolts were recorded, These fish represented
6.820/" of the total fish trapped and 0'26"/" of the

TARI.E l: The Windbag salmon spawning run data: estimated
total run (frorn spawniñg surveys), total salmon trap¡rd' and
sex rafro (from traPÞing data)' f97Ê80
Estimated
Year

run

975
I 976

70-80
75-85

I

t0-120

t977

I

l 978
I 979
I 980

250-260

improvement

38M20
80-100

in the

Number
trapped
30
+l
60
132
2O9
3l

number liberated. In the next year there was a
notable increase in the numbers of hatchery Iish
returning. Forty-four salmon from two year classes
were recorded among the fish trapped; these
represented 21 .O5o/o of the total and 0.3"/" oL t}:e
number of fish liberated uP to 1977. In the
appreciably smaller 1980 spawning run there were six
marked fish comprising 19.0% of the total trapped
and O.O2o/o of the hatchery releases, including
Iiberations carried out during L977.lt should be noted
that the data relating to return of hatchery fish are

Sex ratio

(male to female)
2.33:1
3.50: i
I .86:

I

1.59:l
2.17:l
I .38:1

size and quality of fish. From

1976 the average length, of almost 59 cm, increased to

in 1977, remained close to this for the
years,
and then declined to 60 cm in 1980.
next 2
Maximum length increased frorn 72 cm in 1976 to
82 cm in 1978, and minimum length has ranged from
40cm in 1979 to 48cm in 1977' Any trend in
minimum length may to some extent be confused by
the inclusion of landlocked fish in the 1979 and l9B0
trapping records. Average weight increased from
2.83 kg to 4.02 kg in 1978, dropped to 3.63 kg the
following year, and dropped further to 2.93 kg in
1980. Maximum weight reached 7'05 kg in 1978 and
was 6.3 kg in 1980; minimum weight declined from
L2 kg in 1978 to 0.9 kg this season, Condition factors

almost 66 cm

conservative as a result of the incomplete nature of the
trapping results.

Future objectives
In the l5 years since the Moeraki and Paringa runs
were confirmed, salmon have been caught or observed
in a number of other catchments north and south of
these tlvo systems. Sightings have been confirmed at
least once in the Atawata (1964), Holllord (1968),

70

over the past 5 years have ranged between 72.44 and
28.31, both recorded in 1978; the seasonal average has

remained above 40.00 (Fig.

9ó0

l)'

o

.50

Since 1977 representative samPles of scales and/or
otoliths from spawning fish have been aged by Mr M.
Flain of Fisheries Research Division in Christchurch.
Age data have shown a strong dominance of 3- and' 4'

.9
.=

?¿o
o
()

30

year-old fish in each yearly run, with 2-year-olds
contributing in only 1 of the 4 years (1977) ' The scales
and otoliths have also revealed an unusual mixture of

fish in the run: some had migrated to sea

20

90

as

fingerlings, some had remained in fresh water for up
to 3 years before going to sea, and some had remained
in fresh water entirely.

?

Hatchery returns

J

80

.i

zo

E

Poo
(,

As a precautionary measure, the collection of ova
from The Windbag run for onward incubation and
rearing at the Wanaka hatchery is limited to about

50"/" of the females trapped' Ideally,

50

40

several

strippings are made at intervals through the spawning

period. IJnder this limitation total quantities of ova

o)

collected annually have been small' exceeding 100 000
only once in the 6-year period to 1980 (Table 2). Most
of the fish hatched from these ova have been returned

so)
'õ

ì

to The Windbag either as fin-clipped smolts at
approximately 90 days old, or as tagged or fin-clipped
age I * fingerlings.

1976

1978

Adult returns from liberations of hatchery fish

began to appear in the l97B spawning run when nine
3-year-old fish from the 1975 liberation of 3500 fin-

Fig. l: Weight, Iength, and condition factor of salmon trapped
in The Windbag, 1976-80.
50

?\Br

E 2: Ova collected, batchery

liberationg and adult returns of salmon, The Windbag f97L80
Liberatio¡rs

Ova
Year

collected

1975

20 000
000
29 300
99 000
106 000
24 800

ll

1976
1977
1978

1979

r980

rNo

Smolts

Fingerlings

Returns
(7o of trap total)

3 500

l0

700

890

r8 800

1 827

5s 300

7 000

49_000

7 302

6.82
21.05

r9.00

fish.

structure, a creel census was conducted duriug two
angling seasons. Two unexpected indications of the
potential of the fish were revealed by the census:
firstly, it could account for as much as 607o of the
anglers' catch from the lake and secondly, it could be
responsible for average catch rates as high as 0.8 fish

Turnbull (1969), Haast (1975), Waiatoto (1977),and
Ohinemaka (1979) Rivers, and in Lake Ellery (1970).
Salmon have also been caught in the sea off the mouth
of the Mahitahi River, in Jackson Buy, and
Smoothwater Bay, and there have been as yet
unconfirmed observations of salmon in catchments
draining into Caswell and Dusky Sounds in
Fiordland. These observations indicate that anadrom-

per hour.
Continuing on from the Lake }Iawea angling

ous runs of quinnat salmon can be supported by many

census, field inspections were started to try and locate
the spawning areas used by salmon in the catchments
of all three lakes. In 1969 these inspections confirmed

river catchments of South Westland and marine
conditions off the coast. If The Windbag run is
successful in future years, the Wildlife Sen¡ice intends

that Diamond Creek, at the head of Lake Wakatipu,
was an important spawning area and preparations

to try establishing other runs in waters south of the
Moeraki and Paringa Rivers. A full survey of the
Ifaast River and its tributaries, carried out between
1965 and 1968, identified suitable spawning and
rearing areas for salmon in several parts of the
catchment, and a trial release programme has been

were made

to begin the trapping of

spawning

migrants the following autumn. The main aim of the
Ilawea work was to develop the knowledge and
techniques necessary to propagate fish under hatchery

conditions and so boost wild stocks.

recommended subject to the uninterrupted availability of ova for a minimum 4-year period.
The Okuru and Turnbull Rivers are other
prospects and, because spawning areas in the main

Trapping
For the first 2 years a2.4-rn diameter rigid fyke trap
was used to catch migrant adult salmon, but its

tributary stream entering Lake Ellery are rather
limited, the small run in this lake might well be
increased by hatchery liberations.
Another prime objective is to lift the restrictions on
fishing for quinnat salmon in South Westland waters

successful operation required an unacceptable level of
maintenance to overcome a problem of weed drift. In
1972 it was replaced by a conventional fixed-barrier

trap, able to withstand flood levels

70

cm

above

normal flows. Starting in the same year, the extensive
beds of aquatic plants in the creek have been reduced
and controlled by applying Paraquat during late
summer each year.

of the conservancyi however, this is unlikely to occur
unless there is a substantial
increase in the size of The Windbag spawning run.

in the next 4-6 years

The duration of trapping over the April-May

Landlocked salmon

spawning period has averaged 38 days, but it was
extended to 49 days in some years and reduced by
flooding to as low as 28 days in others. Although the
trap effectively screens all but extreme flood flows,

Background
All three

of the Clutha source lakes support
populations of landlocked quinnat salmon and though
this resulted from completion of the Roxburgh hydroelectric dam in 1956, non-anadromous stocks were
known to exist in all three lakes before that date. The
interest of the Wildlife Service in managing the fish
was stimulated by a spectacular increase in numbers
c¡f salrnc¡n caughl [r<¡m Lake ]Iawea immcdiately alter

removal of barriers for varying periods has been
necessary in some years, and in most seasons some
spawning has occurred below the trap site. The
annual count of migrant salmon is therefore not
absolute.

Numbers of migrant salmon recorded have never

the raising of that lake's level in 1958. Until 1979
there was no daily bag limit for landlocked salmon. In
response to criticism of the unusually large catches
from FIawea after completion of the Hawea control

been very high, exceeding 200 fish only once during I I
years of trapping, though the indicated trend is

in numbers aÍter 1972, followed
by some stabilisation. There is also a rycle apparent
towards an increase

5l

in the trapping figures, with

peaks and troughs in

These salmon are appreciably smaller than the

alternate years (Table 3).
TABLE 3: Total salmon trapped and

sex

anadromous form and do not often exceed I kg in
Lake Wakatipu. The heaviest salmon recorded so far
was a 2-kg female in the 1979 spawning run. Average
length and weight peaked ar +4.5+ cm and 0.81 kg in
the 1973 spawning season, declined during the next 2
years to a low of 37.36 cm and O.42 kg in 1975, and
then improved again to 42.20 cm and 0.86 kg in 1977 .
Since that date, both length and weight have steadily
declined to an average of 33.35 cm and 0.38 kg in
1980. Average condition of the salmon has fluctuated
throughout the trapping period, with a decline since

ratio, Diamond

Creek, 1970-80

Year
1970

Saimon
recorded
72

Sex ratio
(male to female)
2.8:l

I

15

1972

57
25

2.4:r

126
49
222

3.8:1
3.3: I

169

1.5:

133

2.0:l

t4+

1.9:

197

r973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

44

ls76 (Fig. 2).

2.1:l
I

Aging of a representative sample from the recorded
run has been carried out since 1970 by Mr Flain and
the results have revealed an age structure quite
different from that of the anadromous run in The

I

2.5:l

iNot calculated.

o
I

o

c

.9
.=

Tc
o

(J

E

u
O)

c

c)

-¡

o)

J

EI
.9)

I

d)

=

0
1971

1975

Fig. 2: Weight, Ìength, and condition factor of salmon trapped in Diamond Creek, 1972-80.
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TABLE 4: Ova collected, hatchery liberations, and adult returns of salmoa, Dia.mond Creek, 1970180
Liberations
Ova
Year

collected

Fingerlings

Smolts

Origin

5 500

1970

I

t974

000

2 350

I

1976
1976
1977

r8 000
25 000

r977
1978

19 000

1979

3 600

Ll
Ai

600

L
L

7 500

3 000

M$

r0 000

M

7 350

,?*

3.+7

22.55

1980
n No fish.

t

Landlocked stock.

$

Mixed stock.

f Anadromous

stock.

of the total

Windbag. Two-year-old fish, exclusively Precocious
males, are absent from only 2 years' data and
comprise a substantial percentage of the sample in 6
of the 1 I years, 4-year-olds exceed 2O%" in only 2
years, and 5-year-olds aPPear once during the
trapping period.

been recurrent difficulties with attemPts to hold
"green" females for later collection of their ova' The
quantity of ova collected has varied from nil in some
years to a maximum of 23 000 in 1977. In trying to
further increase stocks, the liberation of smolts or
fingerlings has been augmented with anadromous fish
(Table 4).
Liberated smolts or fingerlings have been marked
either by removal of the left or right pelvic fin or by
attachment of an external tag on a wire loop,
immediately forward of the dorsal fin.
Returns from these liberations were first identified
in the 1977 spawning run when three salmon,1.78o/o
Brown
Roinbow

ó0

Quinnot

-c.
(J

inexperienced threadline fishermen who in many
cases are holiday visitors to Cental Otago and are
unfamiliar with the more productive fishing locations
and times.
Figure 3 shows a quite regular cycle in the salmon
contribution to the anglers' catch, but an overall

,,----

+

1978

recent years, and field observations of anglers' catches
tend to support this. This fish apparently concentrates
in schools for much of its life in the lake, travels
extensively in its feeding forays, and is easily taken by

-...-.-.-\

o40

In

Future objectives
It is the opinion of many resident anglers that
landlocked salmon in Lake Wakatipu provided an
appreciably higher level of sport in the past than in

between 510 and 850 eggs Per female' and there have

80

recorded, entered the trap.

another three fish, 2.26y" of the total, entered the traP
and the following year five, comprising 3.470/" o1. the
total, were recorded. Although the 1980 trapping
figures are less reliable than in earlier years, because
of a change of trap site and facility, 13 hatchery
salmon were identified, representing 29.557o of the
total recorded. These hatchery fish were exclusively 2year-old males in 1977 and 1978, four 2-year'old
males and one 3-year-old female in 1979, and ten 2year-old males and three 3-year-old females in 1980'

Hatchery returns
The amount of ova collected from such a limited
number of spawning salmon, of which usually less
than one-third are female, has not been large. Ova
counts from 25 females from 3 years have ranged

o
(,

r.78
2.26

L

A

10 000

1979

Retu¡ns

(7o of trap total)

.\

C

920

L

o

o-

0
1965-66

1975-76

1970-71

Angling seoson
Fig. 3: Anglers' catch of brown and rainbow troul and quinnat salmon in Lake Wa-katipu, 1965-80.
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r980-81

declining trend with both peaks and troughs reaching
progressively lower levels over the period covered by

native plants and shrubs and caused a loss of
spawning gravels through progressive invasion by
aquatic plants and subsequent siltation. Although
benefiting from the smoothing effect that Lakes
Diamond and Reid have had on flood discharges,
Diamond Creek is a relatively large waterway and

the data.
The primary objective of the Wildlife Service work
stocks to their former

on this fish is to return
abundance in

does not offer juvenile salmon habitat of high quality.

maintain their

Consideration has recently been given to improving
the habitat for salmon fry, both in stream and along
the stream banks, but flood-induced changes to the
creek channel at its confluence with the Rees River
have recently raised doubts about our abiliry to catry
on effective monitoring of the annual spawning run.

this, the long

fishing the spa
been prohibited since 7976, and attempts to collect
ova for hatchery propagation have ceased.

Landlocked salmon srocks of the Clutha lakes will

the Glenariffe Stream, Hydra Waters, and

not be increased quickly by the collection of

a

proportion of their ova for hatchery incubation and
cultivation, at least while the spawning runs remain
so small. Supplementary releases of smolts and
yearlings from anadromous sources, however, may
well be justified.

Deep

in the Rakaia and Rangitata catchments. it
has, however, suffered modification as a result of
progressive farm development in its catchment. This
has eliminated the valuable stream bank cover of
Stream

Discussion

Dr McDowall: Do you have any idea of

fish back, you can tetl if a large percentage of them
spent a long time in fresh water?

the

proportion of the fish returning to The Windbag that
are landlocked or partially landlocked, and of those
that are sea run?

Mr Flain: There are insufficient dara. The data have
only been supplied for the last 3 years.

Mr Hutchinson: On scale character? Mr Flain has
published a table in Freshwater Catchwlnídn shows the
length of time spent in fresh water.

ffutchinson: We're relying on

often

precludes 1007o recovery. If The Windbag floods and
we have to lower the trap, many carcasses will be lost

Mr Waugh:
size of the

down stream.

between this
fresh water

Mr Tonkin: Why bother with Atlantic salmon when
you could concentrate on brown trout?

Hutchinson: The landlocked fish are included in the
data that will be published.
Waugh:

carcass recovery, and

the flood-prone nature of the catchment

ffutchinson: Atlantic salmon are easily caught by

So you can rell that if you get small fish back,

anglers, and the uneducated angler, if we can use that
term, benefits greatly by having these fish in his
region. The brown trout could never match this.

they've been in fresh water for a long time. Have you

linked this up so that when you have a run of small
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A review of Atlantic salmon in New Zealand, with notes on
current status and management
by E. J. Cibbs
Wildlife Officer, Wildlife Seruice,
Department of lnternal Affairs, Te Anau

all unsuccessful, though various reports suggested
that the fry grew in fresh water and migrated

THIS paper reviews the introduction and establishment of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in New Zealand.
The life history and past and present population
management

of this now rare species are

seawards,

also

The only recorded importation of

discussed.

landlocked

salmon was l0 000 ova from Green Lake, Maine,
United States in 1905 (Donne 1927). These fish were
originally destined for Lake Te Anau, but most were
lost into the Makarewa River when the Wallacetown
hatchery was flooded. Some reports claim that about
100 surviving lry may have been released in Lake Te
Anau (Thomson 1922, Godby 1925); others assert
that no fry ever reached the lake (Southland Anglers'
Club 1929) or that the fate of the remaining fry is
unknown (Stock 1928, Stokell 1955). Ayson (1910)
brought these eggs to New Zealand, and his account

Summary of introductions
1868 to 1907. fn the 40 years up to 1907 at least
23 different importations, totalling nearly 3 million
Atlantic salmon ova, were made to New Zealand
(Thomson 1922). Most of these eggs came from
anadromous salmon entering British rivers. Others
came from Germany and Canada. Fry were released
throughout much of the country, though most were
put out in Southland and Otago. These refeases were

differs substantially from the others. IIe states on page

973 that "A number of the young fish have been
planted in one of our lakes, and some are now being
reared at two hatcheries for the purpose of procuring
eggs from them when they mature." This is not
substantiated by any other authority and there are no
records of the hatchery operations to which he refers.
1908 to l9ll.
The early atrempts had failed and
so the New Zealand Marine Department embarked

on a programme to import large numbers of
anadromous-stock ova and concentrate the releases of
fry in the upper Waiau River catchment, which had
previously not been stocked (Fig. l). Between l90B
and l9ll, 150000 ova came from Canada,940000
from Germany, and I 075 000 from Britain. From
these ova about I 872 000 fry were stocked in the
IJpukerora River and Lake Te Anau (Ayson 1908,
1909, Thomson 1922, Hefford 1927b, and Marinc
Deþartment Annual Reþort for 1910-11). Sun'ivors of
some of these fish were undoubtedly the ancestors of
today's population.
Establishment
There is little information on the period from l9l2
to 1921. Ffowever, a spent male salmon was caught in
the lower Waiau River in October 1916. It was
68.5 cm long and had spawned three times; so it must
have been at least 6 years old, and was possibly 7 or 8
years old (Godby 1925, Regan 1927, Stock 1928). In
1922 some 5f100 salmon were caught in Lake Te
Anau and in the (Jpukerora and Eglinton Rivers

Fig. l: The upper Waiau River catchment.
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minimise the chances of salmon surviving and finding

(Calderwood 7927, and, Marine Deþartment Annual
Reþort for 1922-23). The Marine Department first
trapped in the lJpukerora River in 1923 and caught
160 salmon. By the 1930s the species was considered
well established in Lakes Manapouri and Te Anau,
and in the Waiau, IJpukerora, and Eglinton Rivers
(Pearce 1928, Southland Anglers' Club 1929, Hefford
1930, Hobbs c. 1950, and Marine Deþartment Annual
Reþort

for

their way back to the southern New

Zealand
coastline. Several authors argued that because of the
relatively low latitude of New Zealand, winter ocean
temperatures are too high, or at least borderline,
compared with those found in the natural range of

salmon in the Northern Hemisphere (Rutherfurd
1900, Regan 1927, Anon. 1929, Stokell 1955).
Flowever, Thomson (1922) claimed that in all seasons

1923-24).

the sea temperature off the east and south coasts of the
South Island is lower than that round Britain or the

Because of their unusual appearance, freshwater
feeding habits, and indefinite scale structure, there
was much controversy over the origin and identity of
the salmon in the Waiau system. Some authors

west coast of Norway.
Scott (1959, 1960) proposed that because young

salmon from British ri.¡ers make long off-shore
migrations, and the mechanism controlling their
return to the natal waters evolved in the Northern
Hemisphere, it is likely that fish imported into New
Zealand would become disoriented in the open ocean
and be unable to find their way back to this country.
He contrasted this with the success in New Zealand o1
sea-run brown trout, which are believed to confine
their marine life largely to coastal waters.

claimed the fish were normal sea-run salmon
(Whitney 1927a); others contended that they were
hybrids betrveen salmon and brown trout (Godby
1925). However, the evidence clearly showed that,
whatever their origin, the fish were true Salmo salar
that had adopted a wholly freshwater existence and
migrated from the lakes to the tributary rivers to
spawn (Regan 1927, Calderwood 1927, Hefford
1927a, Parrott 1932, Stokell 1934, 1955, 1959).

Stokell (1959) compared morphological and
meristic characters and argued that the Atlantic
salmon in New Zealand are descended from
anadromous stock, not from American or Canadian
landlocked fish. His view was shared by Calderwood
(1927). It is not known which of the anadromous
stocks (British, German, or Canadian), or indeed any
combination of them, actually produced the New
Zealand population. In the 1960s there was an
attempt to identify the origin of the Te Anau fish by
determining their chromosome number. The attempt
was unsuccessful because of technical problems (D.
Scott pers. comm.). It has been stated that North
American salmon are more likely to produce lakeresident populations than ate European stock.
Therefore, the 1908 importation of Canadian eggs
may have been the progenitor of the salmon in the
Waiau catchment (Godby 1925, D. Scott pers.

This idea was developed further by Stewart (1977),
who described the failure to establish Atlantic salmon
in the Falkland Islands. These islands are in a more
suitable latitude than New Zealand and also have
successfully established sea-run brown trout. Stewart
argued that long-distance marine migrations of
salmon are lairly passive and are controlled by
rotational oceanic currents, or g'yres, which result
from the presence of large integrated land masses. A

salmon smolt entering a ryre off its home coast
eventually circulates back to that coast when
physiological changes induced by the onset of
maturity activate the mechanism to recognise its
imprinted home-river odour. Straying or loss occurs
when a fish leaves or transfers to another gyre and
either arrives at a foreign coast or is transported to a
lethal temperature regime. Stewart proposed that
suitable gyres do not develop close to the small land
masses of New Zealand or the Falkland Islands, and
thus the salmon are lost at sea.

comm.).

It is not known why Atlantic salmon failed to
develop anadromous runs in New Zealand, yet
voluntarily assumed the much less common landlocked habit. It appears that some fish did at least
reach tidal waters and there is one report of a salmon
caught in the Wairaurahiri River which enters the sea
30 km south-west of the Waiau River mouth (Hefford

Biology and life history
The life history of Atlantic salmon in New Zealand
is poorly documented and imperfectly understood.
Various fragmentary accounts cover some details, but
much remains to be determined. I have summarised
the main details below.

1927a, 1927b).

Spawning. The general form of mature salmon in
the Te Anau population is similar to that of grilse
from sea-run populations. The body is slender and
somewhat rylindrical with an elongated caudal
peduncle and a moderately forked tail. Females
become darker than in their lake-dwelling stages and

Whitney (1927b) proposed that excessive predation
by marine fish and mammals led to the landlocked life

history. Stokell's (1955) theory was thar factors
inherited from the original landlocked stock prevented
successful adaptation to marine life. The more tenable
hypotheses relate to physical and morphological
oceanic features which, singly or in combination, may

males develop a bronze tinge and a kype on the lower
5b

g¿

Fig. 2:

A mature

hatchery-reared (released

at

16 months) male

jaw (Fig. 2). The dark red coloration that is typical of
mature sea-run males has only rarely been observed
in New Zealand salmon (Hefford l93B).
Redds are similar in site, size, and construction to
those of brown trout (Marine Deþartment Annual Reþort
for 193È39, and my unpublished data).
The peak spawning runs in the Upukerora River
between 1932 and 1944 (Table l) occurred in May
and June, and rarely in April (Mclvor 1950a, and
Marine Deþartment Annual Reþorß). fn recent years
(1976-80) I have seen salmon occupying redds in the
outlets of Lakes Gunn and Fergus lrorn 22 June to

Atlantic salmon, 4 years old, 525 mm lork length.

the first time. Three were 3 years old and l0 were 4
years old (my unpublished data).

Multiple spawning by Atlantic salmon is

not

uncommon. In the 1920s and 1930s scales were
examined from 49 previously spawned fish caught by
anglers. Of these, 57o/o had spawned once, 3l7o twice,
87" three times, and 47" showed evidence of five
spawnings (Calderwood 1927, Parcott lg32).

Rearing and growth. After emergence, salmon
fry spend varying periods as parr in the river before
migrating to the lake where they undergo further
growth before maturity. A summary of data from
Calderwood (1927) and Parrott (1932) is shown in

14 July.

The male to female ratio of 5226 adult salmon
recorded from the lJpukerora trap between 1923 and
1944 was l:),.16 (Marine Deþartment Annual Reþorts).
The sex ratio of 14 fish I caught in 1979 and l9B0 at

Table 2. Two-year-old smolts predominate, followed
by l- and 3-year-olds, with small numbers of 4- and 5year-olds. Stokell (1934) suggesrs that some fish may
enter the lake at about 6 months old. The largest parr

Lake Gunn was l:1.
Stripped eggs, incubated at 9.5oc, were eyed at 3l
days and hatched berween 39 and 44 days after
fertilisation (D. J, Murphy pers. comm.).
Of 2l mature lish examined in the lg20s, 30%40o/" had first spawned at 4 years of age and about
20%-25"/" each at 3 and 5 years (Calderwood 1927).
Thirteen salmon of known age were caught at Lake
Gunn in 1979 and 1980. These fish were spawning for

migrate earliest, though the average length at
migration increases with smolt age. One-year-old
smolts averaged 130 mm in length, 2-year-olds were
175 mm, and 3-yearolds were 300 mm. The youngest
smolts grow fastest during their first year in the lake
and they appear to maintain this length advantage
throughout their life (Parrom 1932). Regardless of
smolt age, about 75o/o of salmon spend 2 years in the

lake before their first spawning, with

equal

TABLE l: Monthly runs of Atla¡rtic salmon recorded.in th9 Uqu|9r_ora
(data from.¿l¡¡,at Reports, N.Z. Marine
De¡rarhent and Mclvor ryp:-1g324;
lg-50a)
Month

trapped

Yea¡

Period

1932

Apr-Aug

193+
I 935
1936
1937
1939

29 Apr--end Jui

Mar-Aug
l0 Mar-2 Sep
20 Mar-30 Jul

l9r!0

ì6 Apr-Jun

13

t94l
t944

Monthly total

of total

APr
6
7

+
37
9

early May-27 Aug

1942
t9+3

Percent

Apr-31 Jul

Mar

May-Aug
late Apr-Aug
24 Apr-Aug

29

I17
62
180
87

0
9

50

497

2

19

57

M^y Jrt
+5 100
+28
175 45
r58 IO2
75
t5
50
60
173 35
ll4
6
r08
52
67
42
65 t37
r o34 622
39
23

Jìil

t,

Ang

S.P

Total
r96

5

48

6

81
13

t2

+4
307
508
174
3s5

65

295
2

7

129

62

43

265

5

5

l19

25

11

247

328

t07

t2

4

I

003

2 639

proportions oI the remainder spending

I

angler-caught salmon

and 3 years

in the 60 years

since their

(Calderwood 1927).

establishment.

There are many estimates of the average size of
salmon caught by anglers in the early years after
establishment, but few have sufficient detail or
precision to be accepted as representative samples of
the exploited populations at the time (Table 3)' The
two heaviest salmon recorded from the IJpukerora
trap were 6.81 kg in 1932 and 6.13 kg in 1935 (Hefford
1933,1936).

Food and feeding. I can find no information on
the food of salmon parr and smolts in local waters.
Published descriptions of the stomach contents of
angler-caught salmon in the 1920s and 1930s suggest
that they fed mainly on aquatic insect larvae and

The average length of all age classes of anglercaught salmon recorded in the 1920s and 1930s was
60,4 cm (Calderwood 1927, Parrott 1932). Between

up-stream migration and spawning.

adults, some terrestrial arthropods, and small

indigenous fish such as smelt, bullies, galaxiids, and
elvers (Regan 1927, Hefford 1927a, 1931, Stokell
1934, 1955). Salmon appear to cease feeding during

Competition and predation. There are many
opinions on the effects of competition and predation
on Atlantic salmon by other fish species such as
brown trout, rainbow trout, and eels (Youl quoted by

1947 and 1962 the average length was 52.8 cm
(Graynoth 1971). An examination of age classes
assigned by Calderwood and Parrott (Table 4) shows
that though there was a trend towards increasing
Iength with a9e, the average lengths suggest
considerable overlap in size between different age
classes. A sample of twenty-nine 4-year-old salmon
from the 1920s-1930s group had ar.average length of
59.4 cm. Four 4-year-old fish from Lake Gunn in 1974
had an average length of 47 .8 cm, and in 1980, ten 4year-old fish from this same water averaged 49.25 cm
(Wildlife Service unpublished data). In general, there
appears to have been a gradual reduction in the size of

Thomson 1922, Calderwood 1927, Hellord 1935,
1939, Hobbs c.1950, Mclvor 1950a, 1950b, Stokell
1955, Scott 1960, 1961a). Most authors have

expressed fears of the competitive advantage of brown

trout over salmon, though the establishment of latespawning rainbow trout in Lake Te Anau in the 1930s
has been cited as a possible cause in the decline of
salmon by the superimposition of redds. It should be
noted that salmon were acclimatised in the presence

of an existing brown trout

population, whereas

TABLE 2: Aqe at lakeward migration (smolting) of angler- caught Atlantic salmon from the upper
Waiau Riier system (deterrrined from scale readings)
Age at smolting (years)

r23+5
5
l9
9
rs23400
28 42 13 51
9

No. of fish
No. o{ fish
Total

28491561

Percent of total

Total
I

Source

43

Calderwood (1927)

42

Parrott (1932)

85

TABLE 3: Maxirnum and average sizes of angler-caught Atlantic salmon from the upper \faiau River catchr¡ent, 1923-80
Average
length

No.
of
Pe¡iod
1923
1925-26

about 1926
about 1927

fish

("-)

3.63t
2.5+
2.95

316

ln

2.27-3.631

1927
l 934

70

1934

44

1934
I 935
1940

Comments

Average
weight
(l.g)

n4

1.63

rmmature
mature
combined

2.45

l.9l

r.59-2.271

29

selected sample
season avera8e

2.25

1951-53

t0

194742

76

1.36
1.77

1962-63
1974
1976-80

t0

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

lgfm

rNo data available.

5
7

all

L82r

Manapouri

Te Anau
Manapouri
Gunn

waters

52.8
50.8
49.6
+3.9

fEstimated.

fAnnual Reports, Southland Acclimatisation Society.
$Aanual Reports, N.Z. Marine Department.
llwildlife Seruice unpublished data.
58

r.02
r.21

0.70

Maximum
weight

(kS)
6.36
4.99
7.72
-

5.+5
-

-

(n:6)

1.70
0.95

Source

Calderwood (1927)
Stokell (1959)
Calderuood (1927)
Pearce (1928)
SAST (1s28)

stokell (1934,

1959)

Stokell (1934, 1959)
stokell (1934, 1959)

sAs (1s36)
MD$ (1s4r)

MD

(1941)

wsll

(re65)

Stokell (1955, 1959)
Graynoth (1971)

WS (1974)
WS (1976-80)

TABLE 4z Average length of angler-caught_Atlantic salmon in each age class from the upper Waiau River
catclu¡re¡r( (dafa cirlculated from Calderwood (1927) a¡ d Pa¡rott (f932))- ^
Source

Caldenvood
Age
(years)
2
3

4
J

6
7
B

No.
of
fish
I

Parrott

Average
length

No.
of

(c-)

s
r
Ir
+
3
1
36
i

Average
length

2

70.1

t7

64.6
66.0

l8

ol

(.-)

fish

50.5
52.6
56.3

22
90

61 .9

l5

54.0
56.6

3

59.+

6+0

4
0

4

6+.9
6+.0

72.8

0

3

72.8

70.0

0

I

70.o

66.5

4l

77

60.+

rainbow trout did not appear unril some 15 or 20
years later. Rainbow trout apparently showed an
early upsurge in the catchment, at one time reputedly
dominating sparvning runs in the lJpukerora River
(Hobbs c. 1950), but rhis is nor so now (see below)
Interpretation of the relationships between the
three salrrronid species is further complicated because
brown trout and salmon were heavily exploited for
ova collection until 1944, and it is apparent that this
greatly affected their numbers.
There is no published inJormation on the effects of
eels on salmon, but my limited observations suggest
that up to 20"/" of adult salmon in Lake Gunn have
scars from eel attacks.

55.0

sporadic ova collection (totalling about 171 000 eggs)
in the Eglinton.
Perhaps of greatest importance, though, was that,

took place

concurrent with salmon trapping, many millions of
brown trout ova were taken from the lJpukerora River
run to stock other Southland warers. This had a
significant effect in reducing the runs of brown trout
and was recognised by affected agencies (Hobbs

.

1950, Mclvor 1950a, 1950b, and Southland Acclimatisation Society Annual Reþort for I 940) . Further evidence
of this effect can be seen from the tapping results for
the period I962 to 1969, which followed some l7 years
c.

without abstraction of rrour or salmon ova (Fig. 3).
The average annual run of brown trout recorded in
1500

Management and exploitation
Ova collection. When the existence of a salmon
run in the Upukerora River was confirmed the fish

were exploited for ova. collection. A trap

€

was
-o

1923 and 1944 (when trapping was discontinued)

oo-

o

I

5226 salmon were caught. These fish, with a few from
the Eglinton River, produced about I 124 000 ova, of
which 467o (372+ 200) were "exported" from the

[JTlTlTlTli

Roinbo* r,o,r

1000

o
-o
E

l

c

catchment, 3.5"/" were used to stock down-stream
tributaries, and 48o/o were stocked, mainly as fry, in
the Te Anau catchment. llolvever, over half the total

l

c
c
o

o)

ova collected was taken before 1930, and 947o of this

I

was stocked outside Te Anau (Marine Deþartment
Annual Reþorts Íron 1,924 to 1945, and Southland

lrorn

Atlont¡c solmon
Brown lrout

established by the Marine Department, and between

Acclimatisation Society Annual Reþorts
1940). (See Appendixes I and 2.)

Average
length

No.

(c-)

fish

61.0

Combined

o

500

1,927 to

The Upukerora trap was not an efficient structure
because of its design and the proneness of the river to
flooding and so varying numbers of trout and salmon

escaped past

it in most years, or

t923 1928 1935

spawned down

-27 -32 -39

stream (Hefford 1935, and Marine Deþartment Annual
Reþort lor 1938-39). Therefore some natural recruit-

1940
-43

Period

ment to the salmon population probably always
In addition, smaller numbers of salmon
spawned virtually unimpeded by man in the upper
Waiau and Eglinton Rivers, though limjted and

Fig.

occurred.

3:

the
the

(Da
and

59

1962

-69

recorded in recent years". Over this period his data
shov¿ that salmon accounted lor l2o/" of the total catch
in Lake Te Anau and the Waiau River. The only

the trap from I940 to 1943 (April to August) was 132,
whereas between 1962 and 1969 it was 1447. Between

the same two periods the average runs of rainbow
trout dropped from 98 to 70 and the salmon declined
from an average o1 202 to I fish per year (Mclvor
1950a, Wildlife Service unpublished data) . Note that
in Fig. 3 there are no data for trout numbers before
1940. Data for all species for 1933, 1934, 1938, and
1963 are not included because of inadequate or nil
trapping effort. Significant stocking of salmon fry
began in 1929 and continued until 1944.

recent comparable records, covering six seasons
between 1972 and 1980, show that salmon now
account for about Lo/" o1 the catch in these two waters

(Wildlife Service unpublished data).

Management before f965. Apart from the
extensive ova collection and distribution before 1930,
there have been several attemPts to transplant salmon

Tc Anau to other waters or to import
further ova from Europe.
ln 1927 and 1928, some 30 000 fry were released in
South Mavora Lake in the upper Mararoa River
stocks from

Angling. Atlan

as fairly easy

to
techniques, and ove
been a contributing

(Southland Acclimatisation Society Annual Reþorts Íor 1928

(Hefford 1930, 1931, Hobbs c.1950). Therefore

and 1929). Several hundred thousand fry and ova
were stocked in this river between 1924 and at least

to control daily catch, methods, and fishing areas'
The effect of these restrictions on total salmon
numbers is not documented.
Estimates (of unknown reliability) of the annual

1930. Two releases, each of 40 000 fry, were made in
Lake Coleridge in 1928 and 1931. Salmon from the
first release were caught until the end of 1932, and

restrictive regulations were imposed in the early 1930s

though the scales provided some evidence

anglers' catch of salmon are available for most years
between 1922 and 1935 (Table 5). The average catch
is about 300-800 fish, with a peak of 1000-1200 in
1929 (Marine Deþartment Annual Reþorß). Comments
on angling success between 1937 and 1944 (Marine
Døþartment Annual Reþorts) suggest little overall change

tributaries of Lake Wakatipu in 1931 was not
successful (Southland Acclimatisation Society Annual
Reþort

lrorn 1947 to 1967 and estimated the annual

Acclimatisation Society and stocked in the Waiau and
upper Oreti catchments. It was intended to do cross
breeding experiments between these strains and Te

(page 10) that "Few Atlantic salmon have been

Anau fish, but because of various difficulties the
project was abandoned (Scott 1959, 1960, l96lb,
Southland Acclimatisation Society Annual Reþorts for 1960
and 1965).

TABLE 5: Estirnated annual numbers of Atlantic salmon
caught by anglers from the upper_Waiau
- River catchment, 1922-67
Estimated
Source

annual catch

r922-23

r923-24

56
300

1924=25

conside¡able increase

t925-26

700

1926-27

700-800
700-800

r92?-28
1928-29
1929-30

1000
r

000-1 200

1930-3r

30M00

93 1-32

1932-33

300-400
300-400

1933-34

disappointing

I

t934-35
r935-36

t937-38
t
I
I
I
I
1

194445
19+7-67

Hefford (1935)

150

South.land Acclimatisation

Society*

Hefford (1938)

îair
improved

lood
184
imProved
better tñan average
fair

ent+

ent*

fair, al least

Poor
I 500

iData from annual reports for

Management after 1965. The Wildlife Service,
which had taken over management of the Southern
Lakes district in 1945, became increasingly concerned
at the continuing drastic decline in the salmon stocks
which was apparent from the early 1960s. The species
has value as a potential angling resource, as it is not
particularly difficult to catch by traditional methods
and is highly regarded as a game fish. It had
comprised a significant proportion of the anglers'
catch for almost 40 years. With the restriction on
further importations of salmonids because of disease
risks, it is most unlikely that fresh supplies of salmon
could be brought into the country. Even if this
debatable move were taken, there would be no

Marine Department+
Marine Department+
Marine Departmentr
Marine Department+
Hefford (1927b)
Marine Departmentr
Marine Department+
Hefford (1930)
Hefford (1931)
Hefford (1932)

Southland Acclimatisation
Society*
Marine Department+

30H00

1932).

salmon that did not migrate far from the coast, a few
ova were imported from Scotland (1960), Sweden
(1961), and Poland (i965) by the Southland

average catch to be 1500 salmon. Flowever, he notes

Period

lor

In an attemPt to establish a strain of sea-run

during that period. Graynoth (1971) analysed
anglers' diaries and rangers' creel checks for 1 I
seasons

of

spawning, the species did not establish (Hefford 1931,
1932, Stokell 1934). A release of 6700 fry into the

assurance of a repetition of the combination of factors

ent+
ent+

which caused the unusual, entirely freshwater-

enti
Marine Departmentt

dwelling population that we now have' We believe
that we have a responsibility to do all we can to
prevent the extinction of the species in New Zealand

Graynoth (1971)
the years concerned'

60

and, if possible, to expand and enhance the existing

Thesc two lak

stock for further use.

With the

resurgence

of brown trout after

habitat than
the

despite some
salmon had lasted in these lakes than elsewhere in the
system. Lake Fergus is connected to Lake Gunn by a

short outflow about 500 m long. This is the only
stream spawning area lor salmon and brown and
rainbow trout from Lake Fergus, though some may
spawn on shingle slides and in small stream mouths

recruitment to Lake Te Anau has been eliminated by

the up-stream migration barrier of the control

round the shore line. The maximum recorded outflow
is about 600 I per second, though the stream often

structure installed at the lake outlet as part of the
Manapouri power development scheme. The altered
rates and seasonal patterns of flow that resulted from
the operation of the control gates have, at times,
seriously affected trout and salmon spawning beds in
the river. In one recent season, an eitimated B0o/" o1
redds in the river were lost because of low winter flows
(my unpublished data). The Lake Manapouri conrrol

dries up in late winter as the lake level

tributary, the Melita Stream. This is accessible to
trout and salmon for about 2O0 m, though it is an
unstable stream of limited spawning value. The
Eglinton River is the permanent oudlow of Lake

on the lower Waiau River has almost
certainly precluded the very unlikely furure establishment of a sea-run population of salmon in the Waiau
structure

Gunn (Fig. 4) and has an average flow of about 2500 I
per second and a maximum flow of over 5500 I per
second. The upper 800 m of this stream is stable and
provides good spawning facilities which are used by
brown trout, rainbow trout, and salmon. Large eels
are common in this stretch.
In 1974 adult salmon were taken from Lake Gunn

system.

The earliest efforts in this period were directed
establishing Atlantic salmon in an otherwise
salmonid-free lake to maintain an additional
population for future stocking purposes if the species

at

was eliminated from the Waiau catchment. A few ova
were obtained from the Upukerora in July 1965, and
in October 1966, 400 yearlings were released in Lake
Douglas, a small upland lake in the Okuru catchment

of South

Westland. Later checks,

up to

falls.

Consequently, spawning success may be very limited
or restricted to wet years. As well as the outlet from
Lake Fergus, Lake Gunn has one other major

lg7+,

produced no evidence of survival from this release. On
two other occasions in the late 1960s a few ova were

unsuccessful, and in 1976 further attempts were made
to find a source of ova from wild spawning fish in the

stripped from salmon at Te Anau. However, these
were all of poor qualiry and produced few fish

upper Eglinton River.

(Flutchinson 1975, Wildlife Service unpublished

fn August of that year some

1200 eyed eggs were removed from a salmon redd in

data).

the outlet of Lake Fergus and hatched at Wanaka.
These fish have grown well, and from those retained
for brood-stock, 95 000 eggs were raken in 1979 and

Attention rhen turned to Lakes Gunn (1.67 km2)
and Fergus (0.42 km'?) in the upper Eglinton valley.

A typical spawning habitat in the
Eglinton River 300 m below Lake
Gunn. Flow rare about 2000 I per

Fig. 4:

second.

6l

down strearn, and so this approach has been virtually

000 in 1980. F,ight htrndred l6-month-old finclipped salmon, reared from the 1976 eggs, were
relìäsed in Lakes Gunn and Fergus in January 1978'
Three of these were recaught while spawning in 1979,
and l0 more were recaught in 1980. This shows a
minimum ol 1,60/o survival to maturity for the release'
It is possible that other fish may have spawned
undetected, and that others may mature in l98l or

94

abandoned.

There has been some criticism of the assumption
that the most vuÌnerable stage of a salmon's life occurs
in its firstyear, and aiso ol our resulting proposals and
attempts to minimise comPetition and predation in
the stieam rearing habitats. Flowever, the success of
the limited release of yearlings in 1978 suggests that
the assumption may be correct, and that if survival
can be assured for the first year of life, the {ish has a

later.
The outlets of Lakes Gunn and Fergus are the only

good chance o{ reaching maturity unaided. This

areas where salmon spawning is known to still occur'
Numbers of wild spawning salmon seen in these two

streams

in the last 5 years have varied from five

implies that hatchery rearing and release may be the
most suitable management techniqr're.
The National Parks Authority and the Fiolclland
National Park Board lvere reluctant to supPorr any
s
"long-terÍt maniPulation" of
e
for the protection of Atlanti
r
obvious [hat a change of emP

to

it is probable that the population has fallen
below the compensation level and recruitment no
none, and

longer exceeds mortaliry.
Over this same 5-year period, there were proposals
to reduce the effects of competition and predation on

the juvenile stages of salmon. Attempts were made to
remove brown and rainbow trout from Lake Gunn by
use of live-traP nets, but the steep shore line limited
success. In 1976 there was a trial removal oI large eels
from the main spawning area in the outìet' llowever,
approval to continue this relocation was refused by
thË National Parks Authority, who aclminister rnost of
the Te Anau - Manapouri catchment through the
Fiordland National Park Board. It was hoped that a

at obtaining further wild fish to

long-term reduction in trout numbel's could be
achieved by installing a velocity barrier in the river

Manapouri.

below Lake Gunn, followed by intensive netting of the

trout population in the lakes. Unfortunately

suPPlement the

In the long term, v,'e envisage establishing salmon
outside the national park, both to avoid some of the
manageme¡rt problems currently experienced and, by
spreading the stock, to minimise the possibiliry of the
species becoming extirrct in this country'

the

National Parks Authoriry also declined our request to

build this structure. It was obviously impractical to
continue to remove trout from the lake when both
adults and juveniles could be readily recruited from
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Appendix

1

Records of Atlantic salmon.traPping and ova collection in lJpukerora
Eglinton Rivers, 1923-44; (data from
Mclvor 1950a, and annual repãrtJ of the Marine Depart-nïeni-a.rd arìd
the So"uthland Áãài-utirution society) .
No. oÍ

Trapping period

Start

Year

Stop

Ifale

te Sep

83
53
2+4

No. of

salmon traooed

FemalË'

Total

o\¡a

collected

Comments

LJpukerora River
1923

1924

l3 Apr

925
r 926
I

21 Aug

204
200

\927
I 928

l3 Apr

929

23 }"dar

1

l0 Apr

I 930

l93l

24

1932

7 Aug
22 Arg
I0 Aug

58
169
82

Ar.rg

106

3l May

I 933
I

}rlar
Ap.

75

Jr.

+

29

936

1937

Apr

l94l
19+4

+t I
2r1
229
255
227
196

t3

t9

J"l

t70

44

219

r37
289

307
508

65
0

109
0

174

l3 Apr
l6 Apr

31

Jul

113

Jr.t

2+2

0
355

149
63

146

295

68

151
72

Tru

r31
265

42

1t5

114

132

2+7

2 812

5 226

Nf,uy

27 Aug

Ang

J"l

Arg
2

Eglinton River
1927

25

2 Sep
30 Jul

AP.
24 Apr

+t4

J"l

l93 t

about

Arg--

t 933
I 935

100

171 000
a

Data not available.

t Mclvor (1950a)

records I 19 salmon

fo¡ this

637 000
45+ 000
936 500
612 000
659 000
396 000
37+ O00
240 000
330 500
325 000
13 000

many floods
good weather
severaÌ floods

many floods
many floods
about 300 fish bypassed trap
dry winter

5 floods
no floods after April

many floods, trapping
abandoned

1l Mar
Mar

Ap.

1942
O¿2+

428

20

938

r939
1940
I

527

165 000

I 935

1

160

t29

Atg

933

t93+

I

77
76
283
224
2Il.
ì36
t7I
86
t45
90
9

season.

63

+4000
27r 000
422 000
208 000
3 500
707 500
401 500
144 000
2r0 000
rOi 000
299 250
7 953 750

45 000
67 000
55 000
4 000

Southland Acclimatisation
Society trap
severe floodsr trap
out 15-31 May
3 floods, many fish lost
many females not stripped

no traPPrng
good season
many fish bypassed trap
early fish bypassed trap
some spawning below trap

Appendlx 2
no fish or ova stocked)'
Stocking records of Atlantic salmon, 19234+ (blank sPaces denote
Waters stocked
Outside

Down-stream

Year

Fry

Ova

Yearlinþs

r923
r92+
1925
1926
1927
1928
1

929

1930
1931

t932
1933

r93+
1935
1936
1937
1939

rg.to
1941

t942
1943

1944

Sub-totals
Totaìs

I

Ova

Fry

000

100 000

62 500
30 000

15

000

145 000

42 000
15 000

637 000
454 000
77+ 000
580 000
632 000
367 000
210 000

90 500

l0l

000
342 300
311 500
ì93 000
10 000
275 000
+22 000
208 000
700 000
401 000
139 000
180 000
93 000
299 000
3 9r2 300

Waiau system

Waiau tributaries

Te Anau tributaries

48 700

21 500

3 222
5 393
7 000

7 l+9
22

76+

I23 000

147

s00

3 72+200

270 500
3 994 700

3 935 064

Discussion
You mention their food type from previous studies,
but do you think their reduced numbers could be due
to a decline of smelt?

Llnknown: The river gravel shown in one of your
slides looks very fine. The area may be all right for
spawning and for rearing under-yearlings and
yèarlings, but it represents a bad wintering habitat.

Git¡bs: There is no real evidence that there has been a
decline of smelt in the Te Anau area. In dietary
studies on local salmon there has been no distinction
of capture sites, or where the samples were taken
from. Some of the fish could have come from the

Mr Gibbs: In that Particular stretch the gravel is very
fine because it is the protected outlet of Lake Gunn
and is free from the effects of flooding. However,
further down stream the nature of the river changes
quite rapidly as more of its tributaries feed into it' It

then becomes a more typical surface run-off type of
river, with larger stones and some boulders'

Mr Graynoth: I did

some work on the diet of

landlockéd Atlantic salmon in the upper Clutha lakes
and I noticed in the literature of overseas works that
the adult fish seem to feed almost exclusively on smelt'

and, at least

6+

in

one case, elvers.

swimming behaviour of adult oncorhynchus from growing
ground to spawning ground
by K. Uchihashi, Y titak4 and T Morinaga
University of Kinki, Osaka, Japan
o" the same
fl?*.
fish hatched

ground. We think that, originally,
and grew on the same ground,-but io
cope with the diversity and peculiariÇ of the ocean,
their hatchjng ground and growing ground became
separated. To adapt to this, the behaviour of homing
migration was formed. We think it quite natural thai
there are some species that still ãbserve the old
behaviour, but they have the homing migration
instinct.

ffoming motivation th*"y

."o{.rt, especially a very long-distance homing
migration, can be regarded u, o-rr. of the highesi
grades of differentiation in fish. When salmon Àwim
from the growing ground to the spawning ground,
they have vast areas of ocean to cross. -What do
salmon use as their compass in swimming across these
seas?. One explanation of homing is thelheory of the
mystic element, but we do not áccept this. There is
also the theory of the olfactory ..rr.., which suggests
that salmon swim from distant seas to the spaiv-ning
grounds by use of a keen sense of .meti. Vfurr|
experiments have proved that salmon swim from thã
sea at the river mouths to the spawning grounds by
use of their olfactory sense, but we harre ,ro evidence
that they use this sense to get from the open sea to the
rive¡ mouths. Another thãory suggests that salmon
perceive the position of the .,rr, ãd use this as a
compass while homing. Again, there is no proof of the
relationship between the light of the sun and the
swimming behaviour of salmon in the ocean.

Swimming distance
Having investigated the distances between the
spawning grounds and growing grounds of the seven
species, we found the following:
o For Amago salmon, the growing ground and
spawning ground are either the same oi.r.ry rreu.;
¡ For cherry salmon, some have growing and
spawning grounds which are near, but othérs are
more distant. The range of distance is large;
o For silver and quinnat salmon, the growing and
spawning grounds are distant, but not as
-idely
separated as those of red salmon, dog salmon, and

pink salmon;
a For red, dog, and

pinÌ salmon, the distance
between their growing and spawning grounds is the

Migration under the control of currents
We have a different theory from those above. The
general behaviour of salmon in the sea is greatly
affected by the sea's physical structure; that is, th!

greatest of all.

Homing o1 Oncorhymchus

It

ocean currents and their resultant fronts and
convergences. In short, our theory is that the

is generally accepted that salmon home on their

swimming behaviour of salmon in the sea is controlled

by the currents.

A current is made up of water

masses, and water

in vortices. It rnay be difficult for
salmon to know the direction of the vortices
masses stream

themselves because there are many turbulent flows
within them, but the salmon can takå their orientation
p?rallel to the general trend of these turbulent flows.
The organs used in doing this are Mauthner,s cell of
the medulla and the acoustico-Iateral organ. fn an

Homing of adult fish on their spawning ground is
not peculiar to Oncorhynchøq but iJ also ,.é., ir,
other fish. Many species of littoral fish spawn-urry
and
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Canterbury Biqht and forms a type of fence' As a
result, the homing migration of New Zealand salmon
seems to have been kept, and the salmon resources
have been maintained e'¿en though on a small scale'
This is probably becausc thc horling behaviour and
the actual conditions of the off-shore current, rvhich
we think may selclom be found, are well harmonised
rq,ith each other,

Aims of our research
We nort' think that there are several reasons for the
acclinlatising sLlccess of <iuinnat salmon in New

Zealand. Qr.rinnat salmon has a lor'r' ecological

differentiation, ancl from the beginning of naturalisa-

tion irr the lakes of New Zealand its seasonal
I fullY to the conditions in the

re' Besides this, it has the habit of
ttom and around the east coast of
is thought that the oceanographic

controlled by ridges'
With respect to what we have just mentioned, we
the
ha,ue recent^ly found an interesting fact' Since 1973
latitude
of
rivers
the
stocking
been
Chileans have
45o S every year with
(Oncorhynchus keta)

features there (mentioned above) produce a water
mass different from that in the open sea' This is based
sr-rpposition and so there is a need for more
....uråú. We understand that the Fisheries Research
Division o{ the Nevv Zealand Ministry o{ Agriculture
and Fishe¡ies is doing such rescarch at present'

on

Íry

said to have homed Ye
the acclimatisation of
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Chile and nearly reaches the Galapagos Islands'
From there it Ílows west' becomes the South
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salmon will be
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Salmon ranching in Oregon
by W. J. McNeil
Oregon Aqua Foods, Weyerhauser Company,
Oregon, U.S.A.
Dn Kn¡s Gnoor will give you a candid insight into the
problems of working with bureaucracy. All the
problems that he has with government bureaucracy, I
also lace in dealing with big business bureaucracy, It
is very difficult to deal with the business planner, who

who have turned to aquaculture. We are shifting from
a hunting to a farming philosophy. With the salmon,
all the endeavour that we see in Alaska, Canada,
Japan, Russia, and elsewhere relates to a recognition

that we have to bring more intensive management
into the system, if we are going to increase our food
base from our marine waters. The salmon are ideal for
this, conceptually. We have several species which we
can release from a thousandth of a pound (0.45 g) to a
tenth of a pound (45 g) at a particular point along our
coasts and allow them to range at sea. They are fairly

has made an assumption that he can put eggs through
a system that produces smolts and put the smolts into
the ocean; and to pick out the data that will convince
the financiers that this indeed represents the pot of
gold at the end of the rainbow; and in the process to
bring on line a very sophisticated and complex
operation, to generate a Íactory approach to farming
the ocean, and to expect that in a very narrow time

efficient food converters, and when they have finished
the food conversion, we don't even have to chase them
home; they swim right back to the point of harvest.

it is going to be profitable. Then a biologist
comes along and suggests that we face one minor
problem that we have not yet solved: we haven't yet
learned how to make paper eggs hatch. The
bureaucrats tend to disregard your advice and move
ahead anyway and so you are placed in the position of
trying to make the system work.
frame

This is the dream that drives us, as we attempt to
bring these technologies on line.

I would like to mention a publication that will be
coming out shortly from the Oregon State lJniversity
Press. We really don't have a full understanding of
salmon. Two years ago we held a symposium in
Oregon, called "Salmonid Ecosystems of the North
Pacific" and the results of that symposium are just
now being published,

I want to take a few moments to comment on what
I think I see developing here in New Zealand. At this
symposium you are coping with change. FIow do you
allocate the water resource among various economic
demands? There is also change occurring in the
marine environment, not necessarily of an ecological

I'll turn now to the Oregon situation. At
Weyerhauser we have many years ahead of us before

we can refine our programme and make it
economically viable. A number of problems have

nature, but from a political standpoint the great
changes have occurred in the marine food-producing
system. After the Second World War there was a great
deal of interest in expanding the animal protein food
base of humanity by turning to the ocean. Many
speculative estimates were made that we could solve
our food shortage by turning to the ocean. Some
countries have succeeded in some measure in doing
this. In the United States we went through a period of
rapid expansion of ocean fisheries. About 1969 we hit
a level of about 70 million metric tons of animal
protein being harvested. fn 1980 we are still at that
level, with no appreciable increase over the decade. A
natural response is to reallocate the fishing effort. We
have been through that now, and presumably it has
also happened in New Zealand. Many countries have
a 200-mile conservation limit around their coastlines.
But just because we reallocate our harvesting does not
necessarily mean we are increasing the ocean's
productivity.

faced us early on. One is that we had a prespawning
mortality that was unacceptably high, and we have
not yet learned how to solve that problem completely.

Another is that with the fish that we have matured
and spawned in salt water, the egg viability has not
been acceptable. We are now trucking the adults to
our freshwater site at Spring{ield for maturation.

In 1971 the Oregon legislature passed a law
allowing salmon ranchers to release chum salmon to
sea. An amendment in 1973 added coho and quinnat.
The number of smolts authorised for release by
private salmon ranching firms includes 100 million
chum, 38 million coho, and 42 million quinnat. Actual
numbers so far released are below these figures and
will probably remain so for some years because of
scarcity of brood-stock. In time, if salmon ranchers
can achieve the authoriscd lcvcls, about two-thirds of
salmon smolts from Oregon hatcheries will probably
come from the private sector.
Private salmon hatcheries are required by law tot
release fish directly into the sea or into estuaries, and

We are on the threshold of another major change.
We see good evidence of this in countries like Japan,
68

so returning fish make little contribution to river

(with the public sector) over 1978 numbers. This

fisheries. Flowever, they are all available {or harvest
by both recreational and commercial fishermen.

raises the question of whether the ocean can support
these great increases. There is no conclusive evidence
of density-dependent growth and mortality in the
marine environment. On top of this, intensive fishing
has reduced the numbers of competitors, and oceanrearing capacity is probably well above present
stocking rates. The biomass of potential competition
with salmon is probably l0* times greater than the
biomass of salmon and it is unlikely that the increased
salmon numbers will have a measurable effect on the
production of other finfish competitors.

From unpublished data it seems that about 80"/" of.
coho salmon caught by American recreational and
commercial fishermen come from hatcheries. During
the period 196U77 there was an increase from 14
million to 88 million coho smolts released from
hatcheries on the Pacific coast. The harvest of this
species also increased substantially over the same
period, and the commercial harvest now is 507o
higher than it was in the 1930s when wild stocks
contributed most of the fish caught. In Alaska, where

There are some problems concerned with the

the fishery is still supported by wild stocks, the trend
is downward.

management of salmon populations which contain a
mix of wild stock and hatchery-based stock. Because
egg to smolt survival is so much higher in hatcheries

On the Pacific north-west coast, from California to
Alaska, public hatcheries released 217 million quinnat
salmon in 1977. Because of such large releases, the

than in the wild, wild populations are much more
easily damaged by overfishing. If the manager
attempts to conserye a dwindling wild stock, surpluses
arise in populations returning to hatcheries. The
public hatcheries then face the problem of disposing of
this surplus, perhaps by selling the fish. Private
salmon ranching offers the opportunity of utilising
hatchery fish without the public sector entering the
market. At the same time they contribute to a
commercial and recreational fishery, and so reduce
the requirement for large-scale release of salmon
smolts by state-owned hatcheries.

commercial catch is higher today than in the past.
Attainment of authorised levels of release by private
hatcheries in Oregon would increase releases of
quinnat smolts by about 20"/" of the number released
in 1977 by the United States and Canada.

In 1978 public hatcheries in Oregon released 72
million smolts. A small increase is expected over the
next few years, but the private hatchery programme
could release 180 million smolts, a 358"/" increase
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Discussion
LJnknown: I have two questions. Of the fingerlings or
smolts that you release, what percentage do you get
back and what do you expect to get back? The second
question is, if you had been able to raise them right
from fry at one site and release them, what would be
the differential in terms of what you might have got

Mr Waugh: You showed the percentages of the
returns in relation to the distance from your facility.
Can you tell us what percentage of those returns was
represented by recaptures? Do you think you
contributed to the commercial fishery?
McNeil: It varies. Last year it appears that for every

back?

fish we got back, one went to the existing fishery. In
other years the ratio has gone as high as three to four
fish in the fishery for one back to us.

Dr McNeil: In reply to your first question, with coho
we have achieved about 0.57o return back to the
facilities. Within this average, we have had as high as
2%o return and as low as zero. What we need for
profitability is something like 2"/o return in coho on
the assumption that we are a coho orientated
programme. Once we are successful in bringing
quinnat into the picture, I think the overall rate of

tJnknown: Of the fish that you took to the coastal
release site, did many of them go back up the original

river?

McNeil: We've not seen any ol them back up the
original river and I don't expect to. The state has been
looking rather carefully for evidence of straying.

return can be reduced, because the quinnat is a much
more valuable fish. I expect we could be profitable

with quinnat at 0.5% return. There is

some

suggestion that we are approaching that with the
limited quantity of quinnat we have put into the sea.
For chum salmon, I would expect that even less than
0.57o return from the ocean would be profitable. The
question of whether we would achieve better
productivity by putting the system on the coast is
academic, because we don't have fresh water on the
coast which could support our programme. We had to
go inland to find a stream that would provide enough
fresh water.

(Jnknown: Is the lO-day period when you have them
in the saltwater ponds scientifically accepted as an
adequate method of giving them the proper homing
instinct?

McNeil: The evidence I've

seen would suggest that
the imprinting probably occurs in a matter of hours.
The reason we hold them for l0 days is that they go
through a lot of stress and it takes them about 5 days

to overcome the symptoms of this stress. Then we
hold them another 5 days to get a little extra size on

Mr Flain: Could we look in more detail at your

them. We have tested fish by holding for 2 days versus
days, and we can't see any real difference in

2l

mechanics of imprinting?

homing response.

McNeil: All I can say is that it appears to be working
in the case of coho and quinnat salmon. We just put
the fish in the saltwater ponds and hold them for 10
days and they appear to be homing quite precisely.

Mr Lightfoot:

Have you any indication from your

returns as to how they are affected by commercial sea
fishermen?

McNeil: I think the returns are going to be of great
to them, but our greatest critics are the

Flain: At what stage do you put the fish in the ponds?

benefit

McNeil: As smolts, physiologically competent to go
to salt water. The coho are roughly 20-25 g, the
quinnat 3G40 g.

commercial fishermen. They feel threatened. We are
farmers and they believe we represent the first major
step to do them out of their livelihood.
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Methods of commercial salmon propagation in the United
States
by R. E. Burrows
Salmon culturist,

Washington State, U.S.A.

THE objectives of commercial salmon hatcheries
differ significantly from those of public hatcheries.
Publicly operated hatcheries are trying to make as
many fish as possible available to the sports and
commercial fisherman, with only enough escaping to

sufficient to support the adult brood-stock during
maturation. The distance between the freshwater and
saltwater sites should be short enough to make
transport practicable. The freshwater hatchery should

have adequate water temperatures to induce rapid
growth and the water supply should have a low

maintain the adult run. The commercial operator, on
the other hand, desires as great a return to the release

disease incidence.

site as possible, retaining only enough adults to ensure
aî adequate egg supply and harvesting the

remainder.

Both of these methods are used by
in Oregon.

private

hatcheries

It is the harvest that makes commercial

operations feasible and profitable.

Single-site hatcheries

Because of the different objectives, commercial and

public hatcheries are sited differently. To

secure

There is only one single-site hatchery, which is on a

prime fish for market, the commercial hatchery return
site is on or near salt water and as inaccessible to the
commercial and sports iishery as possible.

small saltlvater cove into which a small freshwater
creek flows. Both fresh and salt water are available for
rearing. During autumn, winter, and spring from 500
to 8000 gallons per minute (0.03 to 0.5 m3ls) of fresh
water are available for incubation and rearing. The
hatchery has a capacity oL 7 million eggs and the ten
75- by l7-1t (23- by 5-m) ponds and four 200- by 25-1t
(61- by 7.5-m) ponds provide a release capacity of 5
million smolts. The hatchery and small ponds have a

Oregon, the only state in the United States that
allows private hatcheries to market returning adults
for profit, requires that all releases of smolts be made
in salt water. Two methods are used to meet this
requirement: in the first, the fish are reared and
released at the same site; in the second, they are
reared at an inland site, where adequate freshwater is
available, and trucked to a release and recovery site.

recycling system for reconditioning both salt and fresh

water, either separately or in combination. The four
large ponds are supplied with either fresh or salt water
or a combination of both. The saltwater pumps have a
capacity of 50 ft3ls (1.4 m3ls), supplying each of the
large ponds with 12.5 tCls IO.SS m3ls).

Problems of rearing methods
In the first method, where the fish are reared and
released at and return to the same site, the problem is
to find adequate fresh water for early rearing and, at
the same site, salt water which will not be

The large ponds are both fingerling rearing and
adult holding ponds. The fish ladder has a trap for the
capture of harvest fish and the sorting of adults for
brood-stock. During adult holding, the large ponds
may be supplied with fresh water while salt water as
attraction may be discharged through the ladder. The
freshwater supply to the recycling system used for
early rearing is equipped with ultraviolet disinfection
and filtration.

overexploited by commercial and sports fishermen. It
has been demonstrated that fishermen in the United

States take at least 507o of the adult salmon

populations in the ocean and an additional 40%" in the
bays, estuaries, and rivers, which leaves only l)to to
escape up stream to hatcheries. The ideal site is on a
cove into which a small stream empties; less desirable
would be a large bay or estuary to which fishermen
have easy access. The use of rivers is precluded by

The adult chinook salmon trapped at the head of
the fish ladder are either harvested or held for broodstock. The brood-stock are retained in a large holding
pond with a diffused water inlet and pens for sorting

Oregon law.

The second method, where the fish are reared at
one site with adequate fresh water and trucked as
smolts to a release and recovery site, presents
additional problems. The location of the releaserecovery site should be similar to that of the single-site

and holding mature fish. Spawning occurs in
November and December. The eggs and fry are
incubated in vertical incubators and placed in the
small rearing ponds as first-feeding fingerlings. Early
rearing is in fresh water which is gradually changed to

hatchery with, preferably, a freshwater supply
7t

water at 30%o is not conducive to the development
of .vibriosis. A vaccine has been developed to
immunise smolts before saltwater release, but this
treatment is expensive at about $10 per thousand
fish. Our experience has been that chinook salmon
held at 30%" salinity in rapid interchange ponds do

one-third salt water. When the fish reach a weight of
I g (450 fish per pound) the large ponds are stocked

with 4 million of them. As they grow the percentage of
salt water is increased until at 90 fish per pound
almost the entire flow is salt water. As pond capacities
are reached fish are released, with a final release of 2.7
million, at l0 fish per pound, in the middle of
September.

¡

I)ouble-site hatcheries

converted to straight salt water. A recycling system
may be developed to augment the freshwater flow

Several companies are running double-site hatcheries. The largest has built a 4O-million-capacíty
inland hatchery for the release of coho and chinook
salmon at tvvo release and recovery sites on saltwater
bays. At present the work is confined principally to

during early rearing if necessary.

¡ The freshwater supply should be

sufficient to
maintain adult brood-stock during incubation.
o The hatchery site should be reasonably flat so that
pond and hatchery layout can be developed at
minimum expense.
o The hatchery site should be within normal ocean
range of adult salmon.
The size of the hatchery is determined by the
quantity and quality of the water supply, the area

coho salmon.
The freshwater hatchery is supplied by river water
which has been heated and disinfected and is used as
a single-pass system. The eggs and fry are incubated
in pond incubators of the Washington type and the
fish are reared in 100- by 20Jt (30.5- by 6-m) ponds.
Growth is accelerated by warm water until the coho

available, the capital investment, and the number and

are smolt size at 6 months instead of 18 months. At 20

to 30 per pound the fish are trucked to the

not develop vibriosis.
The freshwater supply should be adequate to meet
incubation and early rearing requirements. During
later stages or rearing, chinook salmon may be

size of the fish to be produced. The private hatchery is
not judged by the number of fish released, but by the

release-

recovery sites and placed in saltwater ponds. They are
held for l0 days to 2 weeks for imprinting and then
released into the large bay. Adults return to the bay

number of returning adults. Generally, the larger the
fish at time of release, the greater the number of adult
returns. Fish averaging 90 per pound (5 g) at release
produce a minimum return. fncreases in fish size
result in increases in the survival rate. For example,

and ascend the fish ladder, which is discharging
straight salt water, and are sorted for harvest or
brood-stock retention. Experience has demonstrated
that the coho salmon do not mature normally in salt
water and a high mortality develops in the eggs and
fry. To circumvent this, the adults reserved for broodstock are trucked to another freshwater holding site
for maturation and spawning.

comparable chinook fingerlings released at the same
time at 25 per pound (18 g) and 90 per pound (5 g)
returned l7 times as many adults from the larger size.
With chinook salmon, the aim is to produce as many

l0-per-pound (a5-g) migrants as the hatchery will
support. Increased efficiency may be obtained by
stocking for a 50-per-pound (9-g) capacity and
releasing at 50 per pound and 25 per pound as the
capacity is exceeded.

ffatchery site requirements
Both single-site and double-site methods have
advantages. Once built, the single-site hatchery is

Some compromises may be necessary

cheaper to run, but single sites suitable for optimum
operation are difficult to find. The requirements for an
ideal site are as follows:

if

all

requirements for an ideal hatchery location cannot be
met at any particular site. Such compromises have
resulted in double-site hatcheries, estuary locations,
and increased operating costs. Generally, increased
construction costs to exploit an optimum location will
result in reduced operating costs and increased adult
returns.

o The saltwater intake should preferably be on an
ocean cove with no extensive saltwater estuary.
Salmon are subject to a bacterial infection (Vibrio
anguillarum) which is particularly virulent in
brackish water at 10%-15%. salinity. Straight salt
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Diseases

in salmon hatcheries

by N. C. Boustead
Technician, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

MUCH attention has been focused on whirling

Diseases identified

disease lately, and so I propose to tell you about
several other diseases that we have seen in salmon in
New Zealand. I shall also discuss some diseases that
may affect salmon, but are not known in New
Zealand, and some concepts that are being applied to

managing

in New

Zealand. salmon

The most common disease we have seen in quinnat
salmon is bacterial gill disease. We have also seen

this in trout culture, but quinnat are much more

susceptible. The disease has appeared each year over
the last few years in government, society, and private
hatcheries. ft is also quite common in salmon culture

diseases.

in the United

Fisheries Research Division has been operating a
disease diagnostic service since 1973. From then until
now we have received over 400 submissions and
enquiries from individuals, societies, and government
and private hatcheries. As well as salmon and trout,
these submissions have included eels, freshwater
crayfish, and marine fish. They include both wild and

Srates.

Bacterial gill disease is characterised by a build-up
of large numbers of bacteria on the gill surfaces. These
bacteria were formerly called Mlxobacteria and are
now referred to as Cytophaga. The overwhelming
numbers, combined with the hyperplasia they cause,
lead to smothering of the gills.
The name bacterial gill disease is something of a
misnomer, as these bacteria are considered a
symptom or consequence of the true cause.
Experiments with the bacteria alone have not been

hatchery fish and we make no distinction between
whether the fish are from private hatcheries or sports
fishing hatcheries. We do place more emphasis on
hatchery fish because this is where we can do the most
good. We can also obtain samples of moribund or
dying fish from hatcheries and these are the best for
examination. Fish from the wild are often preserved in
a manner unsuitable for further examination or have

able to reproduce the disease. Crowding and physical

or chemical iritation of the gills are believed to be the
real causes of the problem. Particularly dusty feed or

dirty water with a lot of particulate matter

suffered some post-mortem changes that make
determination of the cause of death difficult. This
diagnostic service and some of the research at
Fisheries Research Division have provided us with a
fairly good idea of what diseases of salmon we have
and what we can expect.

can

predispose the fish to infection.

How large are the losses from bacterial gill disease?
The documented cases we have put losses at less than
4o/o in a raceway culture. Without treatment it rnay
have caused more severe losses. Treatment can be
carried out with Diquat, Cetrimide, or the drug
Furanace. Keeping fish at lower stocking densities can

When we receive samples for examination the
behaviour and appearance of the fish only give us
some idea of what to look for. To identify a particular

help prevent the disease and an experienced person
can recognise the onset of the disease by changes in
the behaviour of the fish. Prompt treatment at this
time can keep losses to a minimum. Some facilities in
the United States and Canada are using potassium
permanganate, but the margin for error is small with

fish disease it is almost always necessary to get a firm
identification of the organism causing the disease. For
example, we have received from both the North and

South Islands a number of salmon and trout with
skeletal deformities, which could be caused by any of
the following: vitamin deficiency, congenital defects,
physical damage, electric fishing, infection with tail
rot, or whirling disease. Clearly, therefore, any fish

this chemical.
Another problem in salmon hatcheries is sunburn
or bac\æel (Fig. t). This occurred when fish were
held over summer and in some instances the tissue

with skeletal defects does not necessarily have
whirling disease. It is also important to realise that a
fish can have a disease with no outward sign of a
problem until it dies.
The point I am stressing here is the importance of

damage allowed the fungus Saþrolegnia to invade the
wound. Salmon can be predisposed towards sunburn

if the diet is deficient in rhe vitamin niacin

or
contaminated with phenothiazine. fn the case quoted
above the sunburn was due to photosensitivity of the
fish and prolonged fine weather in the area.
Sunburn can be prevented by providing shade. At
the Idaho Department of Fish and Game Hatchery at
McCall this has been done by building an entire roof

identifying the disease organism causing the problem.
It is not possible merely to look at fish in a hatchery
and declare that they have not got, or are not
carrying, certain diseases.
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16o/o of salmon being raised. It was attributed to a
deficicncy of the vitamin thiamine. No similar losses
have been seen since.

These are the only diseases we have found in
salmon culture. Only one (bacterial gill disease) is
infectious, and total losses have been minimal;
flooding has caused much greater damage.

Potential diseases
There are organisms in other species of fish in New
Zealand. which have the potential to Produce disease
in salmon. One example is whirling disease, though
the only occasion of which I am aware where salmon
have been infected with whirling disease is in some

Fig. l: A quinnat salmon severcly affected by sunburn. Skin and
icale layers have eroded away to exPose the underlying tissue.

over the rearing ponds.

At Rapid River floating

wooden rafts offer shade. Garden water sprinklers are
o break uP the light
used
disturbed (Fig. 2).
and
Thes
Provide shade and
shelter for adult salmon which are being held for long

experiments done in Pennsylvania by Joseph
OiGrodnick. lfe has found that Atlantic, sockeye, and

periods before egg take. They do increase adult
survival and could also be effective against sunburn'
Another disease we have seen is coagulated yolk.
This is a disease of yolk-sac fry. It is characterised by
the presence of white coagulation within the yolk and
can lead to the death of the fry. The cause has been
attributed to a variety of different characteristics,
including water quality and temperature changes, but
has not been satisfactorily explained.
Some recent work by Joe Banks at the Abernathy
Salmon Culture Development Center in the United
States has shown that losses from coagulated yolk
have been reduced substantially (70y"-80o/" reduction) by use of an artilicial substrate such as a *-inch
(2-cm) plastic netting which is inserted into the Heath
trays. This method is under further evaluation at
other hatcheries in North America.
Our records of diseases in salmon show only one
other problem. This was in 1973 and caused losses of

resistance than rainbow trout.
Another potential disease is columnaris, which is
related to bacterial gill disease, but causes gill erosion'

It occurs here in eels, but it is known to affect salmon
in the United States. It does not cause major
problems in hatcheries,
fch or white spot is also found on eels and on a
wide range of other fish, including salmon and trout'

Other external parasites, including

Trichodina,

Chilodonella, and monogenean flukes, have been seen
in New Zealand on various fish. In a flow-through
raceway they are unlikely to cause problems, but in
recirculating ponds or where water is reused, and in
warmer waters, their numbers can build up and kill
fish. There should be no major problems in wellmanaged and well-designed fish culture facilities.

A quinnat salmon caught at sea off

Wanganui

showed a large lesion ( 12 by 7 cm) behind the vent. It
had other similar lesions about the fins, vertebrae,
and operculum. This salmon was gutted and had been
frozen and thawed several times before we received it

and so it was not suitable for further examination. I
would emphasise that this has been seen only once in
one fish.

Diseases known in the United States
I must emphasise that we have not seen any of the
following diseases in New Zealand'

Bacterial kidney disease (BKD) affects smolts
and also returning adults and their Progeny (Fig' 3).

It is not present in all hatcheries, but can

significant
Fig. 2: Domestic garden water sprinklers being used to provide
shade and shelter for salmon brood-stock held over summer

in

cause

losses.

Dr G. W, Klontz has recently found that injection
of adults with the drug Erythromycin 200 has

ponds.

7+

.JìI:

Fig. 3: A juvenile coho salmon showing
gross signs of bacterial kidney disease,
The arror,¡ indicates the enlarged grey
lesion in the kidney.

eliminated gross signs of BKD in adults and progeny.
The drug is injected into a particular cavity in the
muscle next to the dorsal fin (Fig. 4) and appears to
be successful in treating BKD. However, the fish can
be damaged by handling or if the injection is not in
the correct place.
Furunculosis, another bacterial disease, is not
known in New Zealand. It can cause ulceration and
haemorrhaging on the skin surface of salmon, but it
can also cause death with no outlvard signs of the
disease.

One of the papers given at the American Fisheries
Society Fish Health Meeting in 1980 by T. Trust
described an atypical form of furunculosis in goldfish
in Australia. It was believed to have been imported on
ornamental fish from Japan. Though the disease was
similar to furunculosis, it was not identical.
Another group of fish diseases is caused by the fish
viruses. There have been no substantiated cases of
viral diseases from New Zealand fish. llowever,
nobody has really gone out and looked for them.
Many fish diseases, including those caused by the fish
viruses, can be present in fish populations without
causing mortality.

With the amount of fish culture done in New
Zealand by government and acclimatisation societies,
I believe that if some of the more common viral
diseases of salmon and trout were present, we would
be aware of them. \{e can say now that we have not
seen any of the fish viral diseases. We need to keep in
mind that there has been a rapid growth in fish

virology internationally and there are at least 17
different fish viruses isolated and 15 others known.
New viruses are still being found; for example, Dr
Kimura has recently isolated a new herpes virus from
cherry salmon in Japan.

Fig. 4: Injection of quinnat salmon brood-stock at McKenzie
Hatchery in Oregon.
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In Pcnnsylvania thc Fish Commission is continuing
to use some facilities which have had outbreaks of
whirling disease. Where the water supply was a
protected, clean spring source the ponds were
converted to concrete raceways and restocked and
their use was continued. Another lacility at Cedar
Springs that is contaminated with whirling disease

have summarised a few of the morc significant

diseases. Further information can be found

in Wood

reTe).

Effect of fish diseases on salmon culture
Diseases are present in hatcheries along the Pacific
coast of North America, and yet salmon culture is

still

continues to raise fish for the sports fishery. They have
changed from rainbow trout to brown trout, w'hich are
more resistant to the disease, in the same ponds.
These brown trout are then stocked into streams for
the sports fishery.

successfully practised. In 1976 a total o1 294 million
salmon and steelhead was raised in federal, state' and
private hatcheries.

A specific example is the Elk River Hatchery of the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, where
diseases such as ich, IHN, furunculosis, enteric
redmouth, coagulated yolk, and a gill amoeba have
occurred. That hatchery continues to raise salmon
and has been getting returns of up to 57o back to the
Elk River.
The emphasis is on good husbandry and good
management to keep losses to a minimum. Some of

Many hatcheries that have fish viruses such as IPN
and IHN are tending to live with the problem and
accept some losses. Federal and state governments
have disease specialists who monitor hatcheries for
diseases, and the emphasis is on not increasing

distribution of disease.
People concerned with salmon culture in New
Zealand are fortunate that this country has few of the

these concepts have already been discussed (Boustead
1980) and they are becoming increasingly refined and

more serious diseases of salmon. This is possibly
or trout and most
of those that were introduced entered the country by
sea voyage, which acted as an effective quarantine
period, We now have legislation controlling the
imports of further salmon and trout.

understood all the time. An example is at Dworshak

Hatchery

in Idaho, which has had fewer

because we have no native salmon

disease

problems by lowering the temperature at which the
fish are raised. Other salmon hatcheries obtain water
from deep in lakes where it is cooler than surface or
river water. As a result of work done in Canada by
Sandercock and Stone many hatcheries are cutting
back on stocking densities and this reduces disease

The recent incidence of whirling disease has
in seven fish diseases being included under
the Animals Act of 1967. This means the livestock

resulted

problems.

officers of the Animal Health Division of the Ministry
of Agriculture and Fisheries are empowered to inspect
fish in hatcheries and if disease is suspected, to take
samples. These officers will make arrangements

Management practices used in the United States to
deal with particularly serious fish diseases vary
between different states and between federal and state
governments. There is also some variation between
past and present practices. For example, in Michigan
fisheries authorities tried to eliminate whirling disease
by destruction of fish and there was even an attempt
to treat a small river. These efforts were unsuccessful
and they have now a policy of living with the disease
and ensuring that they do not knowingly increase its

before visiting, and they have undergone a training
course to enable them to carry out this work.
The gazetting of these diseases means that the quite
considerable resources of the Animal Health Division,

including quarantine, can be implemented under
provision of this act. I can only hope that we do not
have to use these provisions.

distribution.
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Discussion

Dr Jellyman: The emphasis of the previous three

many different factors come into play. Keeping stress

speakers was on maximum output of fish and yet, if I
read you rightly, you are saying that we need to be

down, nutrition, stocking, water quality, food,
management-all are interrelated. Researchers at the
University of fdaho say that they have 56 different
parameters and there is a lot of work in getting these
all together and putting them at their optimum to get
best fish production. The emphasis is on producing a
quality smolt.

more aware of stress-related problems, especially
those brought on by density. Can you see some
conflict here, and in the emphasis in the United States

on decreased density of fry?

Mr Boustead: I don't know iI Dr Groot would like to
comment on some of the work that was done in

Mr Beckett: Could you comment on the likely status
of vibrio in the marine environment of New Zealand?

Capilano Hatchery. Experiments there suggested that

lower stocking density gave increasingly bigger

Boustead: fn about 1973 or 1974 we looked for it and
found it in Lake Ellesmere. A culture was deposited

returns. Just why this is, and whether it is a function
of density or other factors, is still being investigated.
These experiments are now being repeated in many
hatcheries in the United States. It was pointed out
this morning that it takes 3 years for the experiments,
5 years for the fish to come back, and another 2 years

for evaiuation. There is a general

with Animal Health Division. Since that time there
has been no further work. If we continue to do a little
work in the marine environment,I dare say we will be
able to give you more information. It is considered

virtually ubiquitous.

consensus that
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The Australian chinook salmon fishery
by P. L.

Rogan
Sport Fisheries Section, Fisheries and Wildlife Division,
Ministry for Conservation, Victoria, Australia

APART from some early unsuccessful attempts to
establish sea runs of chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshauytscha) in Victoria and Tasmania, the fishery in
Australia has been based entirely on the release of
hatchery-reared fish into landlocked lakes. Initially

lakes are distinctly alkaline with mean pH values of

8.4 and 9.1.

They ate extremely productive and

this programme depended on the regular importation
of eyed ova from New Zealand or the United States
and it continued from 1936 until 1966. Originalty
some 15 lakes throughout Victoria were stocked, but
in onLy 2 lakes was sufficient growth potential
demonstrated to warrant continued stocking. These
were Lakes Purrumbete and Bullen Merri.

grandiceþs).

Láke Purrumbete also has a large population of
short-finned eels (Anguilla australis) as well as pigmy
perch Nannoþerca australis, two other galaxiids, and the

introduced species rainbow trout (Salmo gairdnerii),
European perch or redfin (Perca fluaiatilis), goldfish
(Carassius auratus), tendn (Tinca tinca), and roach
(Rutilus rutilus).

In 1966 a voluntary ban was instituted by the
various state fisheries departments on the importation
of live

salmonids.

This was to prevent

support

abundant populations of common galaxias (Galaxias
maailatus) as well as big-headed gudgeon (Philyþnodon

The salmonids do not breed in either lake and the
populations are maintained by the release of

the

introduction of fish diseases into Australia. The ban
was later ratified as a Commonwealth law, and it cut

hatchery-reared fish.

off the traditional sources of salmon.
llowever, just before the ban came into efÌect, the
Fisheries and Wildlife Division (which was then the

Lake Purn¡mbete
The 15 000 advanced yearling salmon released into
Lake Purrumbete in Nday 1976 at an average weight
of 70 g had grown to a mean weight of 600 g by
November, when the lake was opened to fishing.
The salmon proved exceptionally easy to catch;
some 3000 were landed during the opening weekend,
compared with 600 rainbow trour. At that stage
rainbow trout outnumbered salmon in the lake by
about 5 to l; so the salmon were about 25 times more
catchable. The overall catch rate was 1.5 fish per
angler per day. About 80"/" o1 anglers caught at leasr
one fish and some caught their daily bag limit of five
fish within 2 hours.
The popularity of these opening weekends has
grown in subsequent years as the division has
continued to stock this lake annually with 15 00020 000 salmon. Attendances have been as high as
5000 people, with up to 1000 boars on the water at
once (Fig. 1).

Victorian Fisheries and Wildlife Department) had
imported 20 000 fall-run Tulle stock chinooks from
the Columbia River in Oregon. About 1000 of these
fish were retained at the division's Snobs Creek
Hatchery to see whether they could be reared to
maturity. Progress was slow and difficult, particularly
in the early years, when at one stage only one ripe
male was available to serve an entire year class of
females. lfowever, the stock became progressively
domesticated and acclimatised to the artificial regime
and by 1976 we had sufficient fish to recommence a
stocking programme. These fish had been convinced
that they did not need to run to sea and that they
could survive on a dry diet and produce viable ova at
temperatures of 20"-22"c.

Hatchery-stocked lakes
Before describing the fishery it is necessary to
consider some of the characteristics of the two lakes
into which the fish are released.

Catches for the opening weekend have been as high
as 6800 salmon and catch rates of 2 fish per angler per

Lakes Purrumbete and Bullen Merri are some 7 km
apart in south-west Victoria near Camperdown. They
are volcanic in origin and of comparable size (552 ha

day have been achieved. This exrremely high level of
exploitation has greatly influenced our management

and 4BB ha). In comparison with most mainland
Australian lakes they are very deep (45 m and 66 m)

of this lake. Most of the traditional restrictions (bag
limit, closed season, and size limit) on most species of
freshwater fish in Victoria have been removed during
the past l0 years. lfowever, in this instance it was felt
that because the numbers of fish were so limited, and

and their water temperatures vary from 9.6" to 20.7"c.

During October-April a thermocline forms at a depth
of 1240 m, but most commonly at about 20 m. Both
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Fig. l: Opening weekend at

Lake

Purrumbete.

the catch rates so high, a bag limit would for once
achieve its intended purPose of conserving the stock
and sharing the catch.

The netting surveys have shown that since 1976,
salmon released as 70-100-g fish in April-June are, on
average, 2.5 kg as 2-year-olds and 5 kg as 3-year-olds.

The closed season on Lake Purrumbete was
originally instituted to protect the fish for the few

November 1979 with salmon of only 7-9 g. These fish
have responded well to the longer time in the lake and

The most recent release of fish took place in

months when they are large enough to take a lure, but
still too small to be worth keeping' Although we can
now produce sufficient fish to stock heavily enough to
counteract any loss of small fish, two factors which

were, on average, just over I kg by mid July-less
t]nan 7 months after release.

Most male salmon in the lake mature as 2-yeatolds. The remainder of the males, and most of the
females, mature as 3-year-olds. This means that there
are only two year classes of fish to catch' Fish in the
year class usually constitute 70"/" ol the total
1*

emerge from the first three openings have caused us to
retain the closed season. One is that the openings

have become important social events and attract
many people. The other is that, in resPonse to not
being exposed to fishing pressure for several months,

catch, and though they are only 600-1200 g, these are

the fish on which the popularity of the

the fish are much easier to catch for the first Jew weeks
after the lake is opened. The combined effect of these

salmon

openings depends.

factors probably results in a higher overall catch per
year than if there was no closed season.

Lake Bullen Merri
Lake Bullen Merri has rnany characteristics in
common with Lake Purrumbete, but also has some
significant differences. Although Lake Purrumbete is
landlocked at some times of the year, it does have

One other modification to the management of this

lake was made necessary by its reputation as a
rainbow trout water that consistently produced good
numbers of 3-9.5-kg trout. One of the most
productive periods for catching these larger trout is

regular inflows and outflows and contains fresh water
with a mean total dissolved solids level of 430 ppm.
Lake Bullen Merri is a cratet lake with no outlet and a

during June, July, and August, when they consistently
move closer to shore to look for spawning sites or an
exit from the lake. Whenever a salmon closed season
conJlicts with this period, fishing is permitted from the
bank to give anglers access to the trout. The
prohibition of fishing from boats apPears to reduce
fishing for salmon sufficiently to retain the high catch
rates at opening weekends.

relatively small catchment. Consequently it is
extremely sensitive to long-term variations in
precipitation, run-off, and evaporation'

Since the lake was first seen by European man in
1841, the lake level has been receding by an average of
23 cm per year-a total of more than 30 m. The
stumps of trees which must have taken hundreds of
years to grow are still in situ up to 20 m below the
present water level, which indicates that water levels

Consistent dates have not yet been set for the closed
season. Netting surveys are made regularly to monitor
growth rates of the salmon, and regulations are

in the past were much lower and were low for long

implemented each year on the basis of this
information.

periods. During the past 139 years, commensurate
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hatchery) is very expensive, whereas stripping wild
fish may be more economical.

with the decrease in volume of the lake, there has been
an increase in salinity from 3400 ppm to 8500 ppm.
Over the last 15 years the mean pII has increased
from 8.7 to 9.1.

As both lakes are completely landlocked drrri.rj
March and April, we thought the creation of a small
current by use of a pump might provide a stimulus to
attract mature salmon seeking a spawning site.

During most of the last 40 years this lake produced
rainbow trout of the same quality as those from Lake
Purrumbete, but it became subject to increasingly
frequent, and as yet unexplained, fish kills. By 1976
the frequency of mortality was so high that stocking of
the lake with trout was discontinued.

In

1978, for the first time, we were able to produce

Two 50-mm pumps, with a combined output

of remarkable for a landlocked stock. As 2-year-olds in

stream and provide an olfactory stimulus for the
salmon.

We hoped that the stream of water over the solid
wall would function as a fish ladder, and that salmon
attracted to the area by the current, turbulence, or
smell of the water would leap into the pen and be
trapped. The trials were initially done on Lake Bullen
Merri, as it contained many more salmon than Lake
Purrumbete and had no other species of fish which
might be needlessly destroyed by the trapping

fish. By February 1980, the mean weight of a sample
of 37 fish was 8.64 kg and this included 3 fish at
I 1.4 kg. These fish were 34 months old and had been

months.

This population of fish provided very little fishing.
The lake was not opened until the salmon were more
than 2 years old and, compared with salmon in Lake
Purrumbete, these fish were extremely difficult to
hook. We believe that this was mainly because the
galaxiid populations were exceptionally high. The
stocking rate of the lake has now been increased to

operation.

Limited mesh netting was also carried out round
the lake to check on the state of maturity of the fish
and to determine patterns of fish movement. Two
peaks of fish movement were found: one immediately
after dusk and the other shortly before dawn. There

balance.

Considerable problems were also caused as most
anglers lacked experience in handling fish of this size
and strength and often used inappropriate gear,

The catch rate for this year class
reasonable levels only during March and

was somê activity right through the night and none
during the day. The fish generally tended to move in
the opposite direction to arry wind-induced current in
the lake.

reached

April of this

Pumping was carried out from mid afternoon until
mid morning for l0 days, and though fish could be
observed outside the pen, none would enter. To
facilitate entry, an underwater opening about 60 cm
square was cut into the steel wall and fitted with a

yea;^, when the large, mature 3-year-olds were
persistently cruising the shallows from dusk to dawn.

As anglers experimented with baits, lures, and
methods of presentation, some made quite good
catches, and in one instance a bag

of

about 500 I per minute, were installed so that the flow
was directed over the off-shore wall. A venturi was
fitted on the suction line of each pump to allow water
from some outside source to be bled into the pump

April 1979, the mean weight of a sample of 9l fish was
2.73 kg and the biggest fish in the group weighed
4.3 kg. This was only l0 months after release as 109-g

give a more acceptable predator-prey

32 m2

water level. The other three sides were enclosed by a
plastic trellis material with a mesh size of 4 by 2 crn.

salmon surplus to the requirements for Lake
Purrumbete and 20 000 advanced yearling salmon
were released into Lake Bullen Merri in May of that
year in the hope that they might better withstand
whatever was responsible for the trout mortalities.
The growth rate of these salmon has been little short

in the lake for 2l

of about

were constructed near the
in l-1.8 m of water. The off-shore
wall of each pen was clad with steel decking which
extended from the lake bed to about 20 cm above
Pens

shore of both lakes

limit was caught.

cone to prevent fish escaping. The flow from one of the

pumps was then directed through this entrance.
Pumping continued for a further 4 days, but fish still
could not be induced to enter the pen.
To check whether fish were being attracted to the
water flow, we set two 23-m nets immediately outside
the pen in the area where the flow from the pumps

Trapping trials
During March-April we artempted to develop
methods of selectively catching live mature salmon
from both lakes, with the aim of using these fish as a
potential brood-stock. There were two reasons for
these trials, Firstly, our salmon fishery at present
depends on the small stock held at the hatchery. In

l-2 hours
and had a catch rate of 1.6 fish per hour. By

was directed, These nets were cleared every

case anything happened to this stock we thought we
should know if it was possible to replenish the
hatchery from the lake populations. Secondly, rearing
fish to maturity (which can take up to 5 years at the

comparison, nets set away Írorn the pumped flow and
cleared at the same frequency, caught 0. 16 fish per
hour, whereas those left overnight away from the
pumps caught 0.02 fish per hour.
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Provided that the nets were cleared frequently and
the weather did not get rough, survival of the netted
fish was as high as 90"/" and averaged almost 707o

percentage of viable cggs (34%) than the hatchery

(Fig. 2).

low and has varied lrom 4"/o to 44"/". Only during the

stock (307o).

Viabitity of the hatchery stock has been consistently

To test the selectivity of this catch method for
mature salmon, we repeated the test in Lake
Purrumbete for 4 nights. In this lake the pumping site
was some 50f600 m away from deep water, and was
probably well away from the normal paths of fish
movement, as on most occasions the pumps needed to
run for about 6 hours before fish were caught. One
night was very clear and completely calm and there
was no wind-induced current to carry the pumped
stream out to the deeper water, and no fish were
taken. On 3 other nights, 45 lish were taken at a catch
rate of J.3 per hour. One of the salmon was immature
and the only other fishes taken were two rainbow
trout. The selectivity of the method for mature salmon
was therefore 93.60/".

and their progeny should produce even

Future expansion
Earlier experience has indicated that productive
salmon waters need to be landlocked to prevent
escape of the salmon, and they must also contain large
populations of forage fish if the growth potential of the

is to be realised. No lakes in Victoria are
comparable to Lakes Purrumbete and Bullen Merri,
salmon

some predominantly shallow lakes
numbers of European perch or
large
containing
redfin. These fish breed prolifically and many of the
lakes carry huge numbers of stunted individuals'
When this occurs, fishing for the redfin (a popular
angling species in many parts of Victoria) becomes
very poor.

but there are

comparison, a normal netting survey made
immediately after the trapping operation yielded 18
salmon, 18 rainbow trout, and 11 redfin from 21 nets
in 18 hours. The catch rate of salmon was therefore
0.01 per net per hour and the selectivity for mature
salmon was 38Y".

By

The average weight of the salmon caught was
and 5.01 kg in Purrumbete,
and, particularly in the former, the condition factor,

This year, as a trial, salmon were released into Lake
Burrumbete in west-central Victoria. This large
(2000 ha) shallow lake supports a huge population of
redfin. The idea was to use salmon as an efficient non-

7.ll kg in Bullen Merri

flesh colour, and quality were exceptionally good for

mature fish.

breeding predator to remove a large percentage of the
small fish and produce a population balance which is
more conducive to good fishing. If the trial succeeds,
other suitable lakes will be stocked in rotation every 5
or 6 years. Salmon will provide the fishing during the

Some problems were caused by high temperatures
while transporting ova, stripped from fish at the lake,

to the hatchery, and most died within several hours of

fertilisation. Live ripe fish taken direct to the hatchery

and stripped there yielded a slightly

better

performances.

first 2 years. fn the next few years there will

higher

Fig. 2: Three-year-old female fish being
removed from a floating Pen.
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be

improved redfin or perch fishing from a population

salmon would remain there for most of their lives
rather than run into Bass Strait. When the fish
matured they would be attracted back to a trap in the
lower reaches of the river by a controlled release of

containing a much larger percentage of big fish. In the
final phase the redfin population will again become
unbalanced and there will be large numbers of small
redfin to provide food for the next salmon released.

morpholine.

One other proposal we are considering is to
establish a non-breeding population of chinook
salmon in Port Phillip Bay close to Melbourne. This is
avery large (almost 2000 km2) estuary which is fished
by more than 300 000 anglers per year. The proposal
is to hold morpholine-imprinted fish in temporary
races or ponds immediately beside the main tributary
to the bay, the Yarra River. The fish would be held for
several months and be released as smolts to migrate
down river to the bay. Because of the bay's large size
and fairly small exit, we expecr that most of the

The introduction of an exotic species to a new
environment cannot be undertaken lightly. The
environmental impact of this programme will be fully
investigated and unless there is full approval and
general public acceptance it will not even reach the
stage of a trial release.
We believe, however, that adequate steps can be
taken to minimise the environmental impact of the
salmon and maintain full control of the population,
and that chinook salmon would prove a valuable
addition to the state's most heavily fished water.

Discussion

Ilr Glova: Your lakes are unique in that they have a
number of species of forage fish for the quinnat
salmon. With such a high stocking density, I would
expect that eventually the level of the food supply
would decline. What is probably happening now is
that the fish may utilise one food species and lower its
availability, and then shift to anorher food species. Do
you see the possibility of this occurring?

It was interesting that salmon growth rate
suffered far more than that of trout. The trout
diversified their feeding into insects, but where there
were no forage fish, salmon growth rate dropped right
off. Within 2 years we improved the growth rate. It is
also interesting that previously we had been stocking
decreased.

yearling fish in these lakes. Just recently-in
November last year-we put in fish of about 9 g. A
month ago, in both lakes, they were averaging I kg.
The longer period of residence in the lake has really

Mr Rogan: No. These lakes have been stocked with
rainbow trout for 30-40 years. The fact that there is
no breeding and we have full control over numbers
and predation pressure has, I think, let them retain
their productivity. A few years ago we were piling
70 000 trout a year into Lake Purrumbete. We
reduced it to 50 000 trout and 15 000 salmon; then the
lake was closed. There were no fish being taken out
and we did push it too hard, and the growth rate

pushed them on.

LJnknown: You said you had a problem with rearing
I would imagine that was because of the high

eggs.

temperature.

Rogan: Yes. But the figures are improving all the
time. We are selecting a lairly tough fish.
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ICI/Wattie Salmon Development Proiect
by T. W. Beckett
Chairman, tCt/Wanie Salmon Development Proiect,
Wanie lndustries Limited, Auckland

TlfE

preliminary site investigations had been narrowed
down to the Waitaki and Clutha Rivers, and a major
exercise was mounted in February and March 1976 to
obtain samples from these rivers. This was coordinated by MAF and involved the Waitaki Valley
Acclimatisation Society and the Otago Acclimatisation Society. Although few fish were caught, the
efforts to net the Waitaki and the Clutha taught us a
lot about the characters of these rivers. The catching

concept of ocean ranching has considerable
commercial appeal, especially in New Zealand with

the chinook, an introduced

Pacific . salmon of
which has no sea
importance
established commercial
fishery based on it.

In 1972 Wattie Industries Limited began investigating the potential of a chinook fishery. This was a
result of the interest of an employee (Tim Rait, who
was a keen salmon angler) of our poultry company in
Christchurch. We obtained samples of home-canned
New Zealand chinook salmon, which did little to
heighten our enthusiasm, but at least we didn't get
botulism. At that time we got little encouragement
from the government officials whose responsibility it
was to advise on managing the salmon resource, and
we therefore decided to monitor the developments.
In

exercise was designed to obtain a range of qualities of

fish to evaluate the market potential of fish caught in
New Zealand rivers. The fish were divided into three
grades:

lst grad*light green dorsally, white ventrally;
2nd gradelark green dorsally, white-grey
ventrally;
3rd grade--dark ventrally, often reddish over all.

1975 the New Zealand Fishing Industry Board

By good fortune, sea-caught fish were taken by
sports fishermen off the rocks at Moeraki. These fish

(FIB) suggested that we contact ICI New Zealand
Limited who were independently looking at a sea-

were graded as

ranching proposal; and the present arrangement was
formalised in August 1975. We agreed to proceed

together

lst*

because they were steel grey-

blue dorsally and white ventrally. Total fish taken are

shown below:

on a preliminary feasibility study to

investigate the potential of ocean ranching chinook in
New Zealand.

Grade

lst*
lst

2nd
3rd

Feasibility study

Where caught

10

rtvef
¡iver
river

43

The first task was to look at the world-wide market

t5

Most of the lst, 2nd, and 3rd grade fish were rod
caught. Some of the 3rd grade fish were "black" males
netted at Highbank by MAF on a particularly cold

indicated that there was a market for chinook salmon;
especially fresh, chilled, frozen, or smoked. Total

in an unlimited world

l6
84

for chinook. Our initial evaluation, made with the
help of trade commissioners and industry contacts,
salmon demand

No. oJ fish

sea

night in late April.

supply

at 600 000-700 000 t per year.

The fish were gutted and transported on flake ice in
polystyrene boxes to J. Wattie Canneries Limited,
Christchurch, where they were frozen. Each fish was
graded and individually numbered with a sheep ear
tag through the operculum. A questionnaire was

situation was assessed
The United States market was expected to account for
200 000 t per year. World demand was also expected
to increase, possibly by 400/"-501" by the year 2000.
Present world supply is about 400 000 t. A recent
paper lists consumption of salmon as: United States,
28o/o; Japan, 25"/"; USSR, l7o/o; Canada, 7o/o; and

designed and in mid May a selection of grades of
lrozen fish was air freighted to salmon wholesalers in
Japan, United Kingdom, United States, Canada, and

Europe and others, 237o.
While this study was taking place, an attemPt was
made to gather as much information as possible on
the biologT of chinook in New Zealand and overseas'

West Germany. The wholesalers were asked to fill out
a separate sheet for each sample, and to supply

information on quality, price, etc.

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF),
FIB, acclimatisation societies, universities, libraries,
and anglers all provided information.
The next stage was to send some New Zealand
chinook overseas for market evaluation. By this time,

The results showed that New Zealand lstf , lst,
and 2nd grade chinook were identic¿l to North Pacific

chinook and would find a similar market at an
acceptable price. More sophisticated markets, such as
Japan and West Germany, considered that 3rd grade
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fish were not marketable. A full report was written
and copies were distributed to MAF, the South Island
Salmon Committee, the Waitaki Valley Acclimatisation Society, and the Otago Acclimatisation Society.
The results of this market survey were sufficiently
encouraging for us to proceed to the design of an

No minimum number of fish woulci be requireci
successful release. An optimum minimum for
separate releases was arbitrarily set at 50 000-100 000
5-g smolts.
6.

for a

Staff and organisation

ft

experimental and research programme on the release
of marked smolts and the evaluation of the numbers
that return and the quality o1 any returning fish.

Ex¡rerimental programme
In mid 1976 the rwo companies agreed to an
experimental programme which was intended to run
lor at least 5 years. The original programme has
altered only slightly. No income was expected from
this developmental phase.
I propose to review the criteria, methods, and
assumptions used in the design of our developmental
programme in view of our present knowledge.
It was considered that a commercial sea-ranching
operation in New Zealand should generate export

project has been fortunate in that three or four science
graduates have been associated with it at all times.
Technical expertise in aquaculture has been provided
by two qualified biologists at arry one time. One of
these biologists has travelled extensively overseas to

visit fish farming establishments and has been
practically involved in aquaculture in New Zealand
for l0 years.
The project is run by a joint venture committee
comprising two representatives of each company, with
the chairmanship alternating between the companies
annually. This committee determines the project
policy, which is implemented by the field manager,
who is directly responsible for the daily management
and also attends joint venture committee meetings.

income of about $10 million per yeaî. The

experimental programme was then designed to give
answers applicable to an operation of this scale.
A second thorough review was made of overseas
and local information about chinook, especially in

The present field manager, Mark Gillard, is

further select potential sites. Much of the information

years.

was contradictory; so a number of criteria and
assumptions were arbitrarily made. These included

Waitaki River site
The Waitaki River is an established major New
Zealand salmon river. It is also the first river where
chinook were established in New Zealand. ft was
thought that, compared with the rivers further north,
the Waitaki had been relatively stabilised by dams.

the following:
have to be caught in fresh water

in New Zealand to give the anglers first access to these
fish. Therefore, return sites should be far enough up
stream to give sport anglers access, but close enough
to the sea to enable fish of marketable qualiry to be

llowever, experience on the Waitaki has modified this

harvested.
2. The Waitaki and Clutha Rivers, as large South
Island east coast rivers within what was believed to be
suitable sea surface temperature areas, were reconfirmed as first choices for release sites.
3. A known percentage of all releases would be
tagged or marked to enable subsequent identification.
4. No fish would be released until they had been fed
for 90 days and weighed on average at leasr 5 g. Fish

opinion. A gravel race was built in 1976 and replaced
by a concrete race in 1977.The major difficulties with
this site are the fluctuating river levels and the high
water temperatures in spring and summer. A graviryfed water supply gives 0.1G-0.17 rn1/s (Fig. 1).

So far 48t 000 fish have been released from the
Waitaki site (Table l). This site is permanently
staffed only when fish are there.

would be released before the longest day (r.y
Christmas Day) in New Zealand. The aim was to
have released all fish in the last week of October or the

first 2 weeks of November; before river

Clutha River site
The Clutha River is very different from the other
major east coast South Island rivers. It has a stable
bed and íairly even and moderate temperatures
throughout the year. Below Balclutha the river
meanders to the sea with little fall. The estuarine
conditions are stable and tidal fluctuations of up to
I m occur at the site. The site was developedin 1977

water

temperatures exceeded l5oc.

5. To ensure that they returned to a particular
release site, "foreign" ova or smolts could be
imprinted by short-term (5-14 days) residence before

release. No chemical imprinting
morpholine) would be used until

a

graduate biologist who has been practically involved
in commercial freshwater fisheries work for the past 5

relation to environmental and physical factors to

l. Adult fish would

has always been the belief of both companies that

technically qualified people are important because
they have background knowledge and some experience in evaluating options and developing ideas. This

(for example,
it was found

and consists of a pumped warer supply (rwo 0,10-m3/s
Flygt submersible pumps), a standard concrete

necessary.
8+

Concrele roce

(43by3 bylm,

Releqse

O.l0-0.17m%,
grovity fed)
Clutho River
(Motou Bronch)

Fig. l: The Waitaki River site of the ICI/Wattie

Fig. 2: The Clutha River site of the ICIAVattie

Salmon

Salmon

Development Project.

Development Project.

raceway (+3 by 3 by I m), a small hatchery with 5-m

the raceway while fish are there. This is done in an
attempt to imprint the smolts.
Since 1977, releases from the Clutha site total
397 90+ fish (Table 2). Staff are perÌnanently on site

troughs supplied by a diatomaceous earth filter
capable of delivering 227 I per minute, and an
Alaskan steep-pass fishway at the exit into the river
(Fig. 2). A ground well supplies distinctive water to

here.

TABLE 1: Releases from the Waitaki River site
No. of
Year

t976
r977

I97B
1979
I

980

Time at site
27 Oct to I0 Nov
26 Oct to 2 Nov
17 Nov to 21 Dec
25 Oct to 29 Oct
13 Nov to 21 Nov
6 Aug to 16 Nov
6 Aug to 16 Nov
1l Dec and 13

Size at

Origin

days
at site

of fish

¡elease
(s)

l5

I

IJn-known

5.6

IJnknown

36
5
9

93
93

Dec to 16 Dec

No.
¡e.leased

7o tagged
16.7

+.3

100 481
99 833

IJnknown

r1.2

+9 766

LJnknown
Un-known

7.0
10.0

82 67r
50 145
+7 +77

Rakaia

6.0
5.0

50 650

9.6
21.7
20,6

Waitaki

6.0

25 442

49.1

Waitaki

8.7
9.+

r1.7

506 465

TABLE 2: Releases from the Clutha River site
No. of
Year
1977

r978
1

979

I

980

Time at site
I Nov to 12 Nov

15 Dec to 19 Dec
28 Oct to I Nov
l5 Nov to 19 Nov
17 Oct to 23 Oct
24 Oct to 30 Oct

Up to 17 Dec

days
at site
5
5
5
5
7
7

150+

Size at

Origin
of fish
IJnknown
IJnknown

release
(e)

No.
released

Y"

ragged,

+.0

63 512

I 1.6

7.5

1r)

12 838
92 967

75.0

IJnlnown
IJnknown

I 1.2

43 l5B

6.2

92 704
92 725
71 026

10.3
10.8
I I.4

Rakaia
Deep Stream

8.1

Winding Creek

5.4

10.5i

43.6

468 930

+From the first 1978 release, fish were graded in September into three size classes (about 3000 fish we¡e tagged from each of the largest,
average, and smallest classes).
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results from nose-tagged returning fish. Twelve leftpelvic-clipped fish have been recovered. Scale analysis
from some of these recoveries showed the fish were of
the correct age and had either intermediate or stream
nuclei. IJnfortunately, four of these fish were in the
wrong river; two were in the Waimakariri River and
trvo in the Rakaia River. Ten fish recorded in 1979

Special projects
Several special studies have been carried out over
the last 4 years to try to build up our own information

on aspects of chinook in New Zealand. Detailed
reports on this work have been completed. Some
examples of these studies are outlined below:
L In 1976 there was no factual information
available to assist us in determining when New
Zealand chinook were capable of surviving in the sea.
A simple experiment on saltwater adaptation was
carried out on the Waitaki in 1976, Direct seawater

were 3-year-olds, and two in 1980 (both in the
Waitaki) were 4-year-olds. Only one nose-tagged searun consortium fish has been recovered; it was a 2'
year-old female from the 1977 Clutha release. This
fish was caught by an angler at the Roxburgh dam;
well up stream from the release site, but at least it was
in the "correct" river. Salmon were seen trying to
enter the Clutha return facility in 1979; so a fishway
was installed in late 1979 for the 1980 return.
Although we have little factual evidence we suspect
the following:
o New Zealand, wild chinook have a considerable

challenge tests were made by use oI buckets of freshly
collected sea water. All fish survived direct transfer
into the sea water lor 2448 hours.
In winter and spring of 1978, a detailed study of
sodium plasma concentrations began on a sample of
109 salmon of different sizes and ages from different
areas. Small fish were subjected to a direct seawater
challenge test by the methods of Clarke and

stray factor which is possibly alegacy of their recent

Blackbum (1977). Analysis of sodium plasma was
done at the lJniversity of Canterbury. Originally it
had been hoped to analyse gill ATPase, but there
were difficulties in setting up the experiment in New

introduction;
a The release of returning adults' progeny will
increase return rates;
. New Zealand sea-run fish (at a weight of Ë7 kg or
more for premium overseas markets) will give
consistentþ low returns because of local oceanographic factors.
If we could afford to develop a home run, the
project would probably be worth pursuing. Ifowever,
it is a long-term developmental project and is not
recommended for get-rich-quick entrepreneurs.
We would like to thank MAF for the considerable
assistance it has offered at all stages. In particular,
Chas Hardy has been of great practical assistance to
the project from the beginning. The help with
hatchery techniques and the transportation of small
chinook is especially gratefully acknowledged. I feel
that the Silverstream programme has yielded
extremely useful results with the establishment of a
home run back to the hatchery; and I hope this work
is continued.
f would like to see the future work by MAF
concentrate on trying to find out the sea range of New
Zeala¡d chinook. The translocation of tagged
Silverstream progeny with Glenariffe fish, or vice
versa, could possibly give valuable information on the
significance of home runs in New Zealand.
Finally, I would like to thank the Waitaki Valley
and Otago Acclimatisation Societies; both have given
us much assistance and whole-hearted co-operation
over the last 5 years.

Zealand.
2. The external appearance of returning sea-run
adult fish was monitored at the Glenariffe traP and
the Silverstream hatchery in 1977.
3. Several specific experimental releases \dere
instituted, and all were based on assumptions
outlined above. An example was the grading of the
first 1978 Clutha release into three sizes; each group

was tagged separately before release. Fish have been
retained at release sites for periods from as short as 5
days, up to 93 days. Fish size at release has varied
from 4.0 g to I l.2 g. Basic biological and water
quality details have been recorded for all holding,
release, and retum periods. We have done no work on

diet formulation

ourselves,

but have used the

Silverstream diet formulation exclusively. This gives
us the opportunity to compare any oL our results with
those from Silverstream.

Detailed reports were also completed on hatchery
practices, scale and otolith sampling, and analysis oI
New Zealand results each year.
Results

The results for recovered tagged fish are very
disappointing. The 1976 Waitaki release used left
pelvic fin clips; so the results are less accurate than the
Reference
A seawzter challenge test
Technical Reþoú,
Deþartmmt
S¿¡vice,
of Environmmt, Canada,

CráRKE, W. C., and Br-ecKsuRN, J. 1977:

to measure smolting of juvenile salmon.
Fish¿ri¿s and

Main¿

No. 705.

pp.

Il
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Discussion
ll¡fr Flain¡ With relerence to the Waitaki facility, can
you imprint the fish in this situation?

Flain: Doesn't that work aga-nst you? You have such
a little variation between the water which you are
piping and the ¡iver ro expect them to return.

Mr Beckett:

Possibly not. The hope is that the fish
remember by getting something out of the
cÕncrete raceways and concrçte pipes.

will

Beckett: f don't know. f'd prefer to put that question
on to the experts, We have conerete ponds, concrete
pipes, and conc¡ete structures. Some people would tell
you that is sufficient for the fish to come back again.
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Conflicts in salmon harvest
by J. n. Calat
President, Burnt

Hill Salmon Ranch

Ltd.,

Oregon, U.S.A.
commodity. With a light population in the northwestern United States there were few sports
fishermen. Large businesses dominated the salmon

PROBLEMS related to the harvest of salmon in New
Zealand ate at present minor' IIowever, as salmon
runs increase, pressures could develop from different
groups, each claiming a "right" to the fish. This is
understandable, since salmon is one of the most

harvest, which was generally canned for shipment to
other lJnited States cities.

valuable food products of the oceans. The larger sizes
of chinook salmon (called quinnat in New Zealand)
are at present bringing about US$5 per kilogram to
the fishermen in the United States. Prices paid to
exporters in recent years have been as much as US$10
per kilogram,

The development of dams on the major salmon
rivers further depleted the runs, even though fish
passage facilities were generally constructed with each
project.

Internal combustion engine-driven salmon trollers
and seiners began to intercept larger numbers of the
fish in the ocean both while feeding and on their
return migrations to the rivers.

In the United States commercial fishermen alone
harvest about 150 million kg of salmon annually, of
which about lOo/o are chinook. The sports fishermen
and tribal Indians also harvest a substantial number
of fish. In some areas the sports harvest exceeds the
commercial harvest

for a particular

Popu
a grea:t
salmon

h-west and this caused

fishing. The value of
at the same time' The
tribal Indians, who had so far not pressed for their
treaty rights to the resource, began to insist on their
share. In addition, since the potential for profit had
increased, the number of commercial salmon
fishermen also grew dramatically.

species. In

addition, salmon ranching ventures depend on what is
left after other groups complete their harvest. With all

demands on the salmon runs it is
understandable that management of the resource is
difficult in the United States.

of these

The conflicts in salmon harvest that exist in the
United States need not occur in New Zealand, but
measures must be taken now to Prevent potential
conflicts before the resource is developed to a large
scale and before various grouPs "lay claim" to the
salmon. fnvestors in salmon ranching ventures must
be particularly aware of the potential for losing
control of their business.

At the present time, through major efforts by the
federal and state regulatory agencies, the salmon
resource is being maintained, but it seems that no one
is happy. The regulators are besieged by complaints
from the Indians, commercial fishermen, sports
fishing groups, and conseryationists that one or more
of the others are getting more than their share of the
resource. Another problem is that the courts have
been used more and more in recent times to overturn
decisions made by the regulators,

History of salmon harvest
fn contrast to the New Zealand situation, when the

All of these problems are due to the fact that there
are too many people with a vested right in a limited
resource which has become very valuable; a resource
which, because of its characteristic of returning to its
spawning area, should be easy to regulate.

United States was originally settled by Europeans,
rivers were generally teeming with salmon. Indian
tribes living along the rivers used crude means to
harvest the fish. Since the runs were so large,
adequate numbers of fish escaped to spawn. The new

settlers were much more efficient, however: gill nets,
traps, salmon harvest wheels, and other devices soon
threatened to take enough of the fish so that there
would be insufficient spawners to sustain the runs. At
this point conservationists were able to exert enough
influence to outlaw the salmon wheel and other of the
more efficient means for harvest in the rivers.

Potential for avoiding m¡rnagernent problems in
New Zealand
Because New Zealand had no salmon runs before
the fish were introduced during the early part of this
century, future regulation of the resource can be
simplified. The conditions that developed in the
United States and the conJlicts between various
claimant groups need not become part of the
regulatory process here.

It should also be mentioned that the salmon
resource was treated at this time as a lairly low valued
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The present situation with salmon in New Zealand
is similar in many respects to the development of the

commercialised the past benefits enjoyed by sportsmen may be degraded. In the absence of regulation,
such could be the case. The following are some of the
areas where close regulation is required:
o Ffarvest. There should be no (or minimal) harvest

great cattle ranches in the south-western United
States during the 1800s. Many early ranching
pioneers laid claim to large land areas and gathered
and branded wild longhorn cattle that had been

in the ocean. Salmon ranching ventures should not

introduced many years before and were then claimed
by no one. Through much struggle and effort, large
cattle ranches were developed and the breed was
gradually improved. Today there is a highly
controlled cattle ranching industry which depends, to
a large extent, on the use of government owned land

for grazing. Similarly, salmon ranching in

be entitled to rack or trap an entire river or stream
the watercourse also serves an up-stream sports

if

fishery or spawning area,
o Rearing and release. Rearing methods and fish

condition should be certified by the regulating
authority before releases are made.
a Seed-stock. Smolt replacemenrs should be made
where ova are taken from wild stock or fry are
removed from streams, unless the ova or fry are
surplus to natural spawning. Smolt replacements
should normally be about 5o/o of. the number of ova
and about 10/" of the number of fry taken f¡om the

New

Zealand requires the development of wild stock that
has previously been introduced by others. ft also
depends on the use of government owned grazing
areas, that is, the ocean. One big difference, however,
is that cattle ranching requires an annual round,up
for branding and selection for sale, but salmon return
of their own accord to their place of release.

The current salmon harvest regulations in

stream.

Conclusion
With proper regulation, there is no reason that
commercial salmon ranching ventures, with a
terminal harvest, and a salmon sports fishery could
not co-exist in New Zealand.
The physical characteristics of the New Zealand
salmon rivers are not generally conducive to natural
propagation. Flooding and sudden changes in the
river channels of many of the major rivers create a
difficult spawning and nursery environment. Ifowever, judicious placement of salmon ranching
operations should enhance the existing runs in all the
New Zealand rivers through the natural straying that
occurs on the return migration.

the

United States could be improved by eliminating all
salmon fishing in the ocean. By doing this, the
regulators could then control the harvest on each river
and stream independently. Such a terminal harvest is
efficient and highly controllable. Proper allocations
between various groups would be simplified.
Commercial fishing for salmon in the ocean is not at
present authorised in New Zealand, but incidental
catches are being made in the harvest of other fish.

The salmon in New Zealandis a game fish, There is
understandable concern from some of the acclimatisa-

tion societies and others that once salmon is

B9

Discussion
Unknown: In response to your suggestion that all
marine harvesting of salmon should cease in North
America, how do you propose to catch the fish from

other breeds which are fairly well deteriorated by the
time they enter the mouth of the river. If you cut out
all commercial harvesting at that time, what are you

large, wild runs which obviously will not be able to be

going to do with them?

taken

in the manner that you propose under a

Galat: That is a problem, and you are not faced with
here because you don't have these runs. In the
United States that type of control is being used now in
Bristol Bay. The fishing season is opened as the fish
are returning; these fish have to be schooling for
return before it is efücient to catch them.

ranching system?

it

the regulations would then be able to regulate each
terminal harvest. The fish will be returning to some
river or stream or estuary, and it is there that
authorities will be able to open and close the seasons
and allow enough escape for either natural spawning
or return to the hatchery.

Campbell: I appreciate that you allow a ce,rtain
amount of escape for spawning. But you have a big
commercial fishery and a tremendous investment.

Unknown¡ Do you think that the fish could be taken

What happens to it? Shouldn't it be

utilised
commercially for the benefits of all those people who
couldn't catch it as sportsmen?

in sufficient numbers down stream to be of suitable
quality for marketing?

Galat They should be taken at the river mouth in the
ocean, preferably,

Galat: fn past years we have seen the United States
fishing regulations become more and more severe. We
have seen more salmon trollers being converted to
other uses; for instance, shrimping and other fishing.

¡¡¡' QarnFbell: This would be all right if you were
talking about coho or chinook, but there are some
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Canada's west coast Salmonid Enhancement Programpotential and concern
by C. Croot
Department of

Fisheries

and Oceans Resource Seryices Branch,

Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada

THE purpose of my presentation is to explain briefly
the scope of the Salmonid Enhancement Program
(SEP) in British Columbia, and then to give a
scientist's point of view of the programme and share
with you some of my concerns with such a scheme,

increase salmonid production by 50 million pounds
annually. A further commitment for Phase fI for years
8 to 20, for the additional 140 million pounds, can be

expected only if the programme demonstrates
substantial progress during Phase L The Phase I
programme is now in its 4th year.

British Columbia has about 1800 coastai rivers and
streams that contain sea-run stocks of five species of
Pacific salmon and steelhead trout. At the beginning
of this century the estimated potential harvest was
about 300-360 million pounds per year. By the early
1930s most stocks had declined substantially to an

Besides benefiting the salmonid resource directly,
the SEP plan will also have an indirect effect. It forces
developers of other resources, such as provincial and

municipal governments, and hydro-electric, forestry,
and mining industries, to negotiate well in advance

how to integrate their future plans for specific
drainage systems with the salmonid enhancement
plans. This will relieve fisheries from being on the
defence all the time against development plans of

annual catch of about 180 million pounds. This
decline continued and the lO-year average in the
1940s was 164 million pounds, in the 1950s, 155
million, and in the 1960s, 137 million-an all-time
low. By this time fisheries biologists of the Pacific
region of Canada became seriously concerned about
the Pacific salmon stocks and started a number of
salmonid enhancement schemes, which temporarily
halted the decline.

other groups, since it now has its own long-term plans
clearly spelled out and accepted by Federal and

Provincial Cabinets.
Returning the British Columbia salmonids to their
historic levels of abundance by adding 190 million
pounds or 254O million fish to the annual harvest is a
resource manipulation on a grand scale, For such a
programme to be successful, it is fundamentally
important to keep two biological characteristics of
salmonids clearly in mind. Firstly, all five species of
Pacific salmon and the steelhead trout are anadromous; that is, they spawn in streams and lakes and the
juveniles then migrate alter an early freshwater life of
G-3 years to the ocean. After maturing in the ocean for
one or more years, the different species return to fresh
water to spar^/n. The major implications arising from
this anadromous behaviour are:

Both the United States and Canada have had
extensive hatchery programmes since the late l800s.
Ifowever, in western Canada all Pacific salmon

hatcheries were closed in 1929, since it became
evident that the production results obtained by these
hatcheries were poor.

New hope for increasing salmon production by
artificial enhancement was offered by new experience
gained in hatchery technology during the 1960s in the
United States for coho and chinook salmon and in
Japan for chum salmon, and by the development in
Canada of gravel incubation boxes, man-made
spawning channels, and lake fertilisation methods for
pink, chum, and sockeye salmon. Plans were made
not only to halt the continuing decline in salmon
stocks, but to return salmon production to approximately the level during the early 1900s.

In

l. These fish are available for direct manipulation
only during their freshwater phases as egg, alevin, fry,
smolt, and maturing adult. During a major part of
their life cycle in the ocean they are out of reach.
2. Whatever enhancement or management technique is employed to increase production, it must not
interfere with the physiological changes required for
the freshwater-saltwater transition and with the long-

1977 a Cabinet Submission was presented to the

Federal and Provincial Governments. ft outlined a
plan to increase salmonid production by 190 million
pounds to its assumed historic annual harvest
potential of 335 million pounds in about 20 years. The
Federal Cabinet accepted in principle an enhancement proposal in two phases. For Phase I, covering
the years 7 to 7 (1977-8+), Cabinet committed an
investment of Sl50 million. This is expected to

distance migrations in the ocean and homing abilities
to return to the ancestral spawning grounds.
3. Since man and fish are often in direct

competition for the available {resh water, human
development schemes can have a dramatic, often
devastating effect on the salmonids. We have only to
look at Europe, eastern Canada, and eastern and
9l

facility manager realises that he has a problem.

western United States to realise what can happen to
salmon stocks when they are in conflict with man.

Causes of the problenu are generally related to poor

water quality, disease, stress, feeding and diet
difficulties, maturation state of adults, and gamete

Secondly, a very important biological characteristic
of salmonids is that they return to their home stream

to spawn. Populations of one species migrating

manipulation.

to

2. Juvenile production units. Problems here
relate to time and size of release, smoltification
(saltwater readiness), stress due to crowding, and
growth in coho, chinook, and Japanese-style chum

different streams are to a great extent reproductively
isolated from each other and are referred to as stocks.
In addition, members of one stock returning to the
same spawning grounds in different years as separate
year classes can be reproductively isolated from each

hatcheries. Also included are questions resulting from

lake and stream enrichment projects to promote

other. This is especially so when all maturing fish
return at the same age, as in pink salmon and some
sockeye salmon. There is mounting evidence to
conclude that stocks differ genetically and that each is
finely tuned and adapted to the characteristics of the
specific habitats occupied during the life cycle. In the

growth and survival in sockeye, coho, and steelhead in
natural and semi-natural situations.
3. Migrant and marine salmon. During their life
cycle, salmonids perform several major habitat
changes: from gravel beds in streams and lakes as eggs
and alevins, to streams, lakes, and estuaries as fry
and/or juveniles, to open ocean as immatures and
maturing adults, and to rivers, lakes, and streams as
mature, spawning adults. The major concerns here
are the possible changes that might occur in the
timing and routes of migration, the distribution in
fresh and salt water, and the accurate long-distance
direction finding and homing mechanisms that form
the basis of the habitat shifts.
4. Genetics and transplants. The problems in this
area relate to the genetic specificity and diversity of
stocks and the effect of enhancement and management practices on the genetic make-up of the fish.
Many streams are barren or have missing year
classes. How do we establish new stocks and improve
ailing ones without interfering with or destroying the
delicate adaptations of the organism to its environ-

Fraser River, one of the most important Pacific
salmon rivers in the world, there are about 40 to 50
sockeye, 100 to 200 coho and chinook, and a
multitude of chum, pink, and steelhead stocks, all
with their own life history strategies. The strong
homing tendency and the resulting separation in
stocks have to be considered seriously in any salmonid
enhancement scheme to safeguard against changes in
genetic composition or loss of genetic variability in the
salmonid resource.

To enhance salmonid production, we have three
options:

o manipulating the environqrent, which involves
both natural (habitats) and man-made (incubation
and rearing facilities) environments;
¡ changing characteristics of the organism, physiologically, genetically, or behaviourally;
o managrng the ¡rcpulation as it passes through the
fishery to assure sufficient escapement.
AII three options generally apply in any enhancement scheme. For example, by raising salmon in a
hatchery in a controlled environment, we are afiecting

the organism in ways which are still

ment?
5. Systems rrnits. Salmonids do not live in isolation
in rivers, lakes, estuaries, and the ocean. They co-exist

in a system with members of other stocks of the same
species, with species of the same genus, and with a
varying multitude of other living organisms (including man), and non-living objects. During evolution a
particular balance has developed between organism
and environment that optimises survival. Many

poorly

understood, and when the progeny return from the

ocean, the harvesting techniques used induce a
definite selection. In addition, artificial propagation
projects often affect conditions in the habitats and
therefore modify the natural environment.
All resource manipulations by man, planned or
unplanned, create changes in existing situations and
will continuously require new solutions to resolve

problems are developing daily as a result of our poor
understanding of the effect of the pressures exerted on
the living resources by industrial and urban
development. It is becoming crucial that strategies for
enhancement and management be developed on a
systems basis, to maintain a certain balance in the
total composition of salmonid stocks of all species in
relation to their changing environrnent.

them. We can conveniently recognise five major areas

of concern where new problems can be expected to
occur and reoccur.

]. fncubation r'-its. Problems here are

in

Research and development with respect to
salmonid enhancement have so lar primarily
concentrated on the first two areas, incubation and

the

operation of hatchery, incubation box, and spawning
channel facilities. They are the most visible and most
direct ones. When eggs start to die off, get diseased,
are not fertilised, or do not develop properly, the

juvenile production units, since the main thrust of the

SEP is increased production, Our expertise and
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knowledge are also strongest in these areas. Flowever,

wait until more knowledge is available, since habitat
deterioration and human development schemes are
proceeding at a rapid pace and are continuously
challenging the salmonid's living conditions. We must
therefore move on and learn as we play. The key
factor is proper evaluation of what is happening. Our
problem as salmon biologists is to convince the

as manipulation of the resource increases,

the
problems will shift to the last three areas, migrant and
marine salmon, genetics and transplants, and systems
units. Special attention will have to be given to the
systems area, because it is here that we can expect the
major and most perplexing issues to arise in the next

l0 to 20 years.

Federal and Provincial Governments, as developers of
the salmonid resource, that it is important and crucial
to invest time, effort, money, and expertise in learning

From a research point of view, it is difficult, if not
impossible, to determine what systems problems will

emerge

more about the intricacies of the salmonid living
systems. So far we have been only moderately

with certain enhancement approaches.

ÉIowever, we must enhance the salmonids and cannot

successful
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Panel discussion
Problems of salmon management

in New Zealand

Chairman: Mr D. P. O'Connor
Panel: Dr R. M. McDowall (Fisheries Research Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries)
Mr B. T. Cunningham (Director, Fisheries Management Division, Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries)
Mr C. R. Anderson (Chairman, Salmon Committee, Council of South Island Acclimatisation Socictics)
Mr R. Lightfoot (President, N.Z. Salmon Anglers Association)
Mr J. D. Wisker (Secretary, Salmon Ranchers Association)
Discussion

Mr D. Anderson: I would like to ask the panel how

of the Glenariffe run and converting it to hatchery
raising and releasing. So our practice supports the

the starting of so many salmon ranching projects can
be justified when there is a shortage of ova, there is no
management policy and no regulations, and research
into salmon resources in New Zealand is incomplete.

proposal.

Burns: But that refers only to Glenariffe. There are
now established centres on the Hurunui and Rakaia
Rivers, and doubtless there will be on the Waitaki.

Mr B. T. Cunningham: The first point is that it is
governmental policy to have salmon ranching. The
policy has been in action for some years; therefore the
authorisation procedure has been operating through
Fisheries Management Division. The policy has been
codified through the Freshwater Fisheries Advisory

Cunningham: Our situation is different from that
mentioned by earlier speakers, which could be put
into practice tomorrow if somebody had the right sort
of cheque book. In discussions of the regulations
framework there was a divergence of opinion on
whether the farmer was allowed to release part of his
extra ova supply back into the stream. The question
still has not been resolved: Should some go back?

Council over the past couple of years or so; it came to
fruition at the council's last meeting and was
presented to Government, and Government adopted a
salmon ranching policy. It is fully admitted that while
the policy was being developed there were discussions

Burns: I would like to hear from Mr Anderson, who
is chairman of the committee which allocates or

going on between the various participants, with
different points of view being put forward and having
to be fully discussed and agreed. All this takes time.
The next step is to work from the policy and draft a
proposal for the regulations, and further discussions
will take place before final recommendations go to
Government. Another question was, why did we start
before full knowledge of salmon and the resource was
available. If we waited for all the knowledge to be
accumulated, we wouldn't get anywhere.

Mr C. R. Anderson: The only proposal an)'where
near this suggestion has been that of Fisheries
Research Division at Glenariffe. I would be interested

Mr R. Lighdoot: We, the anglers,

Silverstream hatchery was

recommends allocation of ova. He should have some
comment to make on this kind of proposal.

to hear the general reaction of the salmon committee
to the proposition.

Mr M. Flain: The original concept of the
to provide fish for

are very concerned

by the lack of regulations because there are too many
ocean ranchers starting with little or no expertise. We
feel the regulations should be promulgated as soon
possible now that a policy has been adopted.

enhancement.

as

enhancement, they are capable, by a variety of means,

of going ahead and doing it, without reference to
anybody else, in their own particular waters.

Sir Malcolm Burns: ì".itot members of the panel
comment on Mr Galat's proposal, or suggestion, that

it

If the societies, who are responsible for
like the idea of salmon

fisheries management,

Mr G. D. Waugh: Mr Burns is picking up Mr Galat's

would be desirable to withdraw a proportion of

comments that we should have an insurance policy for
each river. The idea would be to withdraw a certain

breeding stock to ensure that the normal run would be
maintained and that surplus fish would add to the
wild run. This seems to me to be a very reasonable

numbcr of ova, rear them at sonre scparatc, safc
facility, and release them in the river of origin. This
could be done in one of two ways: by acclimatisation
societies with the right facilities or by MAF, if we had
the facilities. But we would have to retain at, say,
Silverstream, at least eight separate river stocks if we

and practicable proposal.

Dr R. M. McDowall: fn a sense this is already being
done at Glenariffe, We are withdrawing a proportion
94

were to be sure that we were returning to those rivers
the same stock that we had previously withdrawn.

McDowall: There is another alternative.

doing

all sorts of

different things.

f

have some

questions in my mind as to whether the resources are
being wisely used in all cases. Are we going to see this
develop until we have 20 different organisations doing
20 different things, wasting a valuable resource, and
receiving a minimal allocation of ova because we are
unable to supply reasonable numbers? In 1979 we

Some

people might say that some of these rivers have
rearing facilities that are not being utilised, and that
the commercial operators should be making use of the
resources in this way.

supplied over 3 million stock units (ova, fry, and
smolts), alter a great deal of work. The next year we
allocated about the same number, but we had a
slightly below average year at Glenariffe and were
unable to supply any significant number to anyone.
To talk of expansion under those circumstances is

M" J. S. Campbell: This is where ocean ranching
comes in. II ocean ranching companies took up what
the government does not have the money to do, they
would be practising enhancement.

absolute lunacy.

Mr J. D. Wisker: I would like to endorse Mr Galat's
suggestion. If approval were given to trap on other

Mr K. Fitzgerald: The salmon ranchers have been
getting ova from MAF and largely from one river
system. This may be where they make a mistake. So
far I haven't heard any proposal for these people to
trap in their own rivers, to get their own supplies.

rivers, private enterprise would do it.

Mr R. A. oo,.gn i,'rr: a previous salmon
symposium there was considerable discussion of
protection of the existing salmon spawning areas, In
the last l0 years, Rakaia spawning areas have been
lost, some probably for ever. Much of the Hydra
Waters, for example, is now in the Rakaia-a loss of
some 3 miles of spawning and nursery water. Is
anything to be done about this sort of thing, and who
is going to do it?

Mr T. W. Beckett: We have trapped Waitaki adults
for the last 2 years and released Waitaki fish in the
Waitaki River. We would like someone to show us
how we could trap Clutha adults.
Dr D. Scott: I think Mr Beckett would
time trying to trap Clutha adults.

Anderson: I wouldn't like to comment on the Hydra
Waters. Money and effort are being spent on
protecting the Glenariff e area and on Deep Stream
(Mesopotamia); those trvo in particular. There are
probably other smaller ones which don't come to my
mind at the moment.

be wasting his

Mr C. L. Hopkins: There are two salmon ranches
which are not on salmon rivers and cannot therefore
initially trap their own adults for stripping.

Mr R. Sutton: t, å,ir, l' n,, talk, raised the
important question of the freshwater aspect of the
migratory cycle of salmonids. We don't have too
many worries as far as the sea is concerned, but it is
what happens in rivers which is so important. Dr Hall
stressed the importance of the nursery areas. Water
and soil legislation is unlikely to give the sort of
habitat protection we really need. Acclimatisation
societies have been trying hard through their own
legislative back-up to protect habitat. What is MAF
doing; what is the Salmon Anglers Association doing;
what is the Salmon Ranchers Association doing?

Mt J. Lockley: eI l¿l"i ranching so far has
initially depended on supplies of ova or fry from
government sources, with the blessing of the salmon
committee. We have among us some potential salmon
ranchers who are assessing the situation. Is it true
that they are unlikely to be able to get supplies from

this source? Certainly the Freshwater Fisheries
Advisory Council does not see any prospects for
allocating ova for any new ventures.
Cunningham: ft is easy to say there is a policy
coming in which will facilitate ocean ranching, but
there is the difficulty of how you get it started. Some
time in the future, each ranch must be self sufficient in
regard to its ova supply. Part of the initial policy is
that from the Crown's resources some stock has to be
made available to ranchers.

McDowall: That is a strange question after listening
to Laurel Teirney yesterday telling you what we are
doing in this line. Our ministry has made submissions
to the Ministry of Works and Development on what
we regard as important features in the proposed
changes to water and soil legislation. But our
involvement in environmental problems does not end
there. We have a fairly large team working on
problems on the lfurunui, Rakaia, and Ashburton
Rivers, and we will be looking at the Rangitata. We
are trying to come to grips with the problems

McDowall: There's another important problem that
At the
moment we have five farms trying to develop a
technology for ocean ranching of salmon. They are

needs to be looked at here; that of technology.
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Rangitata juveniles get into the Hinds, Ashburton,
and Rakaia Rivers. There are plans to reassess the

generated by impoundment and abstraction. There is

a need for the acclimatisation

societies

to

become

irrigation scheme and this is supposed to happen
within the next several years. Then there will

aware of the threat to their waters, instead of diverting

their attention to other areas of conJlict. The real
conflict in future will be the fact that in 20 years we
may have no rivers left at all. The ministry is very
much concerned with identifying those rivers which
have high recreational values. Having identified
them, we then attend to those values which need

probably be some kind of protection incorporated into

the Klondyk.

t.,"U....

. .
Ilr

F. Michaelis: In regard to the Bubbling Springs
Salmon Farm, I have been asked about the impact of
releasing perhaps 2l million small fish into a river
system. The fish would feed extensively on their way
down to the estuary. As far as I know, there is no
information on the feeding of small salmon in New
Zealand. Is FRD going to look into this, and would it
raise any problems of management if the young

retaining.

Lighúoot: Our association makes submissions on all
projects which affect salmon rivers. We are doing a
survey on anglers and the information we get will
assist us in future submissions on water'rights related
to abstraction. We also do a considerable amount of
stream improvement work. We have applied this year
for $3,600 from the Ministry of Recreation and Sport

salmon had an impact on the nursery areas

in

the

estuary for some of our marine species?

for stream improvement work,
McDowall: We have some data on the feeding of
young fry and smolts. We expect to do some work on
the interactions between different species of sal-

Wisker: The Salmon Ranchers Association has
worked in co-operation with FRD and with the

monids, including quinnat, in freshwater systems.
Beyond that, I cannot answer your question. f don't
want to get involved in a clairvoyant argument on the
impact of some hypothetical large number of smolts
released in the Takaka or any other river.

salmon anglers. Give us the chance to generate a good
be less likely to ruin

return of fish and then people will

the river.
Ms L. D. Teirney: I have seen the draft of the new
Water and Soil Act, and we are not going to get much
more protection than we have now. \{ater rights and
river allocation plans will virtually not change. We
have a government policy on wild and scenic rivers,
and that will eventually appear as legislation. f am

Michaelis: f cannot answer it either, but do you think
be looked at?

it is a significant point that should

Mcl)owall: It's one of a multitude of things we

part of a group which is looking at whether this should
go with water and soil legislation or with other acts.
We need the backing of acclimatisation societies here
to put that policy into legislation so that we can use it.
If we can show we have a massive fishery on some
rivers, we can put these rivers forward for protection.
But I suspect that Government will not accept more
than a few rivers.

should be looking at.

Mr D. P. o'conn; ;;

do you react to

a

suggestion that salmon caught at sea should be sold

through approved agencies, the value of the sales
being paid to the acclimatisation societies? Would it
work?

l,lr r. Maxwell: *rL,t

tn.

acclimatisation

Cunningham: Through the Freshwater Fisheries

societies' intentions over the"rt
dramatic loss of salmon
fry down the Rangitata Diversion Race? I understand
that some qualified people consider that possibly onethird of the Rangitata Îry migrants go down the
diversion race.

Advisory Council there is a working party appointed

(which hasn't yet started work) to look at this
It would be premature for me to say what
the decision will be.

problem.

Anderson: The final words of the question were,
"Would it work?" Well, I think it will work, but we
don't want it, If it won't work, it is no good to us.

Anderson: The loss is not completely quantified. The
Rangitata Diversion Race takes salmon from two
rivers, as it takes about half the water of the
Ashburton River also. In some years salvage
operations have taken up to tens of thousands of
juveniles. There are reports of fry and smolts going
out on to the paddocks. The Ministry of Works and
Development tells us that it would now be very
difficult to screen the I(ondyke intake. Some

Lighdoot: From an angler's point of view, I don't
take to the idea at all. The ministry will somehow
have to resolve this question of catching salmon at sea
as a by-catch; certainly not as a target fish, or there
won't be any salmon left in New Zeala¡d. If we have
to make it legal, we should try to stop netting of fish
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Cunningham: The names of all regional fisheries
in the public telephone directories.

within several kilometres' range of the salmon nvers
during the salmon season, October to May.

officers are

aaa

Wisker: We are totally in agreement with the anglers.

Dougherty: In the proposal I saw for the Montalto
power scheme on the Rangitata Diversion Race there
is provision for a fish screen, At this stage, could
someone make application for a fish trap? A screen
without a ffap will serve no purpose at all.

Cunningham: There are certain things in current
law which the ministry could do. We are faced with
the problem, though, that there are changing fishing
practices which we cannot control. We cannot tell the
trawler owners not to modernise their gear because

they might start catching more salmon. Previously,
when the gear was less efficient, the quantity of
salmon taken as a by-catch was less.

Anderson: There's no provision for a fish screen at
Montalto. Do you mean a fish pass?

Mr M. Hall: There ;r;;
a change in fishing
methods over the last year or tvvo. This year, outside
the Rangitata River mouth and within half a mile of
the mouth, a set net was placed which was at least a
mile long. Over a period of months several nets were

screen. If they could be diverted into some sort of trap
it would be better.

Dougherfy: The proposal I saw said it was to be
screened. This will only hold fish at the head of the

Anderson: There is no provision for a screen as far as
f 'm aware. In discussions between the parties
concerned, it was found very difficult to justify a

placed in that area and the months happened to
coincide with the time of the adult migration of
salmon into the rivers, Does the panel think that
commercial catches of salmon are being sufficiently
monitored, and if not, what should be done?

screen'

. a

a

O'Connor: Yesterday we heard that only about 5%o
ol. Íry at Glenariffe remained in the breeding stream to
fingerling stage. In North America do chinook salmon
fry escaping from the breeding streams contribute
significantly to adult returns? Of what order of
magnitude are the adult returns represented by fry
maturing to smolts in the breeding streams, and is it
likely that a similar relationship is found in New

Cunningham: The short ansrver is no. Perhaps you
can give us assistance to improve that towards a
"y.s", though we'll never get an absolute answer. We
are here to accept your advice, information, or
knowledge.

Zealand?

McDowall: An example of the sort of things that
happen:

I

Dr C. Groot: fn some of our Canadian rivers we have
three types of chinook. One that goes out as a Íry,
another that goes out after about 3 months, and
another that goes out after a year, There are strong
indications that these three groups are distinctly
different from each other. They are probably of
different races or stocks. Circumstantial evidence at

spoke to one of the acclimatisation societies

in the salmon district some time last year,

and
someone asked who was responsible for oversight of
the catching of salmon at sea. f said, "The ministry".
He then said he'd seen someone raffling salmon in a
pub and now wanted to know what the ministry was
going to do about it. I asked him what he had done
about it, and he said, "Nothing". So I said that our

the moment is that probably the group that goes out
alter 3 months contributes most to the return. It will
be another few years before we have some answers.

fisheries inspectors were not clairvoyant. IJntil our
people are made aware oÍ. what is happening, there is
nothing we can do about it at all.

On the other hand, there is no question that the
chinook that go out as fry do contribute to the total
runs. I think that the most advantageous route for the
future will be to hold chinook fior a year.

Cunningham: The setting of a net in a particular
situation does not necessarily mean that any quinnat
salmon are caught. I, personally, aÍr aware of our
fisheries officers being sent to inspect netsmen and
they have found the catches not to be salmon.
Naturally, this doesn't mean there are never any
salmon caught, but certainly it is not always the case.

Waugh: Dr Groot's reply to the question applies to
what happens in North America, In the unstable New
Zealand rivers, which have short estuaries, it has been
hypothesised that very few fry remain to rear in the
river.

ÉIall: Next year, iÍ. this fishing boat does the same
thing, I would hope to find someone I can contact, tell

McDowall: We must look at the river systems as we
know them. The Glenariffe Stream runs into the
Rakaia River. As Martin lJnwin explained yesterday,
smolts go out with six to seven circuli on the scales.

him the net is there, tell him the name of the boat, and
ask him to inspect the catch.
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The fish that come back have about I I circuli in the
scale nucleus. Some time between leaving the
Glenariffe with six circuli and going to sea they have
put on more freshwater circuli. So there is a certain
amount of rearing in the main river. That applies to
smolts. What happens to fry that leave the Glenariffe?
We have no idea.

Flain: There are absolute data showing that 95o/o o1
juvenile salmon in the spawning tributaries leave
those tributaries as fry. There is some evidence that
what remains behind does not contribute all of the
adult return run. That is, some of the fry survive in
the river to contribute to returns. But only a small
proportion of the fry outmigration needs to survive in
the main river to make a significant contribution to
the adult return. Fry have little capacity for rearing in
our short, flashy rivers. On the other hand, the larger
fingerlings have learned to compete and to find the
best cover, and they are big enough, probably, to
survive in the main river-even to withstand floods.
Furthermore, most work done overseas indicates that
salmon have to reach a certain size before they can
make the transition from fresh to salt water. Since our
fry would pass down river in a matter of a few days,
they would not have reached a physiological state in
which they could make the transition by the time they
reached the sea.

Groot: Chinook fry have two stages at which they can
cope with salt water. There is an initial, short period
and then they revert to the freshwater phase until
about 3 months later, when there is a longer period in
which they can make the transition. They survive
better if they get to sea at this later stage. In North
America fry usually hold in the estuaries, but there
are no extensive estuaries in New Zealand salmon
rivers where fry could grow,

Wisker: There is concern about getting the salmon
farming industry sta¡ted. Now we have heard that
95%" oÍ outmigrants are wasted. So we should be
allowed to use this waste in the industry.

P

D

D. Anderson: What you call waste may be supplying
a valuable food supply to other, larger salmonids.

Waugh: Whatever happens to the so-called waste, I
would far sooner see it converted into salmon than
into food for barracouta,
LJnknown: Wfr.t .rri¿"i". O" *. have on the return
rates of adult fish from different sizes of releases in

New Zealand?
McDowall: There is not enough information yet to be
definitive. We are only just beginning to come to grips
with this question of different release sizes and relative
return rates. We can say that the release of large
smolts last year gave us the best return we have ever
had, about l"/" at the 2-year-old stage.
spoke about bottleMr J. Tonkiru Y"rr"raly o.
like to ask follows on
necks. The question I would"",
from the fact that quite obviously there is a bottleneck in fry production. Does the bottle-neck lie in the
very numbers that are produced, is it within the river,

or is

it at sea?

McDowall: Our guess would be that the real bottleneck is in the capacity of suitable rearing waters to
rear fish to a size at which they are capable of going to
sea. That is why so many nry are gettingwashed out,
because there is nowhere for them to rear. Some
recent work we have done in the Rakaia lagoon has
been turning up yearling salmon smolts, but we don't
know whether they reared in the lagoon or further up
stream. Certainly, it seems that the lagoon at some
periods holds large salmon smolts.
aaa
OtConnor: On behalf of the audier.ce, rr,ay

I

thank

the panel for performing their difficult task

this

afternoon. Thank you very much.
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he Swimming Behaviour of the Adult Oncorhynchus

from the Gro$'ing Ground to the SPawning Ground'
KiYoshi Uchihashi'

i:i?:*'"å:Ti5l:.
there are several very weJ'I-known species such
Red Salmon ( o' nerk ) '
as cherry Salmon ( Oncorhynchus masou ) '
Silver salmon ( O' kisutch ) ' Dog
Quinnat Salmon ( O' tschwytcha ) '
Also' there is
(
gorbusha ) '
Salmon ( O. keta ) and Pink Salmon O'
(
rhodurus var' )
Salmon ( o' rhodurus ) and Bj-wa Salmon o'
Among Oncorhynchus

f ..Ë'

+*..,f¡r

Amago

or as two individual
which may be considered as one seParate species
island of
species. Amago Sa1mon is only found in Honshu' the main
Kyotof
and Biwa Salmon is a special breed of Lake Biwa near
Japan'

sepaSo, we have seven sPecl-es' unless we regard Biwa Salrnon
rately, then we have eight species in all'

Japan.

point of
are going to tell you' mainly fror¡ the ecologieal
seven specres
view, about the findings of our investigation into the
This will concern the sv¡imming behaviour of
we have just nentioned'
ground'
the a¿lult salmon from the growing ground to the spawning
Now we

(I)

The Swinming Area'

expanse of seven
Having made the investigation into the home-ranqe
ecological
species of Oncorhynchus, we found that the grade of the
: Àmage
differentiation from the smallest to the largest is as fo'llovts
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Silver Salmon and Quinnat Sal-mon to
Red Salmon, Dog Salmon and Pink Sal-non. From the fact that we have
just mentioned, r,/e notice the difference in the home-range expanse acSalmon to

Cherry Salmon to

corilj-ng to the species.

When we

go on examining the distance between

the spawning ground and^9rowin9 grouncl of these species, we find the
following differences
Àmago

the
:

Salmon - Itrs growing ground and spawni.ng ground are either
the same or very near.

Cherry SaLmon - There are some whose growing and spawning grounds
are very near, while those of others are rather

distant.

The range of distance between these

grounds is 1arge.

Silver Salmon - Their growing and spawning grounds are rather distant
and Ouinnat
Salmon
but not as extensive as those of Red Salmon, Dog
Salmon and Pink Salmon.
Red Salmon,

Dog - The clistance bethreen their growing and spa!,rning
grounds is tþe greatest of all.

Salmon and Pink

Salmon

Judging from this dlata we can see that there are two types of salmon.
Some have al-most

no distance to cover between the growing and spawning

grounds, while others have an extremely long distance to go-

(2)

The Homing of oncorhynchus,

It is generally accepted that s9lmon hone o. their spawning ground.
But some salrnon, Iike *-no,

proximity.
gration.

-@
fSo, :.n the strict sense ere cannot call. this a homing miNext, 1et us examine sarmon of land-rocked form. They are

arÌ similar to Amago sarmon in homing. rt is a superficial view that
the narrow, cLosed area forces these sal-mon to apparently home.
vte
consider they have a potential inherent tendency tolrards horning which
can adapt itserf to the environment and appear as it is.
we vrould like
to teIl you some things about this.
(3)

Is the Homing Migration peculiar to Oncorhynchus ?
The behaviour of fish to home on their spawning ground on reaching the
aduJ-t stage is not pecuJ.iar to oncorhynchus but is also seen in many migratory fishMany species among littorar
fish spawn and grow on the
same

ground.

I{e view the matter in this way.

M
trn coping with the diversity and pecu_
riarity of the ocean' their hatching ground and growing ground became
separate. ToQ\/adapt to the-se t\do s_epara!g_g_roun_d.s_-_Çhe.behaviour of hom_
inq miaration was forned. We think_l--!_gg!È" Aê-tIl4_I_ that
-there. iEe some
species that are still observinq the o]d hehaviour but thev
.hqn_
ino miaration instinct-_They
ar.e trvi_ng_Þ-a_r_d_¿__Þg.E_-e_lmo.g! in__r¡a:!¡. to
maintain their speci_e_s..
ed and qrew on the same qro!¡nd.

(4)

Homing

Motivation Theory.

Homing, especially a very long-distance homing migration, can be re_
garded as one of the highest grades of differentiation.
gthen sarmon swim

frorn the growing ground to the spawning ground, they have vast, deep and
dynamic seas and oceans.before them to cross.
I{hat do sarnon use as

their compass in swimming across these seas ? one expranation of homing

-.rfl

(3)
(2)

t

is the theory of the rnystic element, but vre do not
accept this.
We
stil,l have the theory of the Olfactory Sense. This
theory tries to
prove that salmon sr.rim from distant seas to the
spawning grounds by

of a keen sense of smer-I. Through many experiments,
which have
been made up to now, it has been proven that
salmon swim from the sea
at the river mouths to the spawning grounds using
their oJ-factory sense.
But !'¡e have no supporting evidence for it from the
open seas to the
river mouths.
Another theory explains that salmon perceive the po_
sition of the sun which they use as a compass while
homing.
Again
no actual proof has ever been shown concerning the
rerationship between
the right of the sun and the swi¡runing behaviour of
salmon in the ocean.
Ìle think differently from each of these theories,
The general be_
haviour of salmon in the sea is greatly affected by the
seas physical
structure, i- e., the ocean currents and their resultant
fronts and convergence. on the other hand, after they reach the
sea r¡ear the ri.ver
mouths, they shrim to the spawning glound by means
of their olfactory
seDse' rn short, our theory is that the generar
swimming behaviour of
salmon in the sea is cont¡olled by the currents.
means

(5)

!,ligration Und.er the Control of currents.

A cu

in Vor_
the di_
aJn

tices-

the general trend of these trrrbrrê,lL flo¡¡s.
The organs used in doing
this are Mauthner's celr- of the medulla and
the acoustico-rateral .{cran.
. (r),
(4)

e'tk

In an experi.ment made ir, ,-t"r/ Èhe fish which
had their eyesight
"
re¡noved drifted about rike plankton.
However, when they were engurfed
in man-made turbulent f10ws, the blind fish
orientated themser.ves hori_
zontally para).leJ. to the main stream.
Mauthnerrs cell, the acoustico_
raterar'_@ree4¡,
órqan which we have just nentioned, plays
a part in this orientation phenomenon ( Or x. Uchihashi,s work
in 1960 ).
we do not think that the orientation
arways occurs in this way but it
does mostly'. I'¡hen a water mass forms
a front in between another water
mass, it i's a fairJ.y well-known facÈ that
the distribution of the temper_
ature in these conditions controls the behaviour
of sal¡non.
In short,
the behaviour of sal¡non has a c10se relationshi.p
with ocean currents,
which depend upon the oceanographic structureBecause of this fact
we berive that if there was no relaÈionship
between the currents at point
A and at point B, which are distant Èo each
other, there cour.d not occur
any homing migration betrdeen these points.
TheEe is another important
point to mention here- vùhe¡ salmon
live on the bottom of the continent_
a1 shelf, they take their o¡ientation from
the ridge of the sea-bottom.
rt is also assumed that they take their
orientation alongside the main
trend of water, which is also co¡ltrolled
by ridges.
rùith respect to e¡hat we have just mentioned
we have recentry found a
very interesting fact.
since rg73 the chirians have been stocking
the
rrvers of r'atitude 450 south in chile
wiÈh t00 to 2oo nillion Dog sarmon
( oncorhynchus keta ) fry spawned
in Japan every year.
No fish are
said to have homed yet.*
When hre compare this fact erith
the accli_
¡uatization of salmon in'New zearand,
there are very important differences
between them' Firstly, Dog sar.mon
compared to Quinnat sarmon is a fish
(j)

( 150 ) salmon ca¡ne home during the
month of December, J-979. This was their first return to chiLe.
Their return may be exptained by the fact that euinnat Salmon
thaÈ one hundred and fifty

of a higher grade of ecorogicaL differenfttion and is of never forniog
a rand-rocked. They are typical perag:.J fish in the open sea and
their homing distance is very long.
Secondly, the Humboldt
current frows north arong Èhe west coast of chite and nearry reaches
the GaÌapagos IsLands,
From there iÈ flows west, becoming the South

belong to a species of ecologicalJ.y low differengêtion.
Their
fittoraL behaviour may have appeared and they did not swim far
enough to be engulfed by the Humboldt Current.

Equatorial Currentz_then it is finally scattered.
It cannot possibly
be expected that ho;¡ing Dog sarmon will be orientated and carried by
this scattered remnant of current back to the coast of chite.
on the
other hand, Èhe Quinnat Salmon of New zearand i,s a fish whose ecological
î,
differentiation is of a medium grade. ItL/is thguqht thalEbey_livF quite
rre¿rr or on rrhê b^rrôñ of the sea, and Èñ'at the oceanographic structure, of
off-shore New Zealand differs from tha
d¡ru
coast, !þs¡g is th
Inorth. the Subtrõ
exists far Lo tle
'
'
l-n

(6)

we now th.ink that there are several reasons for the acclirnatizing

success of ouinnat salmon in New Zealand.

euinnat saLmon is a species
with a low ecological differençrtion.
From the beginning of naturalization in the lakes of Ne¡¿ zealand itrs seasonar periodicity was able to
be regurated and adjusted fulLy to the conditions of the southern Hemisphere. Besides this, euinnat SaLmon has the habit of living on the
sea-bottom and arround. the east coast of the South fsland.
It is
thought that there is the oceanographic construction, which we have arready mentioned, which produees a water mass different from that in the

to have been kept, and the sarmon resources have been maintained
even though on a smaLl scale.
This is probabty because the homing
behavi-our and the actual conditions of the off-shore current, which we
think may seldom be found, are werl harmonized with each other.
This
phenomenon is precious as a liotoqical monument.
seems

open sea.

so for reseaich in the future there is a need to establish first of arl, the homing abirity according to each of the grades
of growth and of the sea area separetery.
we understand that this investigation is now being made by the Fisheries Research Division of the

(6)

New Zealand Government,

thousand

( 35,000 ) coho salmon t irfthis paper referred to as silver sarmon
r,
both of which were in the smolt stage. They were released from
the
hatchery of Acoho in Chitoe Island, Chile.
Àfter the release,
QuÍnnat Salmon began to home from the end of L979.
It was, reported

What we have just said is based on supposition, it has not

been proven yet.

Àccording to the Fishing News of the 15th February, l9go, it rdas re_
Ported that an Àmerican firm had made a derayed release of two hundred
and sixty thousand ( 260,000 ) euiDnat salmon and thirty-five

The Àims of Our Research.

I

to 9¡hose results sre are looking forward.
Next vre woul-d tike to tetl you about our investigation pIan, a part
of which rde are currentty executing ;
r v¡e are now tryinÇ to anaryse mathematicarry the swirnrning behaviour
(7)

of the fry and smort of euinnat salmon and other species which also
belong to the genus Oncorhynchus,

it musÈ be added that for saLmon with a non-differentiated behaviour,
it is easy to conform but it is difficult
to produce huge resou¡ces.

rr

lfe are attempting to establish the rerationship between sarmonrs
behaviour and the artifical
l-esion of each part of its brain.
This is done by Laser rays,
III I{e are also researching bottorn living behaviour and swimming

Àcknowledgements

we are grateful to the New zealand Govern¡nent and to the schoiãrs in

this country for their extensive cooperation and support which they gave
us while hre were doing our Salmon research.
Now, ere would like to
express our hearty thanks for being invited to attend this symposium.

behaviour from the vier¡rpoint of the morphology of the central nervous
system,

IV

are investj_gating the ¡elationship between the salmon's
ecological movements and the micro-chemicar substances in it's living
conditi.ons.
We

From this you can see that it

is i¡npossibre for us to carry out these
invesÈigations vrithout having the cooperation of New zealand and her

/nê,^
ô+{

from Otago University who will

act as our interpreter.)

people.

rn 1958, a canadian biorogist,

Dr r. Neave advanced a new theory that
oncorhynchus had evolved from salno due to the topographicar changes in
the Japan sea.
But we have aLready mentioned severar species that have
not yet been differentiared ecologicarly rhat .r191**routea
arouna tne
Japan Sea.

ferentiation

It was the sal¡non of the meclium grade in ecological difthat they succeeded in acctimatizing to Nevr, zealand.
Dog

salmon, on the other hand, is a species with a high grade in ecologicar
differentiation with which they srere not successful in accìi¡iatizing in

chire.
we think that the homing migration of salmon is a specialized,
high grade behaviour which has been formed by conforming to the peculiar
character of the ocean, and that it nqy be difficult
for salmon to conform
to the oceanographic structure of a different type. on the .other hand,
(8)

(9)
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